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The Problem and Its Solution

State highway departments and transportation agencies have a continuing need to keep abreast of operating practices and legal elements of specific problems in highway law. This report continues NCHRP’s practice of keeping departments up-to-date on laws that will affect their operations.

Applications

Sometime within the next decade, driverless vehicles will join conventional vehicles, which are operated by human drivers, on the roads of the United States. How many people will decide to forego human driving for driverless vehicles is a matter of wide speculation. Many drivers will likely stay with conventional cars for a time. After all, given advancing technology, in the near future conventional vehicles will be highly automated, capable of limited self-driving, partially autonomous, and probably connected. Nevertheless, even if driverless vehicles are adopted only gradually and partially, their introduction onto roadways still will have numerous legal ramifications.

How soon and how smoothly driverless vehicles merge onto U.S. roads and highways will depend, in part, on how the legal system resolves the many legal issues implicated by these vehicles. Driverless vehicles will inherit a framework of laws designed for conventional vehicles. Some states already have begun to make minor modifications to this framework to account for the unique capabilities and concerns associated with driverless vehicles. In the future, these intersections of the law and driverless technologies will grow increasingly numerous and complicated.

This digest has been prepared to assist policymakers in anticipating, working through, and resolving the legal policy issues that may be associated with driverless vehicles. It provides policymakers with an introduction to how civil and criminal liability may adhere to driverless vehicles, the implications of these vehicles for privacy and security, how these vehicles are likely to become subject to and potentially alter prevailing automobile insurance regimes, and other related topics.
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A LOOK AT THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT FOR DRIVERLESS VEHICLES

By Dorothy J. Glancy, Robert W. Peterson, and Kyle F. Graham, Santa Clara University School of Law, Santa Clara, California

I. INTRODUCTION

Driverless vehicles have been predicted, promised, and desired for decades. Finally, technologies necessary to realize these devices have become available. The question is no longer if, but when, driverless vehicles will become available to the public. When they do, driverless vehicles will transform ground transportation in the United States and around the world.

Capable of operating without human control over their operation, driverless vehicles are anticipated to have numerous advantages in terms of safety, convenience, mobility, and environmental protection, relative to their conventional counterparts. By freeing up what would otherwise be a driver for other tasks, driverless vehicles may increase the productivity of their users. The enhanced awareness and reaction capabilities of these vehicles eventually should result in thousands of saved lives and avoided vehicle crashes. Intelligently coordinating the movements of driverless vehicles should eliminate or at least mitigate traffic congestion, air pollution, and human frustrations incident to everyday driving.

Full realization of these benefits, however, will require modifications to some prevailing legal principles that expect motor vehicles to have drivers in control. Conventional motor vehicles operated by human drivers are subject to an elaborate architecture of legal rules. These rules cover such topics as how these vehicles are to be designed, manufactured, sold, repaired, and used; how liability should be assigned for injuries caused by these devices; the sorts of misconduct that will be regarded as criminal; automobile insurance; and the appropriate uses of land for roads, highways, and other transportation infrastructure. Driverless vehicles will lead to changes in some of these rules, particularly those that at present may not fully account for how these devices operate.

This report discusses the legal environment that will apply to driverless vehicles. The sections that follow consider how driverless vehicles may fit within or challenge existing rules, and, as relevant and appropriate, suggests how these rules could be modified to better serve the public interest. As a forward-looking analysis, this discussion is necessarily speculative, and relies on numerous assumptions regarding matters including how driverless vehicles will operate and how long it will take for them to come into common use. Nevertheless, even at this early juncture, policymakers should benefit from an assessment of how driverless vehicles mesh with the prevailing legal order.

Policymakers should appreciate the variety of tools at their disposal as they decide how to anticipate and respond to driverless vehicles. Legal policies within this sphere may take the form of restrictions, permitting, bonding, rules of the road, product or performance standards (be they design-based, harm-based, or technology-based), criminal penalties, civil liability (either in the form of fines payable to the government or liability to third parties), social insurance programs, knowledge-building and technical assistance, rewards and subsidies, advance-planning requirements, or mandatory reporting rules. Other regulatory policies may modify the environment in which a technology is used and manage both awareness and expectations that surround the technology. Alternatively, policymakers may choose to defer to market mechanisms and emerging social norms, as well as industry self-regulatory initiatives. Some of these tools are standard, others more exotic. To a significant extent, past practice will provide inertia and experience that will steer policymakers toward particular policy responses regarding driverless vehicles; the law often looks backward to provide rules for the present and future.

Following this introduction, this report will examine in Section II how policymakers of the past addressed some of the challenges associated with once-novel technologies such as railroads, steamboats, airplanes, and conventional automobiles. Section III of the report will provide an overview of the characteristics of driverless automobiles. Section IV then considers how prevailing civil liability rules may apply to driverless vehicles, while Section V estimates how criminal liability may adhere to their use and misuse. Section VI addresses how these vehicles will be insured, and the changes they may

produce in the insurance market. Section VII turns to the privacy and security implications of driverless vehicles and the imperative of building both security and privacy into driverless vehicles. Section VIII discusses federal, state, and local legislation and administrative regulation of driverless vehicles. Section IX then considers sustainability in terms of land, environment, and infrastructure resources. Finally, Section X offers some brief concluding thoughts.

II. NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND LEGAL CHANGE: A BRIEF HISTORY

The likelihood that driverless vehicles soon will appear on the nation’s roads raises questions about the application of existing legal rules to these devices, and whether these vehicles may lead to significant changes in the prevailing legal culture. In forecasting these matters, past policymaking experiences may provide some guidance.

Driverless vehicles represent the latest in a long series of transportation and systems technologies that have challenged the creativity and foresight of policymakers. Many of the legal questions that surround driverless vehicles would be familiar to lawmakers of centuries ago, even though the precise technologies involved are different. For example, the first detailed legal code drafted in colonial America, prepared in Massachusetts in the 1640s, addressed prevailing modes of transportation by adopting a franchise system for ferries, directing towns to appoint persons to build highways “from time to time,” and devising an inspection and repair scheme for ships built within the colony. Since then, federal, state, and local policymakers have continued to engage with new transportation and communications technologies.

A complete history of the interplay between the law and these innovations lies beyond the scope of this report. A discussion of government interaction with railroads in the 1800s, on its own, could fill a bookshelf. Furthermore, due to changed conditions and the unique qualities of new technologies, much of this history would offer little of value to today’s and tomorrow’s policymakers. The discussion below therefore follows a different approach in introducing the policy challenges that can be associated with new technologies. It considers how federal, state, and local policymakers addressed a particular issue—the perception and management of risk—associated with transportation, communications, and other important technologies of both yesterday and today.

From this discussion, some broad principles emerge regarding how new technologies get absorbed within the prevailing legal order, even as they produce changes in this system. These principles may provide a basis for anticipating policymaking trends and best practices regarding driverless vehicles.

A. Steamboats

In Colonial America, “[e]xperience and common sense overwhelmingly dominated the management of risk.” Colonies enacted laws designed to reduce the risks associated with some basic technologies, such as fire. But it was not until after the formation of the United States and the appearance of steamboats on the new nation’s rivers that a modern technology generated a comprehensive regulatory response.

Steamboats permitted brisk travel over water routes—but at a price, as their high-pressure boilers were prone to explode. These explosions were dangerous in their own right, and often led to the sinking of the affected ships. In 1838 alone, 14 boiler accidents resulted in the loss of 496 lives. In one of these incidents, boilers aboard the steamboat Moselle exploded while that ship plied the Ohio River near Cincinnati in April 1838, resulting in approximately 150 deaths.

The frequency and notoriety of boiler accidents led some states to enact laws to improve steamboat safety. These laws sought to achieve this goal in different ways. An 1837 South Carolina statute provided that a steamboat captain was guilty of a misdemeanor either when their negligence led to a physical injury or (regardless of negligence) when an exploding boiler led to such injuries, unless the explosion was shown to be unavoidable. A slightly more elaborate Illinois statute of that same year mandated that steamboat boilers and other equipment be “at all times in good and safe order and

9 Id. at 15; Report of the Committee Appointed by the Citizens of Cincinnati to Enquire into the Causes of the Explosion of the Moselle 18–22 (1838) (hereinafter “Moselle Report”).
10 An Act to Provide Punishment for the Negligent Management of Steam-Boats, ch. 11, § 1, 1837 S.C. Acts 26, 26–27.

1 Id. at 25.
2 Id. at 48.
3 For a thorough discussion of one component of this story—how federal and state governments have sponsored canal and railroad operations in this country—see Paul Stephen Dempsey, Transportation: A Legal History, 30 Trans. L.J. 235 (2003).
condition,"^11 made the masters and owners of boats jointly and severely liable for damages occasioned by their failure to maintain their equipment in good condition,^12 and specified that engaging in steamboat racing represented a misdemeanor.\(^13\)

The federal government adopted an even more comprehensive approach toward the bursting-boiler problem, enacting a statute that combined a licensing regime with the prospect of criminal and civil liability. Proposals to regulate steamboat boilers had circulated in Congress as early as 1824, but it took 14 years for a law to pass.\(^14\) The statute that emerged in 1838, shortly after the Moselle disaster, required semiannual inspections of a steamboat’s boilers and annual inspections of the rest of the boat, to be performed by an inspector appointed by the local district court.\(^15\) Only steamboats that passed this inspection would receive the license required for operation of the vessel.\(^16\) The law also demanded that steamboats have “a competent number of experienced and skillful engineers” on board.\(^17\) Another provision within this law specified that it would be regarded as criminal manslaughter when a steamboat employee’s “misconduct, negligence, or inattention” caused a loss of “the life or lives of any person or persons on board.”\(^18\) Finally, the statute provided that in civil lawsuits against steamboat proprietors alleging injuries to persons or property from a steamboat accident, the bursting of a boiler or the escape of steam from a boiler would be regarded as prima facie (sufficient) evidence of negligence.\(^19\)

The 1838 law proved ineffective at abating steamboat boiler explosions.\(^20\) Many of the law’s requirements were vague and difficult to enforce. Shortly after the federal law was enacted, a Cincinnati committee tasked with writing a report on the Moselle disaster lamented that Congress had not been more specific in its directives. As an example, the report observed that the federal law did not impose any specific design requirements on boilers, such as a requirement that they incorporate safety valves.\(^21\) The inspection scheme within the federal law also contained at least one major flaw. Inspectors were to be paid by steamboat owners,\(^22\) which provided an incentive for lax or nonexistent inspections. The law also failed to specify what it meant by a “skillful” engineer, rendering toothless the requirement that such a person be present onboard.

The ineffectiveness of the 1838 law led Congress to adopt a more comprehensive regime 14 years later. The 1852 statute was more specific than its predecessor had been in the tests that inspectors were to administer in the certification process\(^23\) and the characteristics that boilers had to possess in order to pass inspection.\(^24\) These new, more certain requirements capitalized on research on best practices in boiler construction that had been performed years before at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia.\(^25\) The law also sought to address the problem of fraudulent safety certifications by directing that inspectors were to make their certifications in court and under oath.\(^26\) The more rigorous character of this revamped regulatory regime has been credited with the ensuing decline in deaths caused by steamboat boiler explosions.\(^27\)

B. Railroads

If steamboats provided federal and state lawmakers with an introduction to the challenges that can be associated with a new technology, railroads offered a crash course on this subject.

The first locomotive-powered railroad service in this country commenced operation in 1830. Within a decade, there already had been several fatal railroad collisions and derailments.\(^28\) Consistent with the generally positive views that Americans held toward railroads early in their history,\(^29\) these accidents generally were attributed to isolated misbehavior by

\(^{11}\) An Act to Prevent Disasters on Steamboats Navigating the Waters within the Jurisdiction of Illinois, § 1, 1837 Ill. Laws 89, 89–90.
\(^{12}\) Id. § 4.
\(^{13}\) Id. § 5.
\(^{14}\) Burke, supra note 8, at 9.
\(^{15}\) An Act to Provide for the Better Security of the Lives of Passengers on Board of Vessels Propelled in Whole or in Part by Steam, ch. 191, §§ 4–6, 5 Stat. 304, 305 (1838) (this statute hereinafter being referred to as the “1838 Federal Steamboat Act”).
\(^{16}\) 1838 Federal Steamboat Act §§ 2, 6.
\(^{17}\) Id. § 6.
\(^{18}\) Id. § 12.
\(^{19}\) Id. § 13. This provision was of little consequence when passengers died, since the prevailing rule at the time was that a person’s tort claims died with them, and there were no wrongful-death statutes then in place.
\(^{20}\) Burke, supra note 8, at 18.
\(^{21}\) Moselle Report, supra note 9, at 71, 73.
\(^{24}\) 1852 Federal Steamboat Act § 14.
\(^{25}\) Burke, supra note 8, at 12–14.
\(^{26}\) 1852 Federal Steamboat Act, supra note 23, § 9.
\(^{27}\) Burke, supra note 8, at 22.
\(^{28}\) See Southworth Allen Howland, Steamboat Disasters and Railroad Accidents in the United States 238–64 (1840).
\(^{29}\) See Mohun, supra note 6, at 95 (discussing this attitude).
railroad management and employees, as opposed to flaws endemic in railroad operations.\textsuperscript{30}

A spate of accidents in the 1850s\textsuperscript{31} placed railroad dangers in sharper focus. An April 1852 editorial in the American Railroad Journal observed that “accidents” are becoming so alarmingly frequent, they should receive attention for the purpose of devising some way of preventing them, if for no other.\textsuperscript{32} The editors continued:

The only way to prevent accidents, is to make it for the interest of railroad companies that they should NOT happen; to make the penalty so great, that freedom from them shall be necessary for economy’s sake. All corrective measures, in fact, resolve themselves into this. The Legislature should not only see that a proper penalty is annexed to every accident, but the public should take the matter into their own hands, by giving exemplary damages in all cases that come before a jury.\textsuperscript{33}

The editors also observed that “[t]he introduction of railroads has been so recent, that legislation has by no means kept pace with their development, nor with the necessity of providing for the public safety.”\textsuperscript{34} To fill this gap, the editorial looked toward the recently revised federal steamboat law in urging that:

No material should be used upon railroads, upon which the lives or safety of the travelers may depend, without being subjected to the inspection of some competent person. We adopt this precaution as far as the engines and boilers of a steamboat are concerned; why should we not extend the same to the locomotive, to the running stock, rails, etc., etc.?\textsuperscript{35}

An 1853 report on the causes and means to avoid railroad accidents, prepared at the behest of the New York State Senate, similarly underscored the then-ongoing transition from the previously prevailing tendency to blame railroad accidents on human errors toward a greater appreciation of how the rail system itself might be designed to reduce both the likelihood and the consequences of these mistakes. While the report continued to emphasize human agency, observing, “From the enumeration of the various causes of accidents, it will readily appear how much their prevention depends on the faithful and prompt discharge of the duties devolving upon the agents entrusted with, or in charge of the numerous departments of railroad management,”\textsuperscript{36} it also associated accidents with more technical causes, such as the use of inferior materials and poor route designs.\textsuperscript{37} Ultimately, however, this report did not recommend any specific safety precautions or remedies. The authors proposed only heightened disclosure requirements for railroads, and that the state investigate any accidents that resulted in casualties.\textsuperscript{38} Indeed, it would take several decades for state or federal legislators to impose meaningful safety regulations on railroads.\textsuperscript{39}

Until then, courthouses represented the principal forum in which railroad-safety issues were presented and decided. Rail operations were associated with a remarkable variety of accidents and injuries, from derailments to collisions to fires to railyard mishaps far away from any moving train. These episodes produced an unprecedented number of injured plaintiffs suing in tort. It soon became clear that the likelihood that a plaintiff would recover in such a case depended in large part on their status as a railroad passenger, railroad employee, or someone who lacked a contractual relationship with the railroad.

When pressing personal injury lawsuits against rail operators, passengers inherited a set of favorable rules that ascribed strict liability (in other words, liability without fault) to “common carriers” of goods or property. These rules were adjusted to

\textsuperscript{30} See Howland, supra note 28, at 238–64.

\textsuperscript{31} One author has determined that railroads resulted in 913 deaths in the state of New York alone between 1850 and 1852. Of the persons killed, 321 were railroad employees, 177 were passengers, and 415 were others, such as persons struck at crossings or while walking along the tracks. March Aldrich, Death Rode the Rails: American Railroad Accidents and Safety, 1828–1965, at 19 (2006).

\textsuperscript{32} Accidents on Railroads, American Railroad Journal, Apr. 10, 1852, at 234.

\textsuperscript{33} Id.

\textsuperscript{34} Id.

\textsuperscript{35} Id.

\textsuperscript{36} Report of the Committee of the New York Senate & State Engineer on Rail Road Accidents 12 (1853).

\textsuperscript{37} Id. at 3–7.

\textsuperscript{38} Id. at 21.

\textsuperscript{39} Some states did require that early railroad enterprises exercise some basic precautions vis-à-vis non-users, such as persons and livestock that crossed railroad lines. One law, passed in 1849 in Vermont, required railroads to erect fences, install cattle guards at farm crossings, and place signs reading “Look out for the engine” at each road crossing. An Act in Relation to Railroad Corporations, §§ 39, 44, 1849 Vt. Acts & Resolves 30, 40, 41. Some early state laws regulating rail operations also imposed speed limits at crossings and where railroads proceeded through cities. E.g., An Act to Restrict Railroad Companies, and to Make Them Liable in Certain Cases, ch. 25, § 1, 1850 Miss. Laws. 96, 96 (imposing a speed limit of 6 mi an hour on railroads operating within cities and towns); An Act to Incorporate the Union Railroad Company, ch. 296, § 6, 1848 Mass. Acts 773, 774. But state legislatures hesitated to prescribe other types of safety regulations, particularly those that would require railroads to replace their infrastructure or utilize specific safety equipment. See Steven W. Usselman, Regulating Railroad Innovation: Business, Technology, and Politics in America, 1840–1920, at 122–23 (2002). The federal government did not fill this void. The first important federal safety law regarding railroads, the Safety Appliance Act, was passed in 1893. James W. Ely, Jr., Railroads and American Law 217 (2001).
impose upon railroad companies a high, if not absolute standard of care. As railroad historian James Ely has observed, “Liability for injury to passengers was based on negligence, but the happening of an accident raised a prima facie presumption of fault by the carrier. The burden of proof was then placed on the company to demonstrate its freedom from blame.” Some states also recognized new types of claims for the benefit of deceased passengers’ next of kin, taking the first step toward modern “wrongful death” laws. A Massachusetts law of this type, enacted in 1840, allowed a widow or other heir to recover between $500 and $5,000 when the negligence or recklessness of a proprietor or employee of a railroad, steamboat, stagecoach, or other common carrier led to the death of a passenger.

Railroad employees were less fortunate, as their employers could invoke any or all of three potent defenses to their tort lawsuits—contributory negligence, assumption of the risk, and the “fellow servant” rule. The first of these doctrines barred recovery if the plaintiff’s own negligence contributed to his injury; the second defeated a claim when the plaintiff was regarded as having voluntarily exposed himself to a known risk of harm; and the third exonerated the employer when the plaintiff’s injury was attributable to the fault of a coworker. The doctrines of contributory negligence and assumption of the risk predated railroads. But railroads introduced the fellow servant rule to this country; the doctrine was first applied in the United States in the early 1840s, in cases brought by railroad employees against their employers. These three defenses made it impossible for many injured railroad employees to recover for on-the-job injuries throughout the 1800s. It was only in the first decade of the 1900s that Congress addressed railroad workers’ plight by passing legislation that abrogated the fellow servant and contributory-negligence defenses and pared back the assumption of the risk defense in negligence actions brought by railroad employees against their employers.

Finally, an extensive and complex body of law came to surround the myriad other fact patterns that led to tort lawsuits against railroads. Several of these principles evolved over time, as judges grew more familiar with the hazards associated with the growing railroad network. For example, in the 1800s persons injured while straying onto railroad property often found it difficult to recover because the law of that era classified them as “trespassers,” to whom the railroads owed no duty of care. Beginning in the mid-1800s, however, courts started to permit recovery when a trespassing child had been drawn onto the railroad’s premises by a turntable or other perceived plaything. These cases that divined and applied the “turntable doctrine” would provide the foundation for a broader principle commonly known today as the “attractive nuisance” rule.

C. Telegraphy

Although not a transportation technology, telegraphy involved the creation of a complex communications system that represents a distant ancestor to the networks that some observers forecast as integral to the operation of driverless vehicles.

Early laws concerning telegraphy tended to evince an optimistic, “booster” attitude toward this technology. Some of these statutes sought to promote telegraph service by making it a crime to maliciously destroy telegraph poles, wires, or other property used for telegraph transmission.

But telegraphy involved risks of its own. These dangers were more subtle than the crashes and mangled limbs linked to railroad operations. One hazard was that a telegrapher would make an important mistake in relaying a message. When this happened, the sender or recipient sometimes brought a lawsuit for damages. In these cases, just as railroads were, telegraph companies quickly were classified under the law as “common carriers” and thereby made subject to a heightened standard of care in transmitting messages for their customers.

Other concerns about telegraphy implied malevolence instead of mere negligence. Unlike traditional

---

40 Ely, supra note 39, at 219. See also Edward L. Pierce, Treatise on American Railroad Law 469–70 (1857).
41 Ely, supra note 39, at 220.


44 See Ely, supra note 39, at 213 (observing that “the legal system made it difficult for injured employees or their dependents to recover against railroads”).
46 Id. at 216.
47 Id. at 214.
48 Id.
letters that were sealed in envelopes, the contents of messages sent over telegraph wires had to be disclosed to intermediaries. Fears that these middlemen might misuse the information they obtained, or that interlopers might eavesdrop on transmissions or engage in “wiretapping,” led states to adopt criminal laws to deter this sort of unwelcome meddling. These concerns flowered so quickly that in 1861—just 17 years after Samuel Morse transmitted the message “What Hath God Wrought” from Washington, D.C., to Baltimore—the territory of Nevada\(^{53}\) criminalized all of the following within its very first batch of laws: divulging the contents of a confidential message,\(^{54}\) willfully altering or forging a message,\(^{55}\) misappropriation of information contained in a message,\(^{56}\) refusing to transmit or unreasonably delaying the transmission of a message,\(^{57}\) improper opening or receipt of a telegraph message,\(^{58}\) efforts to learn the contents of a message through eavesdropping or wiretapping,\(^{59}\) and bribing a telegraph employee to divulge the contents of a message.\(^{60}\)

D. Electricity

The use of electrical networks for lighting also sparked significant public safety concerns. Even at the start of the electrical age it was commonly understood that electricity spelled danger, at least if insufficient precautions were taken. An 1881 editorial in a Sacramento, California, newspaper observed that “[t]he extension of use of electricity has introduced a new danger to civilization. Wherever houses are lighted by electricity, and in fact wherever powerful currents are carried on wires in and about houses, the danger of fire also arises, and also the danger of injury to those who may happen to touch those wires unawares.”\(^{61}\)

The accumulating mass of electrical wires that cast shade upon many urban streets presented an especially conspicuous manifestation of the dark side of electric lighting. In New York City, the first electric street lamp appeared in 1880.\(^{62}\) Just 3 years later, the *New York Times* warned, “Conflagration and death are threatened by every inch of the big arc light wires, of which hundreds of thousands of feet are strung up all over the City. They are a constant menace to the lives of those who walk beneath them.”\(^{63}\)

It was generally understood that these overhead wires would present less of a hazard if they were properly insulated\(^{64}\) and repositioned underground. In 1885, the New York state legislature assigned the task of relocating Manhattan’s overhead wires to a board of commissioners. Resistance from some lighting companies, who objected to the expense of relocation, together with the board’s corruption and incompetence meant that thick lattices of wires remained strung overhead in Manhattan throughout the 1880s. Worsening the situation, some of these wires were hung in a “criminal loose manner” and had inadequate or nonexistent insulation.\(^{65}\)

It would require a few high-profile electrocutions to move the wires below the earth. A total of 17 accidental electrocutions occurred in New York City between May 1887 and September 1889.\(^{66}\) This death toll was not particularly high for the era, at least relative to the headcounts produced by other perils. According to the New York City coroner, in 1889 4 times as many Gothamites died from falling objects as from electricity, almost 20 times as many died from drowning, and 30 times as many died from falls.\(^{67}\) But the horrific nature of a death by electrocution tended to attract attention, and the omnipresence of the overhead wires led to widespread worries that a deadly shock could await anyone below.\(^{68}\) One especially dreadful accident occurred in October 1889, when a lineman was electrocuted in the wires strung a block from City Hall. His smoldering corpse remained aloft for an hour while a crowd amassed below. This electrocution came close on the heels of two other fatal accidents, and the public had had enough.\(^{69}\) After 2 months of courtroom wrangling with the electric companies, the city received permission to treat dangerous wires as a nuisance, and to cut them

\(^{53}\) An Act for the Regulation of the Telegraph, and to secure Secrecy and Fidelity in the transmission of Telegraphic Messages, ch. 23, 1861 NEV. STAT. 4623.

\(^{54}\) Id. § 1.

\(^{55}\) Id. §§ 1, 2.

\(^{56}\) Id. § 3.

\(^{57}\) Id. § 4.

\(^{58}\) Id. § 5.

\(^{59}\) Id. § 6.

\(^{60}\) Id. § 7.


\(^{62}\) Rapid Advance in Electrical Lighting, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 1, 1886, at 4.

\(^{63}\) Sudden Death in the Air, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 4, 1883, at 6.


\(^{65}\) Joseph P. Sullivan, Fearing Electricity: Overhead Wire Panic in New York City, IEEE TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY MAGAZINE, Autumn / Fall 1995, at 8, 9 (quoting an address given by Dr. George H. Benjamin).

\(^{66}\) Id.

\(^{67}\) Id.; The Year that Has Gone, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 2, 1890, at 2.

\(^{68}\) Sullivan, supra note 65, at 11.

\(^{69}\) Id. at 10–11.
The city began to take down hazardous wires the very next day, in certain spots doing so in front of applauding crowds. By the end of the year, roughly one-quarter of the city's overhead wires had been removed.

Removing the wires led to the temporary darkening of some city streets. There had been 1,328 electric street lights in use in New York City as of December 31, 1888; that number fell to just 145 precisely 1 year later. But the public's anger was directed at a specific practice—unsafe overhead wiring—as opposed to electric lighting in general. As wires were moved underground, electric streetlamps soon returned to city streets. By the end of 1892, there were 1,539 such lamps in use, and this number would almost double within another 4 years.

E. Automobiles

Highway travel has always been somewhat hazardous. The New York City coroner's report for the year 1889 counted 12 accidental deaths where people had been "run over by horse cars," 33 deaths under the heading "run over by cars and engines," and 32 persons who had been "run over by wagons and trucks." The equivalent report for 1909 still attributed far more accidental deaths to horses and horse-drawn vehicles than to automobiles. But by 1919, automobile fatalities within the city had surged to a level several times greater than that ever associated with horses. The carnage associated with automobiles continued to climb during the Roaring Twenties, when automobile usage spiked. By 1929, automobiles were linked to approximately 30,000 deaths annually. This headcount is similar to that of today—a striking total, given that the nation's population was less than half what it is now, and there were approximately one-tenth the current number of registered vehicles on the road at that time.

Yet the prospect of such a death toll was not on anyone's mind in the late 1890s, when some observers thought automobiles might represent only a fad, as the dwindling bicycle boom had proven to be. When automobiles first appeared, the primary concern of automobilists was that their devices would be flatly barred from the roads. This concern proved unfounded. Most cities were content to regulate automobiles, instead of banning them. One close call came in 1899, when Boston's Board of Aldermen passed an ordinance that would have barred automobiles from city streets unless and until they were expressly endorsed by the aldermen as "not endangering the life or property of others." A cooler head soon prevailed. This measure was vetoed by the mayor, who wrote in his veto message that "it would be much wiser to wait until such developments in this line shall have proceeded further, and it will then be possible to frame a much fuller and wiser regulation than the one now before me."}
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82 In 1899, a leading publication on automobiles observed:
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As automobiles became increasingly common, state legislatures enacted rudimentary laws regarding their registration, use, and required equipment. By 1906, well over half of the states had enacted statutes concerning at least one of these topics. Though these laws varied in their terms, common provisions called for the registration of vehicles with the state, prescribed that automobile operators had to be licensed, established maximum speed limits, and required simple safety equipment—frequently brakes, lamps, and a bell, horn, or other signal. Early speed limits varied significantly from state to state. In 1903, Alabama adopted a statewide speed limit of 8 miles per hour. At the other extreme, as of 1906 motorists in rural areas of Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin could blaze along at up to 25 miles per hour, if their cars could handle it. Other states eschewed any specific speed limit, and simply directed motorists to operate their vehicles at a reasonable speed.

Several of these early statutes also instructed motorists on how to behave when they encountered horses on the roads. Then as now, horses could be easily frightened, leading these animals to injure themselves or others. When such incidents involved a passing motorist, injured persons sometimes sued the automobilist whose vehicle had caused the horse to panic. In fact, in the very first years of American automobiling, this sort of fact pattern gave rise to most of the tort lawsuits that involved these devices. These lawsuits pressed claims similar to those that horsemen and carriage operators had alleged in the past against bicyclists, railroad operators, and others.

Fortunately for the defendants, history had shown that while horses often were frightened by new devices on the highways, the animals eventually would become used to their presence; in other words, the frightened-horse problem was anticipated to be only a temporary one. Within the conducive context of these cases, it was resolved fairly quickly that motorists were not strictly liable for injuries associated with their machines, and that automobilists only had to exercise reasonable care in the operation of their vehicles. Eventually, of course, frightened-horse lawsuits soon were replaced by a much greater volume of claims involving vehicle crashes and collisions.

When these cases emerged, they were similarly assimilated into the larger body of negligence law that had accumulated in years past, with applicable principles having been developed in cases involving earlier technologies such as carriages and streetcars.

Personal injury lawsuits against automobile manufacturers took longer to appear. A 1906 treatise on automobile law could only speculate on the rules that would apply to an automobile manufacturer in a lawsuit brought by an injured consumer. Persons injured in early automobile accidents may not have pursued claims against manufacturers because they could not appreciate or identify any negligent behavior by the automaker, or they may have believed that under prevailing rules, a lack of "privity of contract" between themselves and automobile manufacturers (who by 1906 already had begun to sell their products through intermediaries) would defeat any lawsuit they might pursue. Starting in the 1910s, however, courts significantly pared back or erased the privity requirement in negligence cases brought by the consumers of...
As the number of automobiles exploded in the 1920s, so too did the volume of automobile accident litigation. By the late 1920s and early 1930s, tort lawsuits involving automobile accidents constituted 25 percent or more of some urban dockets.98 This mass inevitably included some bogus claims. To address the problem of fraud, beginning in the 1920s about half of the states enacted “guest statutes” that barred negligence claims brought against drivers by gratuitous passengers.100 These laws would remain on the books for decades, although they have since been abolished in every state except Alabama.

The soaring number of automobile accidents and lawsuits also led some observers to have second thoughts about the application of negligence principles and courtroom procedures to these incidents. Proposals emerged to replace the vagaries of litigation with a more mechanical compensation mechanism when automobiles led to injuries. A 1932 Columbia University study of automobile accident litigation determined:

The generally prevailing system of providing damages for motor vehicle accidents is inadequate to meet existing conditions. It is based on the principle of liability for fault which is difficult to apply and often socially undesirable in its application; its administration through the courts is costly and slow, and it makes no provision to ensure the financial responsibility of those who are found to be liable.101

The authors recommended a no-fault compensation plan for injuries associated with automobile accidents, modeled after workers’ compensation programs.102 Such a concept was several decades ahead of its time, however.103 Other efforts to adjust or account for the risks of automobile accidents through legislation also were slow to gain acceptance. While in 1925 Massachusetts became the first state to require drivers to obtain accident insurance as a prerequisite to operating a motor vehicle on the highways,104 it would take three decades for any other state to follow suit.

The 1920s also saw the federal government collaborate with industry representatives and other groups to address traffic problems through the National Conference on Street and Highway Safety. Chaired by U.S. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, this body consisted largely of representatives from federal, state, and local governments, business interests, and automobile clubs.105 The Conference promulgated a Uniform Vehicle Code in 1926.106 This code sought to standardize disparate state laws on various topics relating to vehicle use. It consisted of four component codes: the Uniform Motor Vehicle Registration Act, the Uniform Motor Vehicle Anti-Theft Act, the Uniform Motor Vehicle Operators’ and Chauffeurs’ License Act, and the Uniform Act Regulating the Operation of Vehicles on the Highways.107 Portions of the Uniform Vehicle Code soon were adopted by many states,108 continuing the ongoing process of iterative revision of state automobile laws as these devices grew ever more sophisticated and common. In California, for example, a comprehensive 1905 statute concerning automobiles gave way to another in 1919, and to yet another in 1923.109

With the soaring number of automobiles came recognition of new forms of antisocial behavior, among them automobile theft,110 hit-and-run incidents,111 and driving while intoxicated.112 States started to recognize these offenses as warranting distinct recognition and treatment not long after the first wave of automobile statutes appeared. Early criminal laws prohibiting driving while intoxicated described the unlawful conduct in general terms, such as a 1910 New York statute that forbade “operating a motor vehicle while in an intoxicated
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condition.” These laws were refined after a series of studies in the 1930s clarified the correlation between impairment and blood alcohol concentrations. In New York, a 1941 law declared that when a breath, blood, urine, or saliva test established that a person had a blood alcohol concentration of .15 percent or higher within 2 hours after their arrest for driving while intoxicated, this result would constitute prima facie evidence at trial that the tested individual had been driving in violation of state law.

This modification of the crime of driving while intoxicated came near the close of an era in which most injuries associated with automobile accidents were blamed on human error. In the 1950s and especially the 1960s, attention turned to how automakers might design their motor vehicles to reduce occupant injuries in the event of an accident. In 1966, Congress inaugurated the modern era of federal regulation of vehicle design by passing the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 and the Highway Safety Act of 1966. The first of these statutes authorized the promulgation of federal motor vehicle safety standards, while the latter created the National Highway Safety Agency to implement the provisions of both its authorizing statute and the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. Four years later, Title II of the Highway Safety Act of 1970 established the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and conferred upon it the authority previously allocated to the National Highway Safety Agency.

F. Airplanes

The litigants and judges in early automobile lawsuits benefited from a large body of case law that addressed other highway mishaps, similar except for the technologies involved. With early airplanes and the relative novelty of flight, much less pertinent law existed to help people understand how these devices fit within prevailing doctrine.

Strange as it may seem today, the primary safety concern associated with early airflight did not involve harm to passengers, but danger to those on the ground. The few early passengers were regarded as taking their chances by venturing into the air. Early airplanes were relatively slow and had a short travel radius, making them a generally undesirable transportation option for all but short-distance routes over water. Furthermore, airplanes and their pilots had a terrible safety reputation among the general public. One booster wrote in 1911 that “many otherwise well-informed persons have come to view aeronautical progress as the development of a most desperate and dangerous folly, and to see in every aviator a money-mad participant in a carnival of death, and in every flying ground a shambles.” This perception persisted well into the 1920s, and it (as well as the judgment-proof nature of many early
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fliers\textsuperscript{129} had a chilling effect on the pursuit of tort claims against air service providers.\textsuperscript{130} Claims for injury or death against airplane manufacturers for negligence took even longer to appear,\textsuperscript{131} for reasons including the complexity of aircraft design, difficulties in piecing together the causes of an accident, and a general tendency to blame early mishaps on pilot error.\textsuperscript{132}

But people on the ground had not assumed any risks associated with flying. To this broader segment of the public, the principal worry was that a plane might crash onto them as they went about their earth-bound business.\textsuperscript{133} For this scenario, there was a case on point—if only one, and an old one at that. In \textit{Guille v. Swan},\textsuperscript{134} decided in 1822, the defendant, a hot air balloonist, had crashed his balloon in the plaintiff's yard. The court held that the defendant was strictly liable for damage associated with his landing.\textsuperscript{135}

This single case provided a slender basis for the imposition of strict liability for ground damage when airplanes crashed, a century later. Nevertheless, the analogy proved compelling to those early commentators who regarded even motorized airlight as an ultrahazardous activity of little social utility.\textsuperscript{136} As airplane technology advanced, these devices proved their usefulness, and a larger proportion of the public took advantage of these benefits, the law slowly drifted away from its strict-liability stance. The modern trend is to apply negligence law, as opposed to strict liability, to determine liability for ground damage associated with aircraft.\textsuperscript{137} But the earlier strict-liability approach has proven fairly "sticky," and remains in favor among some audiences.\textsuperscript{138}

The federal government became involved in airline safety regulation in 1926, with the enactment of the Air Commerce Act.\textsuperscript{139} This statute owed its existence to the endorsement of early commercial airline operators, who desired enhanced government safety regulation in order to assure the public that air travel was not as unsafe as the litany of accidents involving barnstormers might have suggested.\textsuperscript{140} The statute delegated upon the Secretary of Commerce responsibility for registering and rating the airworthiness of aircraft,\textsuperscript{141} examining airmen for competence,\textsuperscript{142} and establishing air traffic rules.\textsuperscript{143} The law also directed the Secretary to "investigate, record, and make public the causes of accidents in civil air navigation in the United States."\textsuperscript{144} Three decades later, the collision of two passenger aircraft over the Grand Canyon would contribute to the creation of the Federal Aviation Agency (now the Federal Aviation Administration), or FAA, the federal agency tasked today with principal responsibility for ensuring airline safety.\textsuperscript{145}

\subsection{G. Computers}

For the most part, computers have not yet been closely connected to physical harm or property damage, and therefore have not led to much regulation or courtroom practice designed to ward off or seek redress for these injuries.\textsuperscript{146} Instead, a more keenly

\textsuperscript{129} Two states—Massachusetts and Connecticut—enacted statutes in the early 1910s that, in addition to prescribing licensing and registration requirements for aircraft, made aviators liable in the event of accidents. An Act Concerning the Registration, Numbering, and Use of Air Ships, and the Licensing of Operators Thereof, ch. 86, § 11, 1911 Conn. Acts 1348, 1351 ("Every aeronaut shall be responsible for all damages suffered in this state by any person from injuries caused by any voyage in an air ship directed by such aeronaut."); An Act to Regulate the Use of Air Craft, ch. 663, § 6, 1913 Mass. Acts 609, 611 (providing that an aviator "shall be held liable for injuries resulting from his flying unless he can demonstrate that he had taken every reasonable precaution to prevent such injury").
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appreciated hazard associated with computers and computer systems has involved the exploitation of data by insiders or “hackers.” Concerns regarding this type of misbehavior have led governments to enact computer-crime laws designed to deter unauthorized access and other forms of computer abuse.

Prior to the late-1970s, most misconduct involving computers consisted of fraud or embezzlement schemes that somehow made use of these devices to plunder a bank or another business. These crimes generally were addressed within the existing rubric of fraud, theft, and conspiracy laws. As years passed and computers grew more widespread and powerful, more complicated schemes appeared. One such scam involved the manipulation of pari-mutuel betting at the Flagler Dog Track in Florida by employees during the mid-1970s.

This case led to Florida’s enactment of the country’s first computer-crimes statute in 1978. The Florida legislature found that “while various forms of computer crime might possibly be the subject of criminal charges based on other provisions of law, it is appropriate and desirable that a supplemental and additional statute be provided which proscribes various forms of computer abuse.” The Florida law recognized several new crimes specific to computers. Its provisions prohibited such conduct as tampering with or destroying computer data, the disclosure or unauthorized acquisition of trade secrets or other confidential data found on computers, gaining unauthorized access to a computer or a computer system or network, and willfully and knowingly causing these devices to crash or otherwise deny service to users.

In other states, without any similarly notorious scheme to catalyze legislative action, the array of computer crimes accumulated in a more incremental manner. California’s first take on the subject in 1979 prohibited accessing a computer system or network as part of a scheme to defraud, or to obtain money, property, or services with fraudulent intent. This law further specified that “[a]ny person who maliciously accesses, alters, deletes, damages, or destroys any computer system, computer network, computer program, or data shall be guilty of a public offense.”

Additional crimes were added later, as new fears appeared regarding computer misuse. In 1981, the California legislature added two new crimes, both dealing with the use of computers to store credit information. One of the new offenses prohibited the malicious acquisition of credit information stored on computers. The other forbade the wrongful manipulation of credit information stored on computers. A report to the California governor advised that these crimes were intended to address “a problem that is likely to become more prevalent with the advent of automated banking, purchasing and credit information being computerized.”

Three years later, in response to concerns about computer “hackers” who acquired access to computer systems for fun rather than profit, the legislature criminalized the intentional acquisition of unauthorized access to a computer system. Finally, in 1987, the legislature enacted a new statute developed by a committee consisting of representatives from law enforcement agencies and private businesses. This statute criminalized an array of conduct, going beyond that addressed by earlier prohibitions. Several of these provisions required less pronounced criminal intent than that necessary for commission of previously recognized computer crimes. One new provision made it a crime when an individual “[k]nowingly and without permission uses or causes to be used computer services.”
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Other new crimes addressed situations where a person “[k]nowingly accesses and without permission takes, copies, or makes use of any data from a computer, computer system, or computer network,”165 or “[k]nowingly accesses and without permission adds, alters, damages, deletes, or destroys any data, computer software, or computer programs which reside or exist internal or external to a computer, computer system, or computer network.”164

While criminal liability for the misuse of computers and computer networks has grown, civil liability for misbehavior on the Internet has been stunted by the enactment of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996.165 This provision was adopted in response to two early cases involving defamation claims brought against online service providers. In the first of these matters, decided in 1991, a federal district court held out the prospect of liability if an online service provider “knew or had reason to know of the allegedly defamatory . . . statements” posted by others on its online bulletin boards.166 In the second, a lower New York state court held in 1995 that an online service provider who held itself out as exercising editorial control over information posted by others on its online bulletin boards, and in fact exercised this control, would be regarded as a “publisher” of that information for purposes of assigning liability for defamation.167

Section 230 responded to concerns that these rulings, and any similar decisions in the future, would deter online service providers from screening offensive material posted by third parties to bulletin boards and other Internet forums under their control, for fear of being treated as the “publisher” of whatever information remained.168 Section 230 therefore rules out the prospect that such actions will convert a service provider into a publisher, providing that “[n]o provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”169 Congress saw this grant of immunity as consistent with general policies “to promote the continued development of the

Internet and other interactive computer services and other interactive media”170 and “to preserve the vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet and other interactive computer services, unfettered by Federal or State regulation.”171

Consistent with Congress’s avowed policies, courts have adopted a broad construction of the immunity from civil claims conferred by Section 230. Online services have evolved from a small number of simple bulletin boards and other rudimentary sites to the roughly 1 billion Internet websites now estimated to exist, and use of email services has become commonplace. In this expanding online universe, Section 230 routinely dooms common-law tort theories alleged against website operators for content posted by third parties. Courts also have applied Section 230 to persons who forwarded allegedly defamatory e-mail messages,172 although one court has noted the “disturbing implications” of conferring immunity upon “users” of “interactive computer services” who intentionally republish defamatory information acquired from another “information content provider.”173

H. Conclusions

This overview, though brief, indicates how new technologies can present recurring challenges to the existing legal order. The responses generated by policymakers, meanwhile, offer some insights into how these challenges have been perceived and addressed.

First, new technologies can prompt a variety of policy responses, differing along dimensions that include their timing and the branch and level of government responsible for them. The perceived dangers of some innovations, or desires to capture their benefits, have led to almost immediate policy feedback. Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act provides a recent example of such a measure enacted early in a technology’s lifespan. With other technologies, such as airplanes, it has taken longer for risk to translate into active policy. The levels and branches of government given primary responsibility for the creation of policy also have varied from technology to technology. States and localities have taken the lead in the creation of policies pertinent to some devices; the federal government has assumed
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this role with other technologies. With some innovations, risks were addressed primarily through the judiciary and damages actions; with others, through criminal laws and other statutes.

Second, the policy responses to new technologies often evolve over time. Early efforts to address the risks associated with innovations are subject to review and revision as the technologies evolve, expectations shift, and initial efforts at risk regulation prove inadequate or ill-fitting to changed conditions. The first federal law aimed at solving the bursting-boiler problem failed to meet its goal, but a second attempt, which learned from the earlier failure, succeeded. Speed limits for automobiles represent another example of a safety rule that has required periodic reevaluation. In many instances, new or successive policy efforts have capitalized upon a growing knowledge base regarding a technology and the risks it presents. The evolution of driving while intoxicated laws for motorists shows this dynamic at work, as does the emergence of more sophisticated safety standards for steamboat boilers.

Third, these policy responses commonly track changing attitudes regarding the perceived benefits and drawbacks of a technology. The preceding text, for example, establishes that certain types of risk tend to be appreciated more keenly and quickly than others are. “Unassumed” risks, incurred by those who do not directly partake of a technology’s benefits, tend to be overemphasized relative to their likelihood of occurrence, while injuries by those who somehow have accepted and benefited from the dangers of a new technology tend to be downplayed, at least at first. Hence the early focus on the dangers of airplanes to those still upon the ground, and the belated attention paid to the hazards encountered by air passengers. Similarly, cumulative risks that eventually follow from broad adoption of a technology may be difficult to anticipate early in the diffusion process, while the innovation is still gaining an initial foothold among consumers. It also can take time and the refinement of an innovation to isolate its avoidable risks, as opposed to those dangers forever inherent in a product or service.

Fourth, discrete and unpredictable incidents can play instrumental roles in catalyzing policy, at least when these episodes are sufficiently notorious and occur at opportune times. The enactment of technology-regulating laws after the Moselle disaster and the Flagler racetrack heist represent merely two of many examples of this phenomenon in action.

Fifth, notwithstanding the iterative nature of policymaking, within any particular forum early measures may have a long-term impact on the development of the law applicable to a technology. Once again, Section 230 provides a useful example of this phenomenon, as do early computer-crimes statutes. Unless and until a crisis occurs, legislators may prefer not to revisit issues that were “resolved” at an early stage of a technology’s development. This disinterest may lead to the continued application of statutes adopted with only embryonic forms of a technology in mind. This tendency toward inertia also can appear within the judiciary, where the doctrine of stare decisis imposes a form of path dependence on the law.174

Sixth, policymakers rely upon processes of analogy in perceiving and addressing the pros and cons of a new technology, and often view an innovation in light of the comparable qualities of substitute technologies. When an innovation resembles a technology already in common use in its form and function, rules already applied to the older technology frequently are extended to the more novel system or device.175 Sometimes these old rules fit well, sometimes they do not. The absence of ready analogies has meant that truly novel innovations, such as airplanes, have tended to avoid complex regulation, at least for a time.176 This delay has not always owed to a lack of perceived risk. Rather, this lag often has followed from difficulties that plaintiffs and policy advocates have had describing this risk in terms conducive to regulation, and to the understandable hesitance that policymakers sometimes have about engaging in potentially premature regulation of transformational technologies.

Seventh, and finally, specific innovations may produce changes in the law that ultimately sweep more broadly than initially anticipated. Congress’s engagement with boiler safety set the stage for future federal engagement in other regulatory contexts.177 Tort lawsuits involving railroads facilitated the maturation of negligence doctrine and led to the development of the “attractive nuisance” principle, a rule now generally applicable to landowners.

Whether similar echoes follow from the policies adopted toward more recent technologies, such as computers, remains to be seen.

What do these principles mean for the legal environment for driverless vehicles? Above all else, they point toward an evolving policy response to these devices. Policymaking probably will begin with rudimentary measures and become more complex and far-reaching over time. At first, the aspects of driverless vehicles regarded as most suitable for regulation will be defined largely, if not entirely, by reference to the law that surrounds conventional vehicles. But as driverless vehicles grow increasingly sophisticated and common, more and more novel issues will arise that will require innovative and thoughtful responses from policymakers. Some of these policies eventually may produce far-reaching changes in the ambient law.

At the same time, past experience also suggests that the policymaking path for new technologies can be unpredictable. As earlier episodes establish, a single incident may cause lawmakers to step in to address the perceived risks associated with a novel technology. Therefore, forecasts regarding the “likely” or “optimal” policy responses to driverless vehicles should be ventured with caution, and with an appreciation that alternative approaches may prevail.

With that, this report will conclude its discussion of other, past technologies and proceed to the characteristics and potential uses of driverless vehicles.

III. Characteristics and Technologies of Driverless Vehicles

Driverless vehicles are motor vehicles in which internal vehicle systems, instead of a human driver, operate all functions as the vehicle moves on public roadways. They may take the form of passenger cars, large or small trucks, buses, or other modes of motorized ground transportation. They may transport either cargo or human passengers, or both, or neither.

Varied terminology regarding motor vehicles without human drivers complicates policymaking about driverless vehicles. These vehicles are sometimes referred to as “entirely self-driving,” as “fully autonomous,” or even as “completely automated,” in addition to being more aptly called “driverless vehicles.” The negative attribute of being driverless

176 Early in the 20th century, “driverless automobiles” referred to a regulated business now known as the rental car business. Instead of hiring a motor vehicle with a driver, a person could rent a “Driverless Car” from a “business of renting and hiring automobiles and motor vehicles without a driver.” Driverless Car Co. v. Glessner-Thornberry Driverless Car Co., 83 Colo. 262, 264, 264 P. 653, 654 (1928). In this trademark infringement case, the Supreme Court of Colorado held that “driverless,” as applied to cars, was even then generic and therefore did not infringe any trademark. Id. at 270. Many of the earliest driverless car cases come from Texas, where in 1918 the City of San Antonio adopted “An ordinance for the licensing and regulation of driverless automobiles, hired or leased to the public for use on or over the streets or thoroughfares of the city of San Antonio.” City of San Antonio v. Besteiro, 209 S.W. 472, 472 (Tex. Ct. Civ. App. 1919), upheld this ordinance, which required registration and financial responsibility. Id. at 473–74. Other state courts, as well as the United States Supreme Court, similarly upheld driverless-car regulations. E.g., Hodge Drive-It-Yourself Co v. City of Cincinnati, 284 U.S. 335, 52 S. Ct. 144, 76 L. Ed. 323 (1932).

179 Convention on Road Traffic, Geneva, Sept. 19, 1949, 3 U.S.T. 3008, 125 U.N.T.S. 3 and Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, art. 31, May 23, 1969, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, 8 I.L.M. 679. Article 8, Sections 1 and 5 of the Vienna Convention require that “[e]very moving vehicle or combination of vehicles shall have a [person] driver,” and “[e]very driver shall at all times be able to control his vehicle.” Section 1 of Article 13 further requires, “Every driver of a vehicle shall in all circumstances have a vehicle under control so as to be able to exercise due and proper care and to be at all times in a position to perform all manoeuvres required of him.”

performance of these limited self-driving features, or autonomous operational modes, or automated operations will contribute data to inform legal policy decisions about vehicles that operate entirely without human drivers. Still, legal and policy issues posed by driverless vehicles operating without human drivers are very different from issues posed by vehicles that have not entirely obviated a human operator.

A. Distinctive Characteristics of Driverless Vehicles

Driverless vehicles offer a means of roadway transportation for both goods and people that operates and controls its own operations and movements. Driverless vehicles are expected to be safer, more efficient, and more environmentally benign than conventional driver-operated vehicles. They are expected to save thousands of lives and millions of dollars in avoided damage and waste. Existing motor vehicle regulatory requirements (such as extensive passive safety equipment, pollution control devices, and the like) may cause the earliest driverless vehicles outwardly to appear similar to conventional vehicles. Ultimately, driverless vehicles will probably look quite different from human-driven vehicles. Driverless vehicles’ crash-avoidance capabilities should obviate the need for robust passive safety features, such as heavy materials, bumpers, air bags, or even full-visibility windshields. However, before such physical changes can occur, a great deal of legal and regulatory change will need to take place.

1. Autonomous, Automated, and Self-Driving Features

Various applications of automated vehicle systems—from electronic stability control to automatic lane keeping, parking, and braking systems—enable vehicles to perform specific tasks without human intervention. Recently introduced automated systems that control some or all vehicle operations for part of a journey or in a specific roadway environment are also available. However, for now, human drivers remain in overall control, particularly in emergencies. General Motors’ “Super Cruise” and Tesla’s promised “Autopilot” are brand-associated features advertised as making vehicles autonomous or self-driving. However, even such highly automated vehicle functions and self-driving modes do not enable cars having such automated features to be driverless, in the sense of dispensing entirely with a human driver. A human driver remains both legally and practically required to be present and capable of positive operational control of these vehicles. In contrast, driverless vehicles operate without any human control and therefore pose legal and policy issues different from those posed by vehicles that continue to rely on the presence of a human driver.

2. Levels of Automation

For many advanced automotive system developers, “autonomous” became sufficiently ambiguous that standard-setting and regulatory bodies avoid using it in favor of “a range of vehicle automation.” Increasing degrees of vehicle automation, in an inverse relationship with human control, seems helpful in describing the increasingly sophisticated stages of vehicle automation technologies.

In fact, there are two separate versions of vehicle automation levels. For both of them, driverless vehicles are at the highest level of full automation, meaning that the vehicle is in complete control of all driving functions at all times. In 2013, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) suggested vehicle automation levels in the agency’s “Preliminary Statement of Policy Concerning Automated Vehicles.” In January 2014, Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) International suggested a slightly different “Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms Related to On-Road Motor Vehicle Automated Driving Systems” as SAE Standard J3016.

The two competing sets of categories, or levels, are:

**SAE Automation Levels**

0—No Automation
1—Driver Assistance
2—Partial Automation
3—Conditional Automation
4—High Automation
5—Full Automation [Driverless]

**NHTSA Automation Levels**

Level 0—No Automation
Level 1—Function-specific Automation

---


Level 2—Combined Function Automation
Level 3—Limited Self-Driving Automation
Level 4—Full Self-Driving Automation [Driverless]

It is noteworthy that driverless vehicles occupy the highest level of automation in both systems. Under NHTSA categories, currently available vehicle automation technologies are at level 2, and are rapidly moving into level 3, but are not yet close to the driverless top NHTSA automation level 4—completely driverless operation. Similarly, existing vehicle automation is currently between SAE levels 2 and 3.

Federal and state regulators in the United States generally refer to NHTSA vehicle automation levels. Vehicle manufacturers often use the SAE categories, which are similar to vehicle automation categories used in Europe. This report uses the NHTSA levels of vehicle automation as reference points.

3. Consumer Acceptance

Highly automated, but not completely driverless, vehicles that retain a human driver in the control/responsibility loop may be sufficient for many vehicle purchasers for many years. Particularly with regard to passenger vehicles, there may turn out to be a consumer-market “stickiness” at levels of vehicle automation that are less than fully driverless. Consumers may be satisfied with highly automated driver assistance, and on-demand self-driving modes in certain circumstances, but still prefer to retain control over their own vehicles.

Some generations of car buyers, for whom a driver’s license typically crowned their adolescence, may not be as eager to leave car operation to the car. Other potential driverless vehicle buyers express feelings of insecurity if vehicle control is not in the hands of a human driver. In addition to anxieties about an “uncontrolled” driverless vehicle, some consumer skepticism about driverless passenger cars undoubtedly reflects legal uncertainties, as well as concerns about safety and financial risks. A generational change in car purchasers to those whose personal attachment to vehicle driving is more attenuated, as well as changes in legal regimes, are likely to be required before driverless vehicles become widespread consumer choices over highly automated driver-assisting vehicles.

In addition to psychological reluctance to relinquish control over personal mobility, legal consequences of having no human driver in control, or potential control, of a passenger car are pervasive. In some areas of law, such as vehicle regulation and insurance, driverless vehicles may require entirely new legal rules. Gradual legal-system adaptation to vehicle automation—such as acceptance of limited self-driving modes or part-time driver passivity—would provide valuable experience in guiding legal changes that will be needed before large numbers of completely driverless vehicles operate on United States roadways.

Although driverless vehicle market penetration estimates vary a great deal, some type of fully driverless vehicles (passenger cars or trucks) are expected to be commercially available by around 2025. Some estimates indicate that driverless vehicles will not become standard until the 2050s, because of the rather slow vehicle replacement rate. By 2050, driverless vehicles are expected to account for over half of vehicle travel.

B. Driverless Vehicle Technologies

Interaction among many types of technologies will enable driverless vehicles to operate on public roads without being operated by human drivers. The complexities of these technical systems will present unusual challenges to courts and legislatures tasked with creating and applying legal rules regarding driverless vehicles.

The following description of driverless vehicle technologies is homocentric. It starts with the interface between a human user and a driverless vehicle, then considers several types of data input technologies, as well as automated controls over vehicle functions and the artificial intelligence technologies that integrate data input and determine when and how to activate automated vehicle controls. This discussion will consider five groups of technologies that combine to operate a driverless vehicle:

---

186 Driverless vehicles are classified as NHTSA Level 4—Full Self-Driving Automation:

The vehicle is designed to perform all safety-critical driving functions and monitor roadway conditions for an entire trip. Such a design anticipates that the driver will initially provide destination or navigation input, but is not expected to be available for control at any time during the trip. This includes both occupied and unoccupied vehicles. By design, safe operation rests solely on the automated vehicle system.

Similarly, driverless vehicles occupy SAE Level 5: Full Automation, which refers to driverless vehicles as involving “the full-time performance by an automated driving system of all aspects of the dynamic driving task under all roadway and environmental conditions that can be managed by a human driver.”


---
1. Human-vehicle interface.
2. Sensors that provide data about internal operation of the vehicle and its parts.
3. Sensors that provide location and real-time external roadway environment data.
4. Automated controls over vehicle functions and operation.
5. Artificial intelligence that integrates in-vehicle operational data with external roadway data and activates automated vehicle controls.

Each of these groups of vehicle technologies presents multiple challenges to the legal system. Integrating these technologies to operate a driverless vehicle poses additional technical and legal challenges.

1. **Human-Vehicle Interface**

The points at which a human user interacts with a driverless vehicle will be crucial in determining legal responsibility. These interaction points, also called HMI (human-machine-interface), will be the loci of human choices regarding driverless vehicles. It is likely that, at least at first, driverless vehicles will involve a simple HMI that provides no choices other than to use the driverless vehicle or not to use it and to select the vehicle’s destination. That interface may be biometric (a fingerprint reader or speaker recognition) or may take the form of a fob, a push button, password entry, or other on-off control. For security purposes, at least two means of verification (access factors) are likely to be required. In some jurisdictions, testing regulations provide that a human person turning on a driverless vehicle makes that human the legal “operator” of the driverless vehicle.190

It seems likely that manufacturers will program early driverless vehicles in standard ways. At some point in their development, driverless vehicles may provide more complex interactions between humans and driverless vehicles than simply activating the vehicle and setting its destination. Experimental driverless vehicles are generally programmed to obey all traffic signs and rules, to avoid crashes, to stay in their appropriate lanes, etc.

It is likely that driverless car users will want to be able at least to change the vehicle’s destination during a journey, when the purpose for a trip changes. These and other programming choices could cause a driverless vehicle to operate in ways that uniquely respond to individual users’ personalities and preferences.

Unless legal requirements restrict the programming of production versions to a standard driving mode, driverless vehicles could offer a menu of alternative programming that would provide choices among different driving styles. For example, a driverless car user could select among such driving styles as “aggressive driving,” “slow driving,” “scenic routes,” or “arrival by <specified time> at all costs.” Although default driverless vehicle programming is expected to direct “safest and most time- and fuel-efficient, while obeying all traffic laws,” programming alternatives are inevitable. These user alternatives would provide choices among specific ways in which the driverless vehicle functions, based on different coding menus provided by programmers. Absent legal restrictions on permitted and unpermitted driverless vehicle computer code, experimentation by programmers and hackers seems inevitable. Laws, regulations, or purchase contracts forbidding particular types of driverless vehicle programming or reprogramming would be difficult to write and to enforce, but may be on the horizon.

Increased human choices regarding how a driverless vehicle operates will generate human responsibility, including legal responsibility, for choosing more or less risky driverless vehicle operating modalities. Future driverless vehicle laws or regulations may well require specified programming limitations (e.g., always abide by all traffic laws and signals) or provide safe harbors that limit legal liability of driverless vehicle users if specified programming is used. However, at present such laws or regulations do not exist. Although ethical obligations of driverless vehicle programmers have been discussed, legal rules governing such matters have not been drafted.

2. **Sensors Providing Internal Vehicle Operation Data**

Sensors that detect and process the operation of various vehicle parts, such as the brakes, transmission, steering, throttle, tires, and the like are already embedded in all modern vehicles.191 Thousands of sensor microprocessors communicate over the CAN bus (under ISO 11898 standards) for vehicle coordination, diagnostic, and other purposes.192

The capacities and configurations of these sensors are typically proprietary information closely held by

---

190 For example, under Florida law, “a person shall be deemed to be the operator of a driverless vehicle operating in driverless mode when the person causes the vehicle’s driverless technology to engage, regardless of whether the person is physically present in the vehicle while the vehicle is operating in driverless mode.” Fla. Stat. § 316.85 (2014).


vehicle manufacturers. Because these sensors function as evaluators of the internal mechanical operations of a vehicle and its parts, the information they generate can have significant legal consequences in terms of causing, diagnosing, or isolating vehicle malfunctions. These internally facing sensors also provide points of access for intruders to insert malicious code that could misdirect or even take control of a driverless vehicle. Recent reports about remote car hacking illustrate this security vulnerability, which also is discussed in Section VII.

3. Sensors Providing Location and External Roadway Environment Data

Global positioning systems (GPS) that provide real-time location information are a nearly universal feature of experimental driverless cars. However, because the resolution of ordinary GPS signals is only accurate to a level of 3.5 meters, augmentation (such as through differential GPS) is required to geographically locate a driverless vehicle within a few centimeters. In addition to GPS, precise location information mostly comes from dynamic digital mapping. Experimental driverless vehicles generate, as well as use, digital maps of roadways. Precise, real-time mapping, tracking, and other “environmental awareness” technologies used by driverless vehicles are essential to safe vehicle operation. As a result, most driverless cars will routinely receive as well as generate mapping updates at frequent intervals. It is possible that this dynamic mapping data could be provided as cloud-sourced driverless vehicle roadway data.

Experimental driverless vehicles depend on outward-facing sensors that collect real-time data about what is happening in the immediate and long-range roadway environment through which a driverless vehicle is moving. For example, Google has a specific patented sensor process for noting and reacting to such unexpected events as cattle crossing the road. Indeed, driverless vehicle developers have invented a variety of different types of sensors. Multiple forms of radar, LIDAR, infrared, sonar, and optics (digital cameras) combine to provide a detailed and robust “picture” of the immediate and farther away roadway environment. These multiple sensors operate as redundant sources that provide both static (a curb or pothole) and dynamic (bicyclist alongside) roadway data. Poor weather conditions interfere with many sensors that require line-of-sight. As a result, in some climates and circumstances, even redundant arrays of multiple sensors may fail to provide adequate roadway data for driverless cars.

To supplement these sensors, wireless communications are expected also to supply roadway situational information (e.g., movement of nearby vehicles) to driverless vehicles, particularly in circumstances where weather compromises visibility. These wireless communications technologies are not sensors, but they can provide vital data about a driverless vehicle’s dynamic roadway environment.

193 Much of this proprietary data is protected as trade secrets. The software that operates vehicle systems is copyrighted. As discussed in Section VII.C, infra, at note 546, vehicle manufacturers are objecting to a U.S. Copyright Office proposal to exempt decompiling and modifying this software from being considered illegal tampering with anticircumvention measures that protect digital barriers against copyright infringement.


Section III.C.2.a discusses the potential application of connected vehicle technologies in driverless vehicles. In addition, beacon technologies, or pavement-embedded signals, may be developed to transmit to driverless vehicles information from signs and warnings about potential roadway hazards such as low bridges, tight curves, or lane closures.

4. Automated Controls over Vehicle Functions and Operation

In a driverless vehicle, control over vehicle operation is automated through networks of actuator microprocessors (sometimes called ECUs, for “electronic control units”) triggered by the vehicle’s artificial intelligence. So far, automated controls in conventional vehicles appear to have been remarkably reliable in accomplishing specific vehicle operations from anti-lock brakes to electronic stability control. However, some automated vehicle controls appear to have proved more reliable than others. For example, automatic lane-keeping controls\(^{201}\) seem to be less reliable than electronic stability control.\(^{202}\)

Media reports about technical experiments enabling remote access to automated vehicle controls have eroded public confidence in automated vehicle controls. Such vulnerabilities, associated with car-hacking, present legal as well as technical challenges for driverless vehicles. Indeed, automated controls have proved to be the most vulnerable aspect of vehicle automation to car hacking.\(^{203}\) The security aspects of automated controls in driverless vehicles will be discussed further in Section VII.C.

5. Artificial Intelligence

Driverless vehicles rely on highly sophisticated artificial intelligence to integrate and analyze internal vehicle operational data and roadway sensor data and then to determine which automated controls to activate. This machine ability to control all vehicle operations distinguishes driverless vehicles from other automated technologies that either assist or warn human drivers.

Driverless vehicle artificial intelligence integrates internal vehicle operational and external roadway environment inputs as described above. It is likely that driverless vehicle artificial intelligence will be functionally distributed across multiple parts of a vehicle’s decision and control systems, rather than being located in a single central processing unit. It also will be self-learning in the sense that the algorithms used in operating a vehicle modify themselves over time in response to previous operations, new information, and feedback. Self-learning algorithms are characterized by their dynamic adaptability. Rather than robotically carrying out static programming directions, driverless vehicles analyze data, model it, and make data-driven predictions and decisions, such as actuating vehicle controls.\(^{204}\)

Actuated controls simultaneously provide feedback data to various parts of the system.

So far, sufficient computational power to manage driverless vehicle data integration, analysis, and activation appears to be available and at necessary analytic speed.\(^{205}\) However, capacities for rapid data fusion and control architecture are not unlimited. In particular, the computational demands of advanced security systems needed to protect driverless vehicles from external threats may drain resources and slow analytic functioning in driverless vehicles. A driverless vehicle's artificial intelligence is tasked with performing vehicle management and guidance functions otherwise performed by a human driver. That artificial intelligence has to be at least as accurate and reliable as human intelligence engaged in the same types of operations.\(^{206}\)

At present, the legal system does not specifically regulate any of the parameters in which driverless vehicle artificial intelligence will be permitted to operate. Because artificial intelligence decisions have consequences in terms of safety, economic, and environmental impacts, this aspect of driverless cars is likely to be subject to extensive legal regulation that is not yet in existence.

C. Connected Vehicle Technologies

Various types of connected vehicle technologies (wireless communications) may provide inputs for driverless vehicle operation. As of mid-2015, it
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\(^{201}\) Chad Kirchner, Lane Keeping Assist Explained, Motor Review (Feb. 17, 2014), http://motorreview.com/lane-keeping-assist-explained/. It may be that lane markings are insufficiently standardized and maintained for the technology to operate properly.


\(^{204}\) Self-learning artificial intelligence is a type of machine learning developed in computer science. See generally Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: A MODERN APPROACH (2013).


remains undetermined which types of vehicle communications will be integrated into driverless vehicles. Driverless vehicles are not technically required to be connected vehicles. But they probably will be.

1. Vehicle Connectivity

Wireless communications systems connect vehicles with other vehicles or with other receivers located in or near the roadway around them. Various technologies provide this vehicle connectivity. Wireless technologies are already embedded in most late-model conventional cars. Cellular wireless connections offer phones, Internet access, information, and entertainment to moving vehicles. A NHTSA requirement of dedicated short range communications (DSRC) transceivers as safety equipment on all new passenger vehicles and light trucks is expected to be proposed by the end of 2015. All of these systems could provide data useful in the operation of driverless vehicles.

Ambiguous terminology frequently confuses policy decisions regarding vehicle connectivity. In the United States, “telematics” (also “automotive telematics” or “mobile telematics”) can refer generically to any form of wireless communication to or from vehicles, i.e., vehicles connected to the outside world over various types of wireless connections. For some automotive analysts, such as the consulting firm Gartner, only communications from vehicles are telematics: “Telematics refers to the use of wireless devices and ‘black box’ technologies to transmit data in real time back to an organization. Typically, it’s used in the context of automobiles, whereby installed or after-factory boxes collect and transmit data on vehicle use, maintenance requirements or automotive servicing.” Mobile telematics can refer, even more narrowly, to connections between an automobile’s computer systems and embedded wireless communications systems that transmit vehicle operation data to the vehicle’s manufacturer or insurer. Under whatever name, telematics or various other vehicle communications technologies may be used in driverless vehicles. On the other hand, because driverless vehicles can operate without wireless communications functions, driverless vehicles need not have any such connectivity.

Indeed, some experimental driverless vehicles have been deliberately designed not to connect with external sources of information for their operation. For example, the vehicles involved in the DARPA 2004, 2005, and 2007 Grand and Urban Challenges were not permitted to use externally communicated information for vehicle operation.

One way to characterize vehicles that rely only on data generated within the vehicle, without wireless connections, is to describe them as “self-contained,” in contrast with wireless connected vehicles, described as “interconnected.” What is not known at this time is whether future driverless cars will be interconnected through reliance on wirelessly communicated data for vehicle operations.

2. USDOT Connected Vehicle Program

The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) has an elaborate Connected Vehicle Program. This program is divided into two parts: 1) connected vehicle safety systems through which vehicles transmit and receive vehicle operation data over DSRC transceivers, and 2) connected vehicle mobility applications, which provide information, entertainment, and other communications over various commercial wireless networks.

USDOT Connected Vehicle Program research has also considered “multi-modal” systems combining DSRC safety data and other wireless vehicle communications platforms into a “Core System” that would connect vehicles with off-road transportation management systems and other vehicle data users. Only a concept of operations has been prepared for such a combined Core System.

USDOT’s bifurcated Connected Vehicle Program divides DSRC wireless vehicle communications

---


211 The Intelligent Transportation Systems Joint Program Office (ITS JPO) manages research aspects of the connected vehicle program within the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology. The Office maintains a Web site on this subject at http://www.its.dot.gov/connected_vehicle/connected_vehicle_research.htm. In addition, the Federal Highway Administration Office of Operations also conducts connected vehicle research. Their connected-vehicle Web site appears at http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/travelinfo/infostructure/aboutinfo.htm.

212 Christopher Hill, Module 13: Connected Vehicles 1–2 (2013), http://www.peb.its.dot.gov/eprimer/documents/module13.pdf ("[I]n summary, safety-related systems in the connected vehicle environment will likely be based on dedicated short range communications (DSRC). Non-safety applications may be based on different types of wireless technology.").

technologies that use closed ad hoc networks from commercial mobile wireless applications. Indeed, the wireless technologies involved are both technically and legally distinct. For example, cybersecurity vulnerabilities posed by DSRC connected vehicles are markedly different from those posed by commercial wireless mobile applications.

Referring to both categories as “connected vehicles” obscures important technical differences that affect legal policy determinations. Indeed, the legal ramifications of safety-oriented DSRC vehicle communications are unlike the legal ramifications of mobile wireless communications that provide convenience, information, and entertainment to people in existing vehicles.

a. Connected Vehicle DSRC Safety Systems.—Connected vehicle safety systems use specialized DSRC transceivers to send and receive real-time vehicle data over ad hoc V2V vehicle networks. NHTSA has announced that the agency plans to require this type of connected vehicle communications equipment in all new passenger cars and light trucks.\textsuperscript{214}

USDOT initiated DSRC connected vehicle technologies just after the turn of the 21st century, as part of a USDOT research program called VII (Vehicle Infrastructure Integration). In 1999, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had assigned 75 megahertz of spectrum at 5.850–5.925 GHz (often referred to as the 5.9 GHz spectrum) solely for vehicle safety and mobility communications over DSRC.\textsuperscript{215} The initial VII concept was to provide human drivers real-time information about the infrastructure (curves, bridges, embankments), as well as what other nearby vehicles (particularly not yet visible vehicles) were doing. The VII program developed a DSRC radio communications system over the FCC-allocated radio spectrum. DSRC radio technology has the capacity to transmit vehicle operation data at high speeds and with low latency. DSRC communications between a vehicle and the roadside infrastructure are called V2I. DSRC communications from one vehicle to another vehicle are called V2V. DSRC communications that transmit vehicle data to all sorts of mobile devices are called V2X. In all cases, DSRC’s function is wireless transmission of vehicle operational data. This data can provide useful operational inputs for driverless vehicles.

In 2014, NHTSA announced a regulatory initiative to require DSRC “Connected Vehicle” radio transceivers as mandatory safety equipment in all new passenger vehicles and light trucks in the United States.\textsuperscript{216} This announcement, but not yet formally proposed, mandatory V2V safety requirement is not aimed specifically, much less solely, at driverless vehicles. According to NHTSA, required V2V operational data will be exchanged anonymously over ad hoc networks for the purpose of warning drivers of conventional vehicles.\textsuperscript{217} Still, such a DSRC requirement would also provide driverless vehicles a valuable source of real-time data about nearby vehicle operations.

Four serious uncertainties cloud the potential for near-term requirements regarding DSRC connected vehicle V2V safety data transmissions. First, the FCC is under Congressional pressure to re-allocate parts of the now-dedicated 5.9 GHz DSRC spectrum to other types of wireless users.\textsuperscript{218} Other, non-vehicle uses of this spectrum could cause interference that would degrade the usefulness of DSRC real-time vehicle communications to the point that that V2V Connected Vehicle communications could become unreliable, particularly in congested urban areas. Interference issues continue to be under study.\textsuperscript{219}


NHTSA ANPRM, supra note 214, 79 Fed. Reg. 49,270, 49,272 (“[W]e plan to propose to require that new vehicles be equipped with DSRC devices, which will enable a variety of applications that may provide various safety-critical warnings to drivers.”).


substantial objections were raised about the continuing absence of adequate measures to protect both privacy and security as well as to prevent the use of V2V for surveillance. Some of these privacy, security, and surveillance concerns are based on DSRC connected vehicle design features in which unencrypted vehicle operational data (the Basic Safety Message, or BSM) are transmitted “in the clear” from vehicle to vehicle. See Section VII, infra, for a discussion of these issues in greater detail.

Third, there are legal objections to NHTSA’s announced intention to propose agency regulations that would require a DSRC transceiver to be embedded in every new passenger vehicle and light truck. There is no express statutory authorization for such an agency requirement. The need for legislative authorization further increases the possibility that NHTSA’s intended DSRC connected vehicle requirement may be delayed or even blocked by Congress.

Fourth, some transportation technology experts are beginning to view DSRC as 1990s technology that needs reassessment in light of newer and better communications technologies. So far, alternative communication technologies, such as those used in commercial mobile wireless applications described below, have not yet attained the speed and low latency that make DSRC essential for vehicle safety communications. Nevertheless, improvements in commercial mobile wireless technologies may provide alternative ways to transmit specialized vehicle operation data wirelessly in real-time.

If such improved wireless communications technologies can attain the functionality of DSRC, driverless vehicles may transmit and receive vehicle safety data over these wireless channels, instead of the currently planned connected vehicle DSRC safety systems.

b. Connected Vehicle Wireless Mobility Applications (Mobile Wireless).—Connected Vehicle Wireless Mobility Applications (Mobile Wireless) are different from the narrowly focused, standardized DSRC Connected Vehicle Safety Systems discussed in the previous section. Mobile wireless communications comprise a heterogeneous group of technologies using commercial wireless networks (currently 4G and LTE, but by the time driverless vehicles are introduced, probably some form of 5G). These wireless technologies send and receive a wide range of data, including navigation assistance, traffic, weather, phone conversations, email, and entertainment programming, as well as vehicle operation data. Mobile wireless services also include satellite services, such as Sirius XM Satellite Radio, that transmit digital signals into moving vehicles, under circumstances where slower transmission speeds and higher latency do not interfere with the purpose of the transmission. For short distances within a vehicle, Bluetooth is typically used for wirelessly communicating among devices.

Mobile wireless technologies, such as smartphones, can be brought into a vehicle to provide navigation and other information to enhance vehicle mobility and convenience. Applications include existing commercial services that provide navigation and parking advice, automatic accident reporting, weather, and traffic reports. Some wireless services provide only audio-video entertainment and information. Others facilitate Internet connections.

Apple and Google provide the two main vehicle platforms that allow smartphone (phone and Internet) functions to appear on a vehicle’s dashboard display screen and enable smartphone control by using the vehicle’s controls, including voice controls. Apple’s interface, called CarPlay, was launched in March 2014. Google’s similar interface, called Android Auto, launched in June 2014.

In addition, many vehicle manufacturers embed closed-network wireless communications platforms that automatically communicate data regarding vehicle parts and operations back to the vehicle’s manufacturer. Some of these closed wireless systems also carry infotainment, navigation, and automatic crash notification (ACN) services. Automotive operating systems that have been used to run this type of embedded vehicle connectivity include Microsoft Embedded Automotive, open-source MeeGo, and QNX Car from Research in Motion. The most advanced vehicle-embedded communications systems offer cross-platform mobile access to phone, Internet sites, infotainment, and email, as well as provide data communication between a vehicle’s automotive systems and its manufacturer. Hackers used this communications feature in a Jeep Cherokee to tap into vehicle control systems so that they
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could remotely take over operational control of the vehicle while it was being driven on a highway.\textsuperscript{223}

In March 2014, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) published a \textit{Federal Register} Notice requesting information about Connected Vehicle Mobility Applications “that leverage the full potential of trusted communications among connected vehicles, travelers, and infrastructure to better inform travelers, enhance current operational practices, and transform surface transportation systems management.”\textsuperscript{224} This research program seeks “applications that synergistically capture and utilize new forms of connected vehicle and mobile device data to improve multimodal surface transportation system performance and enable enhanced performance-based systems management.”\textsuperscript{225} FHWA apparently seeks to leverage connected vehicle data for use in commercial applications, as well as traffic management and safety programs.

In 2015, USDOT launched a connected vehicle research program to encourage “Dynamic Mobility Applications.” This USDOT program will “combine connected vehicle and mobile device technologies in innovative and cost-effective ways to improve traveler mobility and system productivity, while reducing environmental impacts and enhancing safety.”\textsuperscript{226} The Dynamic Mobility Applications program envisions competitive commercial development, with the federal government playing “an appropriate and influential role as a technology steward for the continually evolving integrated transportation [information] system.”\textsuperscript{227} The program seeks development of ways to use connected vehicle data for traveler convenience, safety, environmental, and transportation management functions.

USDOT encourages, but does not generally regulate, Mobile Wireless applications, except insofar as they may pose safety hazards in the form of driver distractions. In 2013, NHTSA published voluntary guidelines that restrict visual and tactile access to many types of in-vehicle wireless devices and displays, such as those used in Mobile Wireless applications.\textsuperscript{228} Because these guidelines only affect driver-facing interfaces, they will not apply to driverless vehicles. Since automated, semi-autonomous, or partly self-driving vehicles all have drivers subject to distraction, the driver distraction guidelines would apply. So far, NHTSA has brought no formal enforcement actions related to Mobile Wireless applications that have allegedly distracted drivers of conventional cars. Nevertheless, NHTSA has warned that the agency may initiate enforcement if in-vehicle electronic devices contain safety-related defects or cause driver distraction when human drivers are in control of vehicles.

3. FCC Communications Regulation

The FCC allocates the communications spectrum and licenses both telecommunications devices and wireless telecommunications carriers that transmit communications to and from vehicles. In addition, the FCC’s E911 regulations, adopted in 2010, require wireless mobile phone communications to provide location information (primarily from GPS).

Although there have been suggestions that the FCC adopt specific licensing regulations with regard to providers of vehicle-based mobile wireless services (which the FCC generally refers to as telematics), the FCC has so far only asserted general jurisdiction over wireless communications devices and wireless service providers. Aside from licensing the 5.9 GHz spectrum (5.850–5.925 GHz) for use by DSRC vehicle safety and mobility services, the FCC does not yet specifically regulate connected vehicle communications platforms. Further regulation of vehicle communications systems by the FCC is possible, as communications from connected vehicles become more widespread.\textsuperscript{229}

4. Vehicle Connection Security Issues

Among the most serious challenges faced by connected vehicles, whether human-driven or driverless, are heightened cybersecurity threats. In the context of Mobile Wireless applications, security threats can be difficult to guard against because there are so many sources both of data input and of types of communications. In a multi-connection wireless communications setting, identifying, isolating, and preventing security threats from hackers, malware, defective equipment, and other cybersecurity threats is especially difficult. See Section VII, infra.

According to a recent report, “A new car may have more than 145 actuators and 75 sensors, which produce more than 25 GB of data per hour. The data is analyzed by more than 70 onboard computers to

\textsuperscript{223} Miller & Valasek, \textit{supra} note 203, at 20–33. The system hacked was a QNX-based system called Uconnect.

\textsuperscript{224} Connected Vehicle Pilot Deployment Program; Request for Information, 79 Fed. Reg. 14105, 14105 (Mar. 12, 2014).

\textsuperscript{225} Id.


\textsuperscript{227} Id.


\textsuperscript{229} See the discussion of potential FCC privacy regulation, \textit{infra} at notes 508–511.
ensure safe and comfortable travel.” Connected vehicle mobility applications access this vehicle data to provide feedback data to the manufacturer of the vehicle. They also offer attractive hacker targets.

Mobility applications often include “infotainment systems, engine management units, and onboard diagnostic units, radios operating at different frequencies, GPS receivers, transponders, Bluetooth devices, and cell phone chips.” As a result, “malware in any subsystem could compromise the safety of not only the people in the car, but also those around them.” Research is underway with regard to potential security threats in the context of connected vehicle communications systems. Development of security solutions for connected vehicle communications is discussed in Section VII, infra.

D. Manufacture and Sales

It is unlikely that automobile original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) will build everything that goes into driverless vehicles, including all parts and systems. Instead, driverless vehicle manufacturers will, almost certainly, integrate parts and technologies from component manufacturers into driverless vehicles. Specialized companies, such as Bosch, Continental, and many other vehicle parts suppliers, are developing driverless and automated vehicle parts and modules. Technology companies, such as Google, Inc., also develop components or modules for assembly into the company’s driverless vehicles. Because of the need to integrate multiple automated systems within a driverless vehicle, it is most likely that driverless cars and trucks will be manufactured solely as original equipment, rather than as aftermarket driverless vehicle retrofit modules or kits.

Most conventional cars and trucks are currently sold through intermediaries, known as dealers. It is possible that some driverless cars will be sold directly by automobile companies, rather than through dealers. For example, Tesla Motors currently markets its advanced electric cars directly to purchasers, without an intermediary dealer. The vehicle manufacturer handles continuing warranty service and maintenance. In driverless vehicles, software, such as mapping, is likely to require continuing maintenance and more frequent updating than physical aspects of the vehicle. Frequent software and firmware updates for driverless vehicles are expected to be wirelessly downloaded from manufacturers.

Continuing need for updates, mapping, and other programming modifications may tether a driverless vehicle to its manufacturer throughout the life of the vehicle. As discussed elsewhere in this report, the need for ongoing changes in driverless vehicle programming and systems are likely to affect products liability for harm resulting from driverless vehicle programming modifications. Virtually continuous vehicle information exchanges with manufacturers through mobile wireless communications is already a common feature of some advanced motor vehicles, particularly electric vehicles.

E. Vehicles Not Considered Driverless Vehicles

Before the driverless vehicles discussed in this report become available, several forms of highly automated vehicles will likely be in use. As discussed earlier, part-time or partially self-driving vehicles are not, for the purposes of this report, considered driverless vehicles.

1. Vehicle Platoons

Vehicle platooning has been a subject of enthusiastic discussions for a long time. Applications of vehicle platoons, from truck convoys to “car-trains,” rely on wireless communications connecting one platooned vehicle with the next, and the rest of the chain. These vehicles currently require human drivers to manage entry into and exit from the platoon, although platooned vehicles are not under active driver control during the part of the journey when they are attached to the platoon. For the purposes of this report, platooning is an example of a highly promising connected vehicle technology that provides opportunities for a degree of human driver passivity. However, a vehicle in a platoon is not a driverless vehicle, in the sense that a human driver
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230 Max Glaskin, Safe and Secure, VISION ZERO INT’L, June 2014, at 40.
231 Id.
234 Installation of driverless vehicle components is probably too difficult to make aftermarket versions of driverless vehicles realistic. Michigan law exempts from liability for injuries from product defects not present at the time of manufacture both manufacturers and subcomponent manufacturers if vehicles are converted into automated motor vehicles. MICH. COMP. LAWS § 600.2949b (2014).
is entirely superfluous. In the future, driverless vehicles may be able automatically to attach and detach from vehicle platoons. But that does not appear to be a near-term option.

Early applications of this technology have been developed as truck platoon systems such as that provided by Peloton Technology in the United States.\footnote{Peloton, http://www.peloton-tech.com/about/ (last visited Sept. 20, 2015). Peloton is an automated vehicle technology company that utilizes vehicle-to-vehicle communications and radar-based active braking systems, combined with sophisticated vehicle control algorithms, to link pairs of heavy trucks. The safety systems are always active, and when the trucks are out on the open road, they can form close-formation platoons.} In Europe, the European Commission established the SARTRE Project (Safe Road Trains for the Environment). Successfully developed SARTRE vehicle platoons operated on normal public highways and demonstrated significant environmental, safety, and comfort benefits, mostly in the context of long-haul trucking.\footnote{SARTRE Project, http://www.sartre-project.eu/en/Sidor/default.aspx (last visited Sept. 20, 2015). See also Ian Norwell, Road Trains on Track?, Transp. Engineer (Apr. 28, 2014), http://www.transportengineer.org.uk/transport-engineer-features/road-trains-on-track/60995.}

Since a follow-the-lead–truck approach still retains drivers, it does not involve vehicles that are, in present versions, driverless. A driver operates the lead truck; in the following trucks, drivers remain in the vehicles, although they do not exercise active vehicle control while they are in the platoon.

In the United States, legal impediments to lawful operation of truck platoons take the form of state laws that specifically ban “truck convoys.”\footnote{E.g., Cal. Veh. Code § 21705 (West 2000) (“Motor vehicles being driven outside of a business or residence district in a caravan or motorcade, whether or not towing other vehicles, shall be so operated as to allow sufficient space and in no event less than 100 feet between each vehicle or combination of vehicles so as to enable any other vehicle to overtake or pass.”).} Other state statutes set specific minimum spaces between vehicles under “following too close” prohibitions.\footnote{E.g., N.Y. Veh. & Traf. Law § 1129 (McKinney 2011): “Following too closely. (c) Motor vehicles being driven upon any roadway outside of a business or residence district in a caravan or motorcade whether or not towing other vehicles shall be so operated as to allow sufficient space between each such vehicle or combination of vehicles so as to enable any other vehicle to enter and occupy such space without danger.”}

Since a follow-the-lead–truck approach still retains drivers, it does not involve vehicles that are, in present versions, driverless. A driver operates the lead truck; in the following trucks, drivers remain in the vehicles, although they do not exercise active vehicle control while they are in the platoon.

In the United States, legal impediments to lawful operation of truck platoons take the form of state laws that specifically ban “truck convoys.”\footnote{E.g., Cal. Veh. Code § 21705 (West 2000) (“Motor vehicles being driven outside of a business or residence district in a caravan or motorcade, whether or not towing other vehicles, shall be so operated as to allow sufficient space and in no event less than 100 feet between each vehicle or combination of vehicles so as to enable any other vehicle to overtake or pass.”).} Other state statutes set specific minimum spaces between vehicles under “following too close” prohibitions.\footnote{E.g., N.Y. Veh. & Traf. Law § 1129 (McKinney 2011): “Following too closely. (c) Motor vehicles being driven upon any roadway outside of a business or residence district in a caravan or motorcade whether or not towing other vehicles shall be so operated as to allow sufficient space between each such vehicle or combination of vehicles so as to enable any other vehicle to enter and occupy such space without danger.”}

### 2. Remotely Controlled Vehicles

Remote control over a vehicle by an external operator does not make the vehicle driverless. Although no human driver may be present in the vehicle, a remotely controlled vehicle does not control its own operation. Control by external operators simply moves the vehicle’s “driver” from being a human inside the vehicle to someone outside the vehicle.


This report instead focuses on driverless vehicles whose operations are not controlled by any human driver either inside or outside the vehicle.

### F. Driverless Vehicle Uses and Deployment

Slightly different legal rules and policies will apply to different ways in which driverless vehicles may be used. For example, driverless trucks in interstate commerce likely will be subject to federal regulation with regard to minimum insurance requirements; driverless passenger cars will instead be subject to state insurance regulation.

Potential uses for driverless vehicles include:

- Individually owned personal/family transportation;
- On-demand personal-mobility services in urban areas;
- Rental vehicles for short-term mobility and transport needs;
- Long-haul movement of goods and commodities;
- Commercial local delivery services;
- Paratransit driverless vehicles (services for persons with disabilities);
- Fleets owned by corporations or other entities;
- Fleet ownership by groups of users for cooperative use; and
- Urban low speed vehicles on limited roadways.
Which of these driverless vehicle uses will develop earliest and which applications would provide the most demand for driverless vehicles is difficult to predict. However, it is possible to sort out some of the factors and circumstances likely to encourage use of driverless vehicles, as well as some factors that would tend to discourage use of driverless vehicles.

1. Factors Encouraging Driverless Vehicle Use

Factors that are likely to encourage driverless vehicle market interest or to stimulate purchase of driverless vehicles will include enhanced safety, convenience, and efficiencies such as the ability of riders to perform other tasks or to rest.

Availability of fleets of driverless vehicles for on-demand use appears to be attractive to many potential users, particularly in urban areas. Repeated journeys along the same roads (commuting to work or to school), frequent slow-moving traffic or traffic stoppages, opportunities to multitask or to do nothing, as well as individual personal preferences for solitary personal mobility without a human driver are all likely to encourage interest in purchasing or using a driverless vehicle.

These factors tend to be present primarily in urban and suburban settings. More intense use of urban area roadways will tend to increase the accuracy of real-time roadway maps and to provide more data sources regarding traffic and weather conditions. Special road markings, or beacons, automatically transmitting data to driverless vehicles would also be more economically justifiable in higher-use urbanized areas. Overall, economies of scale suggest more densely traveled areas as more conducive for use by driverless vehicles.

Because driverless vehicles will generate quite a number of public goods such as environmental and public safety benefits, tax or regulatory incentives may provide an additional factor encouraging purchase of driverless vehicles.

2. Factors Discouraging Driverless Vehicle Use

Factors likely to discourage interest in driverless vehicles include cost; psychological queasiness about loss of control; roadway risks from other vehicles and the infrastructure, as well as from non-vehicle road users (pedestrians, bicycles, etc.); concerns about surveillance and tracking of individuals; and insecurity about potential defects in and hacker attacks on driverless vehicle technical systems. It is unclear whether driverless vehicles will be preferred for long or short journeys. Initially, driverless vehicles may be rarely used until controlled operating environments, such as segregated roadways for driverless vehicles, are established.

At the outset, increased cost will be an important factor discouraging many would-be purchasers of driverless vehicles. According to Morgan Stanley analyst Ravi Shanker, at today’s prices, full driverless capability is estimated to add about $10,000 to the cost of a car. The Boston Consulting Group estimates that in 2025 a driverless vehicle will add $9,800 to the vehicle’s base price. Increased production of driverless vehicles should bring costs down.

Corporate or cooperative purchases of driverless vehicles for on-demand use will face uncertainties about demand patterns, as well as high front-end capital costs.

3. Specialized Driverless Vehicle Environments

In the transition to widespread use of driverless vehicles, these vehicles will have to be able to cope with human-driven vehicles. As noted earlier, at least initially, driverless vehicles may first be used in special controlled environments, such as areas restricted to low-speed vehicles or restricted travel lanes.

a. Urban Personal Mobility On-Demand Services

When people are asked about the type of driverless vehicles they want to be available first, they usually point to on-demand personal mobility services for short trips. On-demand driverless car services promise convenience and privacy in transporting people to and from local destinations in urban areas where population density makes such transport-on-demand profitable. Existing online ride services, which are sometimes called “ride-sharing,” “ride-hailing,” or “Transportation Network Companies” (TNCs), are smartphone applications popularized by Uber, Lyft, Sidecar, and similar ventures. They are a frequently mentioned business model for use of driverless vehicles. Summoning a vehicle without a driver seems to be both potentially

---


244 BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP REPORT, supra note 188, at 15.

more reliable and more private than current online ride-service programs in which vehicles come with human drivers. Variations on use of on-demand driverless vehicles appear likely to include cooperatives in which fleets of driverless vehicles are owned in common by groups and made available for personal or shared use by members of a driverless vehicle cooperative.

Indeed, driverless vehicles could well become the main type of vehicle used in online on-demand ride services, an increasingly popular form of spontaneous personal mobility. To the extent that such transportation services replace personal vehicle ownership, such a transformation would reflect fundamental changes in expectations about personal mobility. Instead of purchasing a machine that requires maintenance and garage space, personal mobility could become a service that requires neither. Some studies of millennials indicate a shift toward such a preference for personal transportation as a service, as opposed to personal mobility through individual vehicle ownership.246

b. Small Low-Speed Driverless Vehicles.—In mid-2015, Google, Inc., began to take delivery of a fleet of small, low-speed vehicles.247 The company intends to license these two-person vehicles in California, once the California Department of Motor Vehicles has adopted regulations that permit their licensing for on-road operation, enabling general operation of these driverless vehicles on public roadways. Google managers note that the corporation does not plan to go into the business of driverless car manufacturing. Rather, at least initially, the corporation plans to own and use its fleet of 100 or so driverless vehicles to transport employees and visitors on and around the corporation’s campus. For regulatory purposes, these driverless cars are categorized as low-speed vehicles (LSVs) limited to top speeds between 20 and 25 miles per hour. NHTSA regulates these LSVs under a special regulatory category for lighter, limited-speed vehicles, such as golf carts, under Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No. 500, which authorizes small, light vehicles restricted to speeds under 25 miles per hour.248 Low speed driverless vehicles will be limited to use on protected and well-mapped routes.

Whether such an application of driverless vehicles can be extrapolated to broader consumer uses remains to be seen. If consumer models of driverless vehicles are limited to the LSV regulatory category of small, light, low-speed vehicles, the potential consumer market may also be limited to retirement and other planned communities that emphasize alternatives to conventional automobiles.249 On the other hand, in some large cities, such as New York, the maximum speed limit is already 25 miles per hour.250 In such congested urban cores, small, low-speed, few-passenger driverless vehicles would be especially attractive mobility options for local trips.

c. Controlled Roadway Environments for Driverless Vehicles.—In order to minimize legal risks that may result from personal injuries, property damage, or other adverse interactions with unpredictable human drivers and pedestrians, driverless vehicles may work best in controlled environments, in which vehicle movements and roadway events are more predictable. Segregated roadways with few or no pedestrians or other road users, where all vehicles are driverless and where road closures, construction, or repairs are infrequent and mapped in advance, may be the most efficient near-term way to deploy driverless vehicles.

In a longer timeframe, probably before the beginning of the next century, all vehicles may be required to be driverless. Human-driven vehicles may be prohibited from using most public roadways, just as horses are often prohibited on urban streets.

IV. CIVIL LIABILITY FOR PERSONAL INJURY

For as long as they have been imagined, driverless vehicles have been perceived as a panacea to the safety hazards associated with their human-operated
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counterparts.251 Yet even if driverless vehicles are safer than other methods of transportation, they will still get into accidents.252 When this happens, questions will arise regarding who should have to bear the costs of these accidents.

There exists a well-established body of law that prescribes the legal liabilities of manufacturers and operators of conventional automobiles when these devices injure people or property. This section reviews these rules and considers how they may apply to driverless vehicles.253

These civil liability projections involve substantial speculation. It is far from certain that the laws of tomorrow will be the same as those of today. Also, driverless technologies (or the market for these devices) may or may not evolve in the manner presently forecast. These and other contingencies make it difficult to pinpoint how liability rules and driverless vehicles will intersect. Nevertheless, as discussed earlier in this report certain patterns tend to recur when new technologies lead to perceived risks of personal injuries. These trends, as mapped against the current law and the anticipated trajectory of driverless vehicles’ development and diffusion, afford a basis for probabilistic, as opposed to definite, forecasts.

A. Basic Principles

According to NHTSA, an estimated 5,615,000 police-reported motor vehicle crashes occurred in 2012.254 Although only a small percentage of these crashes generated lawsuits, automobile accidents produce more personal injury lawsuits than do any other type of accident.255

When automobile accidents lead to personal injury and property-damage lawsuits, these cases typically involve application of one or more theories of recovery in tort. Lawsuits against the drivers of automobiles, or against other persons on or about the road, typically sound in a negligence theory of liability. Manufacturers, distributors, and sellers of a vehicle also may be held liable for their negligence, but more often are alleged to have produced a “defective” product under one or more theories of “strict products liability.” The text below summarizes these various avenues of recovery.

1. Negligence

Negligence represents the most fundamental and pervasive theory of liability for accidents. A plaintiff suing for negligence must plead and prove a series of “essential elements” in order to recover damages.256 Specifically, the plaintiff must establish that:

- The defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of care, with the standard normally being set at “reasonable” or “ordinary” care;
- The defendant failed to exercise the required care, an element often referred to as “breach”;
- The plaintiff’s harm was caused by the defendant’s breach of duty of care (i.e., by the defendant’s negligence)—in other words, had the defendant acted with reasonable care, the harm would not have occurred (an element often referred to as “cause in fact,” or “but-for causation”).257


252 Indeed, in May 2015 Google acknowledged that its self-driving vehicles had been involved in 11 minor accidents. These mishaps were attributed to human errors, not the self-driving capabilities of these devices. Justin Pritchard, Google Acknowledges 11 Accidents with Its Self-Driving Cars, SAN JOSE MERCURY News (May 10, 2015), http://www.mercurynews.com/california/ci_28091208/business-special-reports.


254 See also THOMAS H. COHEN, TORT BENCH AND JURY TRIALS IN STATE COURTS, 2005 1, U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics (Nov. 6, 2009). See also DEBORAH R. HENSSELLER, M. SUSAN MARQUIS, ALLAN F. ABRAHAMSE, SANDRA H. BERRY, PATRICIA A. EBENER, ELIZABETH G. LEWIS, E. ALLAN LIND, ROBERT J. MACCOUN, WILLARD G. MANNING, JEANETTE A. ROGOWSKY & MARY E. VAINA, COMPENSATION FOR ACCIDENTAL INJURIES IN THE UNITED STATES 122–23 (1991) (describing the linkage between automobile accidents and “claiming” behavior by injured parties).


256 This inquiry normally requires a counterfactual in which all other circumstances are held constant, except that the allegedly negligent party acted with the requisite care. If the same harm would have transpired anyway notwithstanding these changed circumstances, the requisite causal connection does not exist. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TORTS: LIABILITY FOR PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL HARM § 26, cmt. (2010). In limited circumstances, a party’s obligation to prove but-for causation (also sometimes referred to as “cause in fact”) will be relaxed. This situation sometimes arises when defendants whose negligence already has been established occupy a superior position, relative to the plaintiff, to prove that their breach of a duty did not contribute to the plaintiff’s injuries. In chain collisions involving seriatim accidents among automobiles, for example, some courts shift the burden to multiple negligent defendants to establish that their negligence was not the cause of all or part of the injuries incurred by a plaintiff buffeted by multiple impacts. E.g., Fugere v. Pierce, 5 Wash. App. 592, 597, 490 P.2d 132, 135–36 (Wash. App. 1971).
• The defendant’s negligence also must represent a “proximate cause” of the plaintiff’s harm, meaning that a reasonable person in the defendant’s position at the time of his or her claimed negligence would have foreseen that their negligent behavior could lead to harm of the general sort suffered by the plaintiff;258 and
• Damages.259

The duty element of a negligence claim is a “matter of law,” meaning that judges, rather than juries, ordinarily ascertain whether a defendant owed a plaintiff a duty.260 With conventional automobile accidents, the existence of a duty is only rarely a disputed issue.261 Matters that are contested more often concern whether the defendant breached his or her duty of reasonable care, whether this breach caused the plaintiff’s injuries, the extent of the plaintiff’s damages, and whether these damages are wholly or in part due to the plaintiff’s own negligence. The last of these matters represents a defense commonly referred to as “comparative negligence” or “comparative fault.”262 Unlike questions of duty, these issues are left to juries to decide, unless the parties have stipulated to a trial before a judge, or a judge determines that given the facts involved, all reasonable juries would have to agree how an issue should be decided.

In evaluating the viability of a negligence claim resulting from a vehicle accident, parties, attorneys, and judges benefit from a robust body of case law that has accumulated over the past 115 years.263 Opinions issued by judges in earlier cases and records of jury verdicts help lawsuit participants anticipate the resolution of disputes. Judicial opinions, in particular, provide guidance in the application of various rules associated with the presentation of vehicle accident claims that sound in negligence. Such topics include whether a statute, regulation, or ordinance will flesh out the generic standard of reasonable care, under a doctrine known as negligence per se;264 and whether circumstantial evidence permits a jury to infer a party’s negligence, under a doctrine known as res ipsa loquitur.265 The predictability of the outcomes in many automobile-accident cases has led to the “routinization” of a substantial segment of legal practice in this field. High-volume “settlement mills” resolve many of these matters, especially those that involve only modest damages.266

2. Strict Products Liability

Negligence law also applies to the manufacturers and sellers of automobiles.267 Furthermore, in the vast majority of states these parties also may be sued under an alternative theory of tort liability. This form of liability does not rest squarely on notions of “fault,” as does negligence. Instead, this approach holds product manufacturers and other defendants closely involved in a product’s chain of distribution and sale liable without a showing of fault for “defects” in the products they make, distribute, or sell.268

258 Restatement (Third) of Torts: Physical and Emotional Harm, supra note 257, § 14 (“An actor is negligent if, without excuse, the actor violates a statute that is designed to protect against the type of accident the actor’s conduct causes, and if the accident victim is within the class of persons the statute is designed to protect.”).

265 Id. § 17 (“The factfinder may infer that the defendant has been negligent when the accident causing the plaintiff’s harm is a type of accident that ordinarily happens as a result of the negligence of a class of actors of which the defendant is the relevant member.”)


267 David G. Owen, Products Liability Law §§ 2.1–2.6 (2008).

268 Warranty law also provides a means for purchasers of goods to recover against the seller, regardless of negligence, when the purchased products proved defective. Today, the few states that have not adopted strict products liability in tort tend to recognize similar rights of redress cast as warranty protections. Graham, supra note 124, at 620. In jurisdictions that recognize strict products liability claims, a cause of action alleging a breach of a warranty may provide an additional basis for recovery. The most important warranty associated with the sale of goods by merchants is the implied warranty of merchantability. Under Section 2-314 of the Uniform Commercial Code, “a warranty that the goods shall be merchantable is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller is a merchant with respect to goods of that kind.” U.C.C. § 2-314. To be “merchantable,” fungible goods must be “of fair average quality” and “fit for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are used.” Id.
There exist three such forms of “strict products liability,” which are distinguished from one another by the nature of the defect that the product is alleged to contain:

- **Manufacturing Defects.** A product contains a “manufacturing defect” when it “departs from its intended design even though all possible care was exercised in the preparation and marketing of the product.”\(^\text{269}\) This sort of defect applies to products that are “physically flawed, damaged, or incorrectly assembled,”\(^\text{270}\) such as a soda bottle cast with glass less thick than the manufacturer specified, making the bottle prone to break. The prevalence of products with this sort of defect in the 1940s and 1950s helped inspire the trend toward strict products liability.\(^\text{271}\) Due to modern quality-control measures, however, claims that allege manufacturing defects are now few and far between.\(^\text{272}\)

- **Design Defects.** By contrast, design defect claims, once rare, are now relatively common.\(^\text{273}\) There exist two approaches toward recognizing a defect in a product’s intended design. One, known as the “consumer expectations” or “consumer contemplation” standard, regards a product’s design as defective when it fails to perform as safely as an ordinary consumer would expect under the circumstances presented.\(^\text{274}\) An alternative approach is sometimes referred to as the “risk-utility” definition of a design defect. Per one leading authority that endorses this view of a design defect, a product is defective in design when the foreseeable risks of harm posed by the product could have been reduced or avoided by the adoption of a reasonable alternative design by the seller or other distributor, or a predecessor in the commercial chain of distribution, and the omission of the alternative design renders the product not reasonably safe.\(^\text{275}\)

Today, few jurisdictions apply only the “consumer expectations” definition of a design defect.\(^\text{276}\) Most states have adopted some form of the risk-utility test as the principal means for ascertaining a design defect. Nevertheless, in evaluating whether a particular product’s design is “not reasonably safe,” these jurisdictions commonly encourage the consideration of a wide range of factors that may include the safety expectations of consumers.\(^\text{277}\) Other jurisdictions utilize a hybrid approach that more directly implicates both the consumer expectations standard and a risk-utility formulation.\(^\text{278}\)

- **Warning Defects.** Third and finally, a product is regarded as defective when a failure to provide sufficient instructions or warnings renders the product “not reasonably safe” in light of the “foreseeable risks of harm posed by the product.”\(^\text{279}\) This standard, with its emphasis upon the need for reasonable notice of foreseeable risks, deviates only modestly from a negligence rule.

Many judicial opinions have elaborated how these principles apply to automobiles.\(^\text{280}\) It is today well accepted that automobiles must be designed in a manner that makes them reasonably safe even in the event of an accident—in other words, they must be “crashworthy.”\(^\text{281}\) It is also generally accepted that a plaintiff’s negligence can represent a full or partial defense in a products lawsuit.\(^\text{282}\) However, there exists no similar consensus about other issues associated with products liability cases, such as whether a plaintiff will be regarded as having breached his or her duty of exercising reasonable care for their own safety by failing to utilize a seat belt.\(^\text{283}\)

Personal injury lawsuits against manufacturers and sellers of driverless vehicles—whether framed in negligence, strict liability, or other theories—likely will draw to some degree from decisions in prior cases involving products such as conventional vehicles and their components, GPS devices,\(^\text{284}\)
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\(^{269}\) 23 C.F.R. § 636.109.
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\(^{273}\) Jane Stapleton, Product Liability 30 (1994).


\(^{275}\) Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability, supra note 269, § 2.

\(^{276}\) Id., § 2 cmt. d.

\(^{277}\) Id., § 2 cmt. f. See also John W. Wade, On the Nature of Strict Tort Liability for Products, 44 Miss. L.J. 825, 837–38 (1973) (relating factors relevant to the design-defect inquiry).


\(^{279}\) Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability, supra note 269, § 16 & cmt. a.

\(^{280}\) Id., § 17 & cmt. a.

\(^{281}\) Dobbs, supra note 256, § 231.

\(^{282}\) E.g., American Winds Flight Acad. v. Garmin Intern., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 97651 (N.D. Ohio Sept. 17, 2010) (holding that the manufacturer of a GPS device was not liable for the death of a pilot in an airplane equipped with the device, on grounds including the open and obvious nature of the danger associated with exclusive reliance upon the device).
autopilot functions on airplanes, and aeronautical charts. As to certain issues, these cases have produced a robust body of seemingly pertinent case law; as to other topics, there are fewer decisions on point. Furthermore, the risks and benefits of driverless vehicles may be sufficiently distinctive that these decisions may not provide useful references in all circumstances.

3. Limitation or Preemption of Tort Liability

Critics of the tort system sometimes express concerns that the application of common-law tort principles through the courts can involve excessive costs, insufficient or poorly allocated benefits, and the recognition of conflicting or suboptimal standards of conduct. An additional fear is that even the mere threat of tort liability potentially can frustrate the development and diffusion of socially beneficial technologies. These concerns have prompted efforts to avoid or limit conventional tort law in particular contexts:

- **No-Fault Insurance Laws.** In the 1960s and 1970s, many states enacted “no-fault” automobile insurance regimes. Under these laws, claims that allege only minor property damage or modest personal injuries bypass the tort system altogether, and are instead compensated by first-party insurance on a “no-fault” basis. It was hoped that “no-fault” regimes would result in more compensation for accident victims at a cost savings relative to conventional systems that depend more heavily upon courtroom litigation for recovery. After a promising start, the no-fault movement stalled in the mid-1970s due to circumstances such as opposition among plaintiffs’ lawyers, disappointing early results that failed to meet the expectations of no-fault advocates, and the closing of a “policy window” conducive to the enactment of no-fault schemes. These dynamics have led a few states to repeal the no-fault statutes they had enacted.

- **Liability Caps.** The federal government and many states have placed caps on the damages that claimants can recover in certain contexts. One type of cap limits the damages that can be received for a particular type of harm in a class of accidents or lawsuits, such as the ceilings that some states have placed on noneconomic damages (such as pain and suffering) in medical malpractice cases.

- **Alternative Forums.** Statutes also can channel claims toward forums other than conventional courts. For example, in response to concerns that liability pressures were depleting the supply of childhood vaccines, Congress enacted the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986. This law directs personal injury claims associated with the administration of a listed vaccine toward a special federal forum, in which cases are heard by special masters, rather than juries. These masters can award damages (funded by an excise tax on vaccines), but the pain and suffering damages that can be awarded for successful claims are capped at $250,000.

- **Preemption by Statute:** Congress and state legislatures can eliminate tort liability by preempting these claims. One rationale for preemption involves the protection of an emerging industry from the threat of future litigation. In this spirit, the Biomaterials Access Assurance Act of 1998 conferred broad immunity upon the suppliers of biomaterials for injuries associated with implants that incorporated these biomaterials, but were manufactured by other parties. Likewise, by providing that “[n]o provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider,” Section 230 of the
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Communications Decency Act of 1996 greatly limited plaintiffs’ ability to recover against the operators of Internet websites for content generated by third parties.

- **Preemption by Regulation:** Administrative regulations enacted under the authority conferred by statute also may preempt tort remedies. In *Geier v. American Honda Motor Co.*, for example, the United States Supreme Court held that air bag standards promulgated by NHTSA preempted a plaintiff’s claim that her automobile was defective for failing to incorporate a driver’s-side air bag. The *Geier* Court acknowledged that the statute under which the agency had promulgated the regulation did not expressly preempt tort remedies. The plaintiff’s lawsuit was nevertheless barred, the Court held, because it sought to achieve through litigation a goal (universal incorporation of air bags) that conflicted with the pertinent safety standard’s perceived objective of encouraging a variety of passive restraint systems within automobiles.

This list does not exhaust the ways in which legislatures or administrative agencies can limit tort liability. Laws also may alter the procedures associated with tort claims to make recovery more difficult, provide product manufacturers with an affirmative defense such as a statute of repose, or eliminate or preclude certain causes of action. In certain instances, however, state laws that limit plaintiffs’ remedies have been struck down as violating the enacting state’s constitution.
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307 E.g., Watts v. Lester E. Cox Medical Centers, 376 S.W.3d 633, 636 (Mo. 2012) (holding that a state law capping non-economic damages in medical malpractice cases violated the right to a jury trial conferred by the Missouri state constitution).
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4. **Additional Considerations**

Tort law does not necessarily apply to new technologies in an easily predictable or wholly rational manner. Instead, there exist several possible sources of contingency in the application of even well-established rules to a new device. This report touched upon several of these dynamics in its discussion of innovations of the past: immature claim consciousness, inadequate, skewed, or evolving risk assessments, absent or off-point baseline analogical references, idiosyncratic events; and path dependence in the law.

**B. Application**

The text below will discuss other analysts’ predictions regarding the civil liability prospects of driverless vehicles, before offering a forecast of its own.

**1. Other Analyses of Liability for Accidents**

Existing analyses of how tort liability may adhere to the manufacture and use of driverless vehicles tend to agree on certain matters. They have reached the shared conclusion that a proliferation of driverless vehicles eventually will lead to an “upward” shift in the locus of civil liability for everyday accidents, away from drivers and toward the manufacturers of these devices. This movement, it is believed, will necessitate greater reliance upon products liability law as a rule of decision in vehicle accident cases. Within this area of the law, design defect and warning defect claims are expected to be more common than manufacturing defect claims.

---


312 RAND Report, supra note 181, at xxii; Marchant & Lindor, *supra* note 253, at 1323.


On other topics, existing predictions part ways. Some, although not all, of these analyses have expressed concerns that judges and juries will overestimate the risks associated with driverless vehicles and fail to fully take into account the safety-enhancing characteristics of these devices.\textsuperscript{315} Of particular concern is the possibility that juries will find manufacturers of driverless vehicles liable for an aspect of a vehicle’s performance (such as a decision to swerve left when confronted by a particular scenario) that is on balance preferable to the known alternatives, but nevertheless caused the particular plaintiff in the case at hand to suffer an injury. These worries have led some commentators to ask whether it is or will become good policy to preempt or limit the tort liability of the manufacturers of driverless vehicles.\textsuperscript{316} Other observers disagree with this prediction and prescription. Those who take the latter view anticipate that the common law will prove capable of fair application to driverless vehicles in any personal injury lawsuits that may arise, whereas the preemption of tort liability would eliminate an incentive for the manufacturers of driverless vehicles to improve their products’ safety.\textsuperscript{317}

Presently, all of these predictions and conclusions—regardless of whether they agree or conflict—seem reasonable, but hardly indisputable. It is difficult enough to forecast how the law will apply to today’s technologies. The catalogue of contingencies associated with driverless vehicles therefore allows only rough predictions. In addition to the possibility of changes in the underlying law, it is unclear whether and to what extent:

- Driverless vehicles will be primarily self-directed, or will rely on V2V or V2I communications to direct their movement;
- The software associated with driverless vehicles will be marketed as, and generally understood to represent, a product distinct from a vehicle’s physical hardware;
- Driverless technologies will evolve in the manner and sequence presently anticipated;
- Driverless vehicles initially will be available only to limited audiences, or be deployed only in particular contexts (such as providing transportation for hire within urban areas); and
- Conspicuous accidents or other adverse events will occur that may frustrate or delay the use and acceptance of these devices.

Each of these uncertainties could have a profound effect on the civil liability rules associated with driverless vehicles. Greater reliance on a V2I system than is presently anticipated, for instance, likely would necessitate substantial government engagement in the development of the necessary infrastructure, which in turn could create a larger aperture for negligence claims against state and local authorities (and implication of the various immunities that can apply to government decision making) than might otherwise exist.

These contingencies mean that any predictions regarding the liability prospects of driverless vehicles must be both general and probabilistic, state key underlying assumptions, and appreciate the temporal dimension of tort law and practice. The forecast that follows assumes the gradual emergence, over the next several years, of driverless vehicles with incrementally evolving capabilities up to and including Level 4 NHTSA functionality. It further assumes that advanced driverless vehicles will be mass-marketed to consumers and eventually will garner a significant share of the market for new vehicles, but share the road with both conventional vehicles and vehicles with automated capabilities for at least the next half-century.

2. Liability for Accidents: A Staged Forecast

These assumptions lead to the following plausible, if not unavoidable, projections. The types of personal injury cases associated with driverless vehicles likely will evolve over time. Claims that allege user negligence will predominate at first, but eventually will fall off substantially as driverless vehicles and their users both grow more common and competent. These claims against users will be replaced, to a degree, by claims that allege defects in driverless vehicles (the “upward” shift spoken of by other commentators), although these claims will not be as common as negligence lawsuits brought against drivers are today, due to the enhanced safety profile of these devices.

Most early claims against manufacturers of driverless vehicles likely will resemble those lodged against the makers of conventional vehicles, attacking matters such as a perceived lack of design “crashworthiness.” There may be a lag before a substantial number of sophisticated defect claims that specifically attack driverless features and functions appear. Any early cases, however, likely will prove important in directing the future path of the law. Significantly, in the longer run the total number of personal injury lawsuits involving vehicles should

\textsuperscript{315} Id. at 1334–35.

\textsuperscript{316} RAND REPORT, supra note 181, at 118; Goodrich, supra note 313, at 292–93. See also id. at 132 (“[M]anufacturer liability is expected to increase, and this may lead to inefficient delays in the adoption of these technologies.”)

\textsuperscript{317} E.g., Villasenor, supra note 253.

\textsuperscript{318} See generally BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP REPORT, supra note 188 (offering similar predictions regarding the diffusion of autonomous vehicles).
drop precipitously, due to the ability of sophisticated driverless vehicles to avoid or reduce the severity of accidents that would befall human drivers.

The text below divides this scenario into three stages, each of which signifies a different phase in the maturation of personal injury litigation involving driverless vehicles.

a. Stage One: Early Litigation—The immediate future likely will witness only a modest volume of tort litigation owing to the distinctive qualities of driverless vehicles. If these cases emerge, most will address basic issues associated with the use of driverless vehicles, such as the proper spheres allocated to human direction and automatic control of these devices, how users and manufacturers should manage the transitions between these modalities, and core principles regarding interactions between driverless vehicles on the one hand and conventional automobiles and other highway users on the other.

Several dynamics may contribute to a lag in cases involving driverless vehicles during this span. These constraints include the limited number of driverless vehicles on the highways; advancing but still immature expectations regarding the rights and responsibilities of the manufacturers and operators of driverless vehicles (and others who come into contact with these devices); difficulties that early adopters of these devices may experience in recovering for their injuries, should a sense prevail that the devices are to some degree still experimental and choices to use them assume significant risk; statutes and regulations that restrict the use of driverless vehicles and technologies incorporated within these vehicles; and potential marketing and sales strategies associated with the first wave of driverless vehicles, such as a practice of channeling sales toward institutional customers who stipulate to operate these devices only in a manner whereby accidents are particularly unlikely to occur.319

The rarity of cases involving driverless vehicles, however, will make any cases that are litigated especially significant; indeed, perhaps unrealistically important. During this early phase, due to path dependence and the likely notoriety of initial judicial decisions that concern this new technology, whatever tort litigation does occur may have substantial impact on the development of the law pertaining to these vehicles. For example, if early case outcomes suggest that generic tort principles do not properly account for the unique risks and benefits of driverless vehicles, pressure will build for the reevaluation and possible alteration of these rules whether through federal preemption or otherwise.

To the extent that litigation concerning driverless vehicles does arise during this span, the immaturity of the technology and plaintiffs’ evolving “claim consciousness” suggests a bias toward lawsuits that attack 1) decisions made by the drivers of automated vehicles with driverless capacities, and in particular, decisions associated with the engagement and maintenance of driverless functionalities; 2) an alleged failure to provide sufficient warnings regarding risks associated with these devices, particularly vis-à-vis the utilization of driverless capabilities (as opposed to “hands-on” driving); and 3) alleged defects in a vehicle’s sensors, actuators, and other hardware, as opposed to defect claims that attack flaws in the software that translates information derived from sensors into driving instructions.

With regard to the first of these categories of potential claims, early adopters of driverless vehicles may be subject to allegations that they failed to exercise the required care vis-à-vis one or more novel attributes of these devices. The first wave of automated vehicles with driverless functionalities will be capable of driverless operation only in certain areas, and may be precluded by law or design from being operated in driverless mode elsewhere. This limitation raises the possibility of litigation in which injured plaintiffs will ascribe their injuries to an operator’s assertedly negligent decision to utilize a driverless vehicle in an area where, or at a time when, it either was not authorized for use, or when or where it may have been unreasonably unsafe to engage an automated vehicle’s driverless functions.320 These claims may point to a violation of a pertinent time, place, or manner statute, regulation, or ordinance as bespeaking negligence, or may seek to create novel common-law “rules of the road” that will come to govern interactions between driverless vehicles and either conventional vehicles or pedestrians.

The improper engagement of driverless features in certain areas or zones also may generate warranty-defect claims against manufacturers, as well as related design-defect claims that condemn, for example, the absence of an automatic transfer of the driving function to active human direction under certain circumstances. Manufacturers predictably will seek to avoid the first type of claim by requiring that prospective purchasers undergo extensive training and certify their awareness of various hazards and limitations associated with the operation of these vehicles. The second type of claim may require litigation to ascertain the manufacturer’s design responsibilities.

319 See Bryant Walker Smith, Proximity-Driven Liability, 102 Geo. L.J. 1777, 1815–18 (2014) (considering how entities that sell driverless vehicles or services associated with these devices could manage their risk profile through alternative sales and service strategies).

320 See RAND REPORT, supra note 181, at 132 (discussing the “weak spot” at the driver-vehicle interface).
Other design-defect claims also may emerge. While basic driverless technologies are still developing, the risk-utility profiles associated with alternative design choices may be difficult to pinpoint. Some design decisions made by manufacturers may be susceptible to scrutiny sooner than others, however. Sensor technology, for example, is (or soon will be) at a point where different designs can be meaningfully compared with one another, as would be required for recovery for a design defect in risk-utility jurisdictions.\footnote{Boston Consulting Group Report, supra note 188, at 13.}

Difficulties in intelligently critiquing programming choices may inhibit nuanced design-defect lawsuits involving vehicle software, at least for a time. Software may produce early and easy product-defect litigation where it leads to palpably improvident outcomes—such as a vehicle turning abruptly and unexpectedly into oncoming traffic, running a red light, or crossing over a sidewalk when making a turn—in which case a defect of some sort will be difficult to deny.\footnote{Per the Restatement (Third) of Torts: Products Liability supra note 269: It may be inferred that the harm sustained by the plaintiff was caused by a product defect existing at the time of sale or distribution, without proof of a specific defect, when the incident that harmed the plaintiff: (a) was of a kind that ordinarily occurs as a result of product defect; and (b) was not, in the particular case, solely the result of causes other than product defect existing at the time of sale or distribution. Id., § 3.}

In such cases, the presence of a defect likely will be ascertained simply by assessing whether a vehicle’s actions substantially deviated from customary safe driving practices utilized by the closest substitute—human drivers under similar conditions.

That said, certain features of driverless vehicles may accelerate the normally gradual process through which plaintiffs develop claim consciousness and their counsel develop the ability to identify and attack a design defect. Highway users already are conditioned to regard an automobile accident as the potential basis for a “claim” of some sort.\footnote{Hensler, supra note 255, at 122–23.} Furthermore, information collected or relayed by driverless vehicles may shorten the feedback loop through which data regarding a product’s dangerous qualities is gathered and relayed by driverless vehicles may shorten the liability litigation process.

In summary, the first phase of litigation over driverless vehicles is expected to involve relatively few cases. Most litigation against the makers of driverless vehicles during this span probably will not concentrate upon driverless capabilities at all, but instead will seem almost identical to claims presently lodged against the makers of conventional automobiles. As for claims against the users of driverless devices, plaintiffs may try to restyle existing theories of negligence commonly directed against the drivers of conventional vehicles, for example, by attacking the users of driverless vehicles as insufficiently attentive toward circumstances that arguably required “hands-on” driving. This sort of claim may lead to the integration of manufacturers into the litigation mix, under a failure-to-warn theory. It also is possible that even in this early phase of litigation, manufacturers may become enmeshed in cases that challenge specific design choices made regarding technologies such as sensors, and, conceivably, programming decisions regarding how the vehicle should respond to stimuli. Depending upon their number and cost, these lawsuits may cause manufacturers to press for laws or regulations that will provide affirmative defenses to liability, or outright preemption of state tort liability.

b. Stage Two: The Maturation of Driverless-Vehicle Litigation.—Operating mostly within the basic framework of rules produced by initial litigation, the types of civil liability claims associated with

\footnote{Compare Fed. R. Evid. 407 (barring the introduction of evidence regarding a subsequent remedial measure to prove the existence of product defect) with Ault v. Int’l Harvester Co., 13 Cal. 3d 113, 120, 528 P. 2d 1148, 1152, 117 Cal. Rptr. 812, 816 (1974) (permitting the introduction of this evidence).}
driverless vehicles likely will evolve and mature during a second phase of litigation, in sync with the increasing capabilities and prevalence of these devices. Some of the tort claims brought within this second stage of litigation will resemble those pursued in earlier cases. Operators of driverless vehicles likely will continue to face claims that they improperly engaged or utilized a vehicle’s driverless functions, and manufacturers will have to respond to charges that their products’ warnings or designs facilitated these errors. This period also may witness the emergence of more sophisticated claims against users, such as allegations that users overrode safety directions programmed within the vehicle or selected an unreasonably aggressive driving mode.

Meanwhile, as driverless vehicles grow increasingly sophisticated and take over ever more responsibility relative to their human occupants, the principal locus of liability for accidents is expected to transition away from people using these vehicles for transportation and toward the manufacturers of these devices and the software used in them. As this shift occurs, products liability cases will appear that spot and attack increasingly subtle defects in the software and hardware that direct a vehicle’s movements and actions. The evolution of software, the development of expectations regarding how it should perform, and the (possible) availability of data that allows for comparison across software platforms will enhance the ability of plaintiffs to pursue design-defect claims in which a particular programming choice associated with an accident is attacked as defective.\textsuperscript{325} Especially during the early portion of this phase, some of these claims may concern the combined operation of sensors (what the vehicles should have observed) and software (how the vehicle should have responded to the data it received). As time passes, the emphasis placed upon the latter portion of this equation likely will increase, as plaintiffs and their counsel grow more comfortable in challenging software design decisions.

Once it reaches a sufficient stage of sophistication, litigation over the defectiveness of vehicle software may present difficult technical and moral issues to judges and juries. Programmers of driverless vehicles will have to decide in advance how the vehicle will respond to certain situations in which some sort of accident is unavoidable. In these scenarios, a particular coding decision may reduce the risk of harm to the driver, but impose greater risk upon a passenger or third parties, such as pedestrians (or vice versa). Human drivers already make these sorts of decisions, and have their conduct reviewed after the fact for reasonableness by judges and juries. Yet the need to have these matters resolved in advance within a vehicle’s software code may provide a basis for manufacturers or software suppliers to push for the promulgation of liability-limiting standards for the algorithms used in these contexts. If adopted, these rules may lead to additional safety standards involving other coding matters. Alternatively or in addition, judges may have substantial gatekeeping roles assigned to them in determining whether alternative programming decisions that would address these scenarios represent “reasonable” alternative designs, as many jurisdictions require for presentation of a design-defect claim to a jury.\textsuperscript{326}

Other claims that may appear within this second phase will be even more novel, and are therefore more difficult to anticipate. Some of these claims may involve intangible harms. The prodigious amount of data generated by driverless vehicles, together with the connected attributes of these devices, will create incentives and opportunities for businesses and individuals to collect and use this information for profit, or for other purposes. Consumers or other affected persons may regard this exploitation of “their” data as injurious. Although most of the resulting cases will be resolved by reference to evolving consumer protection and privacy statutes, the common law of torts, and specifically the privacy torts,\textsuperscript{327} may be invoked as a means of deciding who can properly control this information. Some of these disputes may challenge the collection or dissemination of information by vehicle manufacturers or software providers. Other claims may involve “hacking” by hostile third parties.\textsuperscript{328} And still other potentially tortious fact patterns, yet unknown, may arise.

Litigation during this period also may challenge distinctions that historically have appeared within products liability law. For example, while products are subject to strict products liability, consumers have sought redress under a theory of negligence, liability for intentional torts, or a theory of negligent design or defective design liability.\textsuperscript{329}

---
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services are not. Under prevailing case law, aeronautical charts represent a product, while chauffeurs are regarded as providing a service. Given this divide, it is unclear whether and when the software incorporated within driverless vehicles will be regarded as a product or as a service. Also, the post-sale responsibilities of product manufacturers are governed mostly by the law of negligence. In applying this standard, courts have not imposed significant responsibilities upon manufacturers to update products that were not defective at the time they were sold. This too may change, since yesterday’s programming decisions for driverless vehicles may produce unreasonable dangers within a very short period of time, and it is expected that software updates for these vehicles will be capable of delivery almost instantaneously and at low cost.

Finally, depending on the path that driverless vehicle technologies follow, during this time new claims may emerge against third parties who neither use nor manufacture driverless vehicles, but are in other ways responsible for their operation on the highways. If a V2I connected vehicle infrastructure becomes prevalent, local governments may face defective programming claims. Likewise, there may appear new business niches associated with the operation of driverless vehicles, such as counterparts to present-day navigation “apps,” that promise to enhance the efficiency or otherwise direct the performance of driverless vehicles manufactured by a different company. Original manufacturers may argue that use of these “apps” amounts to the misuse or alteration of a product, which may provide them with a defense to a tort action. The makers and retailers of these operation enhancers, meanwhile, may become the subjects of litigation and regulation.


c. Stage Three: A Mature Claiming Environment.—At some point, personal injury litigation associated with driverless vehicles likely will reach a mature state. Novel issues still may appear, but not as often, and most tort claims involving driverless vehicles will become routinized, as occurred between the 1920s and the 1960s with claims involving conventional automobiles. This routinization will affect a diminished and ever-shrinking pool of personal injury claims involving vehicles, owing to the safety benefits of driverless vehicles relative to conventional vehicles and the former’s replacement of the latter on the nation’s highways.

It is unclear whether persons who suffer injuries associated with driverless vehicles during this mature stage will seek relief primarily through the courts, or through other avenues. As just noted, the anticipated decline in the frequency and severity of vehicle accidents will be accompanied by a proliferation of parties or entities potentially contributing to the remaining accidents (OEMs, programmers, hardware suppliers, state and federal municipalities, and providers of apps and V2V and V2I communications). If these groups are routinely added to the litigation mix and thereby complicate the liability equation, a different compensation system may well recommend itself. Although no-fault insurance has presented its own set of problems, a form of no-fault insurance may better fit an age of driverless vehicles than it does the present fault- and defect-based legal regime. The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 offers yet another model for an alternative compensation system that may emerge.

3. Conclusions

The common grounds for civil liability for personal injuries associated with the manufacture, use, and operation of driverless vehicles likely will evolve over time. Early lawsuits will draw heavily from existing law that relates the rights and responsibilities of the makers and users of conventional vehicles. Claims gradually will grow more sophisticated and begin to critically evaluate the capabilities of driverless vehicles as a distinct technology.

As other commentators have noted, as primary responsibility for decision making while driving shifts from human drivers to driverless vehicles, the principal repository of liability for everyday traffic accidents correspondingly will drift away from individual vehicle operators and toward product manufacturers. Automobile-accident plaintiffs in the future presumably will rely increasingly on the strict-liability theories of recovery that are available against defendants involved in the supply chain for products, instead of the negligence principles that apply to human drivers. Over time, driverless vehicles may lead to changes in generic products liability doctrine, although the precise direction of these adjustments is difficult to anticipate.

Eventually, driverless vehicles likely will result in a significant reduction in the total number of lawsuits involving the operation of motor vehicles. Negligence claims against users may remain somewhat more prevalent and persistent than what
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some observers presently predict, and unless a transformative change in law occurs, at least some lawsuits against manufacturers will persist. Yet the anticipated overall decline in personal injury litigation associated with automobiles may have important consequences for a substantial segment of the bar for whom these matters represent a significant share of their case portfolios.

These prospects all lie far in the future. Presently, the main issue before policymakers concerns whether to avoid this anticipated gradual change through the near-term enactment of statutes or promulgation of regulations that preempt or otherwise limit tort lawsuits associated with driverless vehicles. If conventional vehicles provide any guide, some preemption of tort liability vis-à-vis basic safety features and certain programming choices is probably inevitable in the long run. But the information required for the adoption of sound, long-term regulatory standards has not yet been generated, and broad preemption has not yet been necessary for innovation to occur in this field. Furthermore, the incremental and ongoing development of automated and driverless vehicle technologies militates against premature regulatory strategies—of any stripe—that may be overbroad or off the mark, and prove difficult to amend at a later date.

Finally, policymakers should appreciate that the civil liability law that comes to surround driverless vehicles will itself serve as a foundation for principles later extended to other applications of artificial intelligence, if and when these technologies begin to cause harm. To date, software has not left a particularly large footprint on tort law, primarily because software programming decisions rarely have led to personal injuries. That will change once driverless vehicles become common. It will change even more if and when robots and other products involving sophisticated artificial intelligence become more prevalent and useful. The tort law that coalesces around driverless vehicles will represent the opening chapter of a longer narrative in which our society decides where and how to address and account for risks associated with these devices.

V. CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

Driverless vehicles will develop a complicated, multifaceted relationship with federal and state criminal law and procedure. These devices may lead to the recognition of new crimes, even as they reduce the overall number of traffic infractions and other crimes committed with automobiles. They also may enhance the surveillance capabilities of the government, even as they diminish the number of traffic stops that, today, represent the most common form of interaction between police officers and the general public.

These developments will take time to unfold. More immediately, driverless vehicles will inherit a large body of existing laws that address the proper operation of motor vehicles, their required equipment, and the misuse or exploitation of these devices. Many of these laws attach criminal penalties to violations of their provisions.

Some of these existing statutes admit to ready application to driverless vehicles. Other laws may require revisions to clarify how they will apply, if at all, to this new form of transportation. And still other laws, presently not in existence, may impose new criminal prohibitions that specifically address novel antisocial behaviors associated with driverless vehicles.

The future also may see a reevaluation of who, or what, should be held criminally liable for crimes involving driverless vehicles. As discussed in connection with this report’s discussion of civil liability, the automation of functions associated with the operation of driverless vehicles will entail a shift in responsibility from human drivers to the automobiles themselves and the systems they rely upon. Just as this shift may lead to the reconsideration of who may be held liable in a civil action for damages after an accident involving a driverless vehicle, it also may call into question existing assignments of criminal responsibility.

A. Criminal Laws

Federal and state laws relate hundreds of crimes pertinent to motor vehicles. A basic taxonomy would

334 But cf. RAND REPORT, supra note 181, at 118 (“Overall, we do not anticipate that liability for individual drivers will be a problematic obstacle or deterrent to the use of AV technologies.”); id. at 132 (“The existing liability regime does not seem to present unusual liability concerns for owners or drivers of vehicles equipped with AV technologies.”).
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distinguish among basic regulatory offenses (e.g., equipment violations and simple deviations from rules of the road); crimes that address aggravated forms of user misconduct (e.g., driving under the influence of alcohol, hit-and-run); specific forms of more general crimes (e.g., automobile theft, carjacking); and criminal conduct that are facilitated by or otherwise connected to motor vehicles, but as to which the pertinent criminal prohibition does not specifically reference or require these devices (e.g., transportation of narcotics for purposes of sale). Crimes within the first of these categories tend to carry modest penalties and minimal mens rea (intent) requirements. The other types of crimes run the gamut from infractions punishable by only a fine to serious felonies that can carry long prison terms.

Some, though not necessarily all, of these offenses will apply todriverless vehicles, with little need for translation or modification. For example, many of the basic equipment requirements found within state vehicle codes, such as the common requirement that a vehicle have operating headlamps, presumably will apply both to driverless vehicles and to vehicles with active human drivers. There may come a time when the driverless vehicles are so predominant on the roads and their sensory capabilities so robust that a subset of these safety laws may become obsolete. But until then, it is expected that these rules will continue in force, and will be of general application.

Other provisions of state vehicle codes may require some modifications to account for the distinct characteristics of driverless vehicles, as related below:

As a threshold matter, state vehicle codes tend to presume that vehicles have a “driver.” To this point, the existence and nature of a “driver” both have been sufficiently obvious that states have not provided a robust definition of this term. With driverless vehicles, this will change. One leading commentator has observed that at present, the ambiguity inherent in the word “driver,” as that term is used in various contexts, means that driverless vehicles are “probably” legal in the United States, but under present law “there is likely to be some person connected to the vehicle who must be licensed, who may need to be physically present, and who must act prudently.” Smith, Automated Vehicles Are Probably Legal in the United States, supra note 188, at 480 (footnotes omitted). While some individuals and entities may be comfortable with these ambiguities, others may not be, and will continue to press for laws that clarify how a driverless vehicle may be utilized without fear of criminal sanctions.

In this vein, some states already have enacted laws that permit road testing of autonomous vehicles, under certain conditions. On the issue of compliance with traffic laws, regulations promulgated in Nevada prescribe that “a person shall be deemed the operator of an autonomous vehicle which is operated in autonomous mode when the person causes the autonomous vehicle to engage, regardless of whether the person is physically present in the vehicle while it is engaged,” Nev. Admin. Code § 482A-020(2) (2014), and “For the purpose of enforcing the traffic laws and other laws applicable to

1. Reassignment and Recasting of Criminal Liability

In some contexts, driverless vehicles eventually may lead to the reassignment of criminal liability from its current bearer to someone (or something) else, or to the replacement of low-level sanctions with other methods of deterrence and punishment. For example, current state laws typically make the “driver” or “operator” of a vehicle liable for failing to stop at a stop sign. If a driverless vehicle fails to obey such a sign, conceivably the human user of the vehicle could continue to be held liable. To reach this result, however, the user either would have to be considered the “driver” or “operator” of the vehicle, or the pertinent statute would have to be amended to make mere users responsible for their actions.

Continued assignment of liability to users seems likely insofar as Level 3 vehicles are involved. That said, the prospect of criminal liability may undermine key benefits associated with driverless vehicles, especially as these devices grow safer and the need for human oversight diminishes. As time passes and the public grows more comfortable with driverless vehicles, governments may find it appropriate to revisit the imposition of criminal liability on passive users of advanced driverless vehicles. In its place, governments could fine or impose other penalties upon the manufacturers of vehicles that commit traffic violations, or upon the makers of software or other components that direct these devices; they could simply remove these vehicles from operation; or they could adopt some other response.

Debates over whether to shift responsibility for traffic infractions from users to third parties may be contentious, however. Prevailing notions regarding the responsibility of drivers and users for their automobiles may prove difficult to dislodge. It also may be unclear for some time who, as among users and various product manufacturers, bears responsibility for various aspects of a vehicle’s performance. This confusion may counsel against the reassignment of liability, at least for some time. It is possible that an interregnum period will appear in which drivers will be permitted to claim a defense by ascribing an improper traffic maneuver to a self-driving function, but no direct liability will attach to the manufacturer or anyone else for this error.

drivers and motor vehicles operated in this State, the operator of an autonomous vehicle that is operated in autonomous mode shall be deemed the driver of the autonomous vehicle regardless of whether the person is physically present in the autonomous vehicle while it is engaged.” Id., § 482A-030(2).

See Gurney, supra note 336, at 415–16.
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2. Rules of the Road

As the stop sign example above indicates, although driverless vehicles will be subject to most or all of the prevailing “rules of the road,” they also may occasion changes or additions to existing directives. Some of these shifts likely will precede the broad diffusion of driverless vehicles, while others will evolve gradually, over the course of many years. As previously discussed, with automobiles the first rules of the road and equipment requirements related to registration and licensing, permissible spheres of usage, etiquette when interacting with other forms of transportation, the necessary (basic) safety equipment, and speed limits. Other, more nuanced rules took longer to appear. A similar response to driverless vehicles (already incumbent in those states that have permitted the limited road testing of these devices) would include, early on, such basic matters as vehicle registration, licensing (including driver qualifications), areas in which driverless vehicles may be used, necessary conduct when interacting with conventional vehicles, insurance requirements, and a clarification of who serves as a “driver,” “operator,” or controller of these devices. Other rules would appear later, when proper policy would hinge on the particular path that this technology has taken in its development and adoption.

3. Other Driving Offenses

Other existing crimes likewise may require modifications to account for how driverless vehicles are used. Hit-and-run statutes, for instance, commonly require the “driver” of a vehicle to stop and give both information and assistance at the site of an accident. A driverless vehicle may be fully capable of transmitting the information required by these laws. But direct human engagement may be required for the provision of medical assistance. These statutes therefore may have to be rewritten or supplemented to assign greater responsibilities to “users” or “occupants” of driverless vehicles in the event of an accident. Other traffic laws that impose similar duties on drivers or operators may require comparable adjustments.

These changes may occur along different timetables across the states. With the crime of driving under the influence of alcohol, for example, the appearance of driverless vehicles may lead some states to amend their DUI laws (which commonly prohibit “driving” or “operating” a motor vehicle while in a prohibited state or degree of intoxication) to encourage potentially inebriated drivers to avail themselves of a driverless option, such as a for-hire driverless taxi. A state might work toward this goal by permitting the use of a Level 3 vehicle in situations where it would be impermissible to drive or operate a vehicle that requires more human engagement. But other states may regard the ability of human user to reassert control over even a Level 3 vehicle as a sufficient basis for a DUI offense. If states vary in their responses, experiences under different regimes likely will inform the approaches taken to this issue when more advanced, Level 4 vehicles appear.

4. Generic Crimes

Driverless vehicles also may make it easier to commit other crimes not inherently connected to automobiles. Their potential for use as unmanned “drones” suggests that they could be deployed for terrorist purposes. Terrorists or other third parties also may try to “hack” individual vehicles or the system in which these devices operate—either to trigger collisions or simple confusion, or to gain access to data compiled by driverless cars for purposes of surveillance or profit.

It is unclear whether new criminal laws will be necessary to address these hypothetical scenarios. Most third-party criminal behavior involving driverless cars already is captured by existing crimes, such as laws that prohibit computer “hacking” or the unauthorized transportation of explosive devices. Nevertheless, the existence of generic crimes will not necessarily sate public demand for an additional criminal prohibition to serve as a direct, firm response to a novel threat. The relatively recent adoption of “carjacking” laws offers a case in point. Although the conduct associated with carjacking amounts to robbery, a crime of ancient vintage, in the early 1990s several states and the federal government responded to amplified fears about this sort of offense by enacting special carjacking statutes that attached heightened penalties to the use of force to commandeer an automobile. Alternatively, use of driverless vehicles in the commission of a crime may be made the subject of a criminal “enhancement,” parasitic to an existing offense, whereby a stiffened penalty may be imposed when a crime is committed using a driverless vehicle.
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5. New Crimes

In addition to enhancing existing criminal capabilities, driverless vehicles also may inspire relatively unprecedented forms of misconduct, unique to the technology, that in turn generate new criminal laws. The recent spate of state laws that criminalize “sexting” and “revenge pornography” illustrate that although some time may pass before it becomes apparent that a new technology is being utilized in a manner that compels the creation of a new crime, legislatures can respond quickly to such concerns once they arise. One type of new crime that may become associated with driverless vehicles would involve user modification of the software installed in these devices. It has been observed that just as the users of cellular phones may “hack” their devices to enhance their capabilities, users of driverless vehicles likewise may try to override functions within their vehicles that limit the speeds at which they operate, or control other aspects of their performance. This sort of owner modification of driverless vehicles may become the subject of criminal liability, as hacking by a third party (or odometer tampering by a vehicle seller) already are.

Yet these concerns about new criminal capabilities remain speculative at this point. One lesson that emerges from innovations of the past is that criminal laws enacted at an early phase of a technology’s development often prove stubbornly resistant to change, even as the technology grows more sophisticated, patterns of use and misuse shift, vocabularies surrounding the technology change, and a different policy response becomes increasingly desirable. This intransigence can be particularly acute when crimes have been enacted and any modification would reduce the scope of an offense or lessen the attached punishment. The “stickiness” of early adopted policies tends to counsel in favor of significant deliberation prior to the recognition of any stringent and severe new criminal laws concerning a new technology.
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6. Federal Crimes

The discussion above presumes that states will continue to occupy the lead role in crafting and enforcing criminal laws applicable to motor vehicles operated on the highways. That said, the federal government also has played a role in the creation and enforcement of crimes involving motor vehicles. Back in 1919, Congress passed the Dyer Act, also known as the National Motor Vehicle Theft Act, which made interstate motor vehicle theft a federal crime. This law provided federal prosecutors with a steady stream of cases for several decades. More recently enacted federal crimes applicable to automobiles, such as the odometer fraud provisions of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost Savings Act of 1972 and the carjacking crime within the Federal Anti Car Theft Act of 1992, today also produce a small number of federal prosecutions. More commonly, federal prosecutors pursue generic crimes that can be facilitated by automobiles, such as the interstate transportation of narcotics.

Driverless vehicles may lead to new federal crimes. The Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution confers upon Congress the power to regulate interstate commerce. Courts have held that the federal carjacking statute represents a valid exercise of this authority, paving the way for federal crimes that would address interference with an increasingly networked highway system. Yet when and how the federal government will exercise this authority is at this point unclear. In this legal context, as in other spheres, the circumstances surrounding the development and spread of driverless vehicles likely will influence the timing and nature of federal engagement with these devices.

B. Criminal Investigations

If they become common, driverless vehicles also will have an important effect on police investigations. These devices will alter the existing “equilibrium” between privacy and security by enabling both new crimes and new methods of surveillance. Among
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their privacy consequences, driverless vehicles will collect a tremendous amount of information regarding their users’ movements, information that law enforcement may want to obtain without a search warrant. It is anticipated that these efforts will be challenged by defendants and others who regard such efforts as impermissible under the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution.\(^\text{356}\)

These arguments will implicate what is presently a hotly contested area of law. Under the Fourth Amendment, the government engages in a “search” either when it intrudes upon an individual’s subjective expectation of privacy, to the extent that society is prepared to regard such an expectation as reasonable,\(^\text{357}\) or when it commits an information-gathering “trespass” upon a person or their papers, houses, or effects.\(^\text{358}\) For a “search” to be lawful, the government first must have obtained a search warrant that authorizes the search, or a recognized exception to the warrant requirement must apply. A search warrant can be obtained only on a showing of probable cause, a standard equated with a “fair probability” that the search will yield evidence of a crime.\(^\text{359}\)

A recent decision by the United States Supreme Court regarding prolonged government surveillance of vehicle movements yielded a consensus that GPS surveillance (at least on the facts presented) amounts to a “search” that triggers Fourth Amendment protections, but a split over the analytical approach that compels that conclusion. In 2012, the Court held, unanimously, in United States v. Jones that a “search” occurred when government agents placed a GPS device on a suspect’s automobile and then used that device to track the suspect’s movements for 28 days.\(^\text{360}\) Significantly, however, the justices did not agree on a single rationale for this holding. Five justices relied upon the “trespass” theory,\(^\text{361}\) while another five (one justice joining both camps) would have held that the prolonged use of the GPS device under the specific circumstances presented (involving an investigation of suspected narcotics trafficking) violated the defendant’s reasonable privacy expectations.\(^\text{362}\)

Although Jones signifies that a majority of the present Court apparently regards trespassory and some non-trespassory surveillance of vehicle movements as implicating the Fourth Amendment, it remains unclear precisely when the government’s non-trespassory acquisition of information regarding a driverless vehicle’s whereabouts will be treated as a “search.” With driverless vehicles, this collection could occur along different avenues. The government may try to obtain this information through infrastructure built for connected-vehicle, including V2I, purposes, or through a more basic repurposing of existing surveillance tools such as cameras and license plate readers positioned on and about the highways.\(^\text{363}\) Law enforcement also may invoke the “third-party doctrine,” under which an individual lacks a reasonable expectation of privacy in information that he or she voluntarily communicates to a third party,\(^\text{364}\) to justify the warrantless acquisition of information regarding driverless-vehicle use from communications providers or from companies that manufacture or maintain driverless vehicles.

Presently, one cannot predict with certainty how these warrantless-surveillance scenarios will be resolved. At least one member of the U.S. Supreme Court has expressed reservations about the continued application of the third-party doctrine,\(^\text{365}\) and it is possible that this rule and related Fourth Amendment doctrine will change before driverless vehicles become common.

Searches of driverless vehicles themselves, as opposed to mere surveillance of their movements, also may raise interesting legal issues. Automobiles represent “effects” under the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and their owners and possessors generally can claim a reasonable expectation of privacy as against physical intrusions
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by the government. Therefore, a police officer’s entrance into and search of a vehicle amounts to a “search” that requires a warrant or warrant exception.

Several such exceptions apply to automobiles. These exceptions are premised on rationales including the pervasive regulation of these devices, their susceptibility to movement, and the fact that they tend to be operated in public places. With regard to automobiles, the most commonly invoked warrant exceptions consist of:

- **Consent**: Police may search a vehicle if they receive voluntary consent to search from someone with actual or “apparent” authority.
- **The “automobile exception”**: Police also may search a vehicle, as thoroughly as they could if they had a search warrant, if there is probable cause that the vehicle contains contraband or evidence of a crime.
- ** Searches incident to arrest**: Police may search the area of a vehicle within grabbing distance of a lawfully arrested recent occupant, and may search the interior of a vehicle’s passenger compartment if it is reasonable to believe that the vehicle contains evidence of the offense of arrest.
- **Vehicle frisks**: Police may search the passenger compartment of a vehicle for a weapon if the officer has reasonable suspicion that the vehicle contains a weapon, and that an occupant of the vehicle may become armed and dangerous if allowed access to the weapon.
- **Inventory searches**: A lawfully impounded vehicle may be physically searched by law enforcement pursuant to preexisting inventory policies; and
- **Regulatory searches**: Under limited circumstances, police may search a vehicle to ensure compliance with basic registration and regulatory requirements.

There also exist other discrete circumstances in which vehicles may become subject to government inspection without a search warrant, such as when a vehicle enters the country through an international border.

In many circumstances, these warrant exceptions will apply to driverless vehicles just as they do to conventional automobiles. In other cases, however, the nature of the evidence that law enforcement officers may seek to obtain from driverless vehicles may complicate the necessary Fourth Amendment analysis. In this respect, the culling of digital evidence from driverless vehicles by police may prove particularly sensitive. Recently, in *Riley v. California*, the U.S. Supreme Court barred the warrantless search of cellular telephones incident to the arrests of their possessors. In reaching this result, the Court emphasized the quantity and potentially sensitive nature of the digital information in these devices. As applied to driverless vehicles, this ruling will encourage defendants to challenge the government’s warrantless acquisition of digital information from their vehicles, even when this action is taken pursuant to a recognized warrant exception. A defendant in such a case could argue with some force that the collection of broad swaths of location data or other information concerning vehicle use pursuant to, for example, the automobile exception is just as unreasonable as the warrantless search of a cell phone incident to arrest was deemed to be in *Riley*.

Finally, and perhaps most intriguingly, the emergence of driverless vehicles may function to limit police interactions with the public. If driverless vehicles lead to fewer traffic violations and impaired driving offenses, there likely will be fewer occasions for police to pull motorists over. This diminution of traffic stops could have profound consequences for police staffing and deployment, and on the use of traffic stops to enforce other substantive criminal prohibitions.

**C. Conclusions**

The criminal laws that will become attached to driverless vehicles will not be written on a blank slate. These devices will be subject to a large body of existing law applicable to conventional motor vehicles. And between now and when driverless vehicles
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become common, the law likely will evolve to respond to the capabilities of vehicles that incorporate increasingly sophisticated autonomous functionalities.

In the future, as now, most of the crimes pertinent to the operation of driverless vehicles likely will take the form of “rules of the road” and equipment violations. These crimes lie on the border of administrative (civil) and criminal offenses, carry modest penalties, and require limited or no proof of culpable intent. Some of these offenses will be applied to the users of driverless vehicles in much the same way that they presently pertain to users of conventional vehicles. Others will require adjustments in their vocabulary or substantive provisions to make sense as applied to driverless vehicles.

Furthermore, new offenses likely will appear to govern how driverless vehicles should be operated. Nevertheless, while driverless vehicles therefore may occasion an increase in the number of regulatory offenses that are recognized, if they become common, they likely will lead to a reduction in the number of offenses committed.

Other, more serious crimes specific to driverless vehicles probably will take longer to appear. Some of these crimes will evolve gradually while others will fall in place during opportune policy windows. If the history of computer crimes provides any indication, legislators and prosecutors likely will rely on existing offenses to address most misbehavior involving driverless vehicles for a while before sufficient interest develops for the enactment of offenses that explicitly address criminal behavior that involves these devices. Even a single real or hypothetical crime may prove sufficient to spark such a movement, however.

VI. THE EVOLVING INSURANCE MATRIX FOR DRIVERLESS VEHICLES

A. Introduction

Insurance issues arising from the relationship among driverless vehicles, insurers, manufacturers, and policymakers will present a host of interesting challenges. The reduction in injuries and the reduced responsibility and liability on the part of operators will benefit the public and the operators, but it will also present challenges to the business plans of many insurers. Although the cost of injuries will fall, there will be some need to insure the increased legal responsibility on the part of those in the commercial chain. This is a very different model of insurance. As vehicles become more connected, cyber risks will present a new set of insurance challenges. In addition, while the federal government is empowered to regulate insurance under the commerce clause of

the U.S. Constitution, most insurance regulation has been delegated by the federal government to the states. Consequently, state regulation varies and sometimes presents challenges to accommodate a system designed for cars with “drivers” (who are often “at fault”) to the new paradigm.

B. Regulation of Automobile Insurance

The business of insurance moves in interstate commerce. Insurance may, therefore, be regulated by the federal government. In 1945, however, Congress ceded the regulation of insurance to the states in the McCarran-Ferguson Act. With rare exception, Congress has been content to leave regulation of insurance to state regulators. When uniformity is desirable or state regulated markets do not work well, Congress sometimes exercises its power to intervene. Examples include: the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1975 (ERISA), the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), the Product Liability Risk Retention Act of 1981 and 1986, and the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) (although the latter’s mandate was upheld as a “tax”).

After the recent failure of a number of financial institutions, the federal regulation of insurance was again mooted. For insurers whose size may cause existential threats should they become insolvent, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act imposed capitalization and regulatory requirements beyond those imposed by state regulators. Dodd-Frank also established the Federal Insurance Office (FIO) attached to the Treasury Department. The FIO’s role to date has been largely to monitor insurance issues. Mandatory insurance rates for interstate trucking also fall within the federal purview.
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The regulation of automobile insurance, therefore, falls within the purview of the individual states. Each state has a commissioner or similar official who oversees insurance regulation. Some are elected (as in California), but most are appointed (as in Nevada). These officials belong to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). The NAIC meets regularly to consider issues of broad significance to insurance and to develop and propose model laws and regulations to promote consistency among states. The NAIC, however, does not have the power to impose its model rules on states.

All states endorse the rule that insurance rates may not be excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory. One of the main purposes of insurance regulation is to assure that insurers remain solvent enough to pay claims. This purpose is served by the requirement that rates not be “inadequate.” Regulators regularly review the financial condition of insurers to assure their solvency. In the context of insurance, “unfairly discriminatory” means that, so far as practical, rates should reflect risk, expenses, and reasonable profit. “Excessive” means that insureds are being overcharged because the rate exceeds these parameters. In addition, all states have some form of insurance guarantee fund (funded by assessments on insurers) to pay claims should an insurer become insolvent.

In the context of automobile insurance, generally speaking states attempt to achieve these goals using four different models: No-File, File-and-Use, Use-and-File, or Prior-Approval. No-File, File-and-Use, and Use-and-File states rely primarily on competition to set rates. In these states insurers may either file, then use their rates, or use their rates provided they, within a specified amount of time, file them. Prior-Approval states, on the other hand, require that rates be approved before they can be used. California and New York are examples of Prior-Approval states. Even in states other than Prior-Approval, insurers have the power to disapprove rates under appropriate circumstances.

In addition to regulating insurance in different ways, states also differ with respect to other details governing automobile insurance. For example, every state except New Hampshire requires some form of mandatory automobile insurance (usually referred to as Financial Responsibility Laws). These laws are designed to insure that a person injured by an automobile has some recourse against a financially responsible party. The minimum amount of insurance required by states, however, is not consistent. For example, California requires drivers to carry a policy with minimum personal injury limits of $15,000 per person, $30,000 per accident, and $5,000 for property damage (usually referred to as a 15/30/5 policy). This limit has not changed since 1967. Minimum limits in other states vary from 15/30 (AZ, CA, DE, LA, NV) to 50/100 (AK, ME). Congress, however, exercised its power under the interstate commerce clause to set a minimum limit of $750,000 (or more if carrying radioactive or hazardous material) for large trucks through the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA).

In May 2015, Nevada became the first state to permit the testing of large (18-wheeler) self-driving trucks on its public highways.

C. The Standard Automobile Policy

The standard automobile policy contains a bundle of coverages. While one may think of a “vehicle” as being covered, the insurance actually insures a constellation of people who have some relationship with the vehicle. For example, those covered for liability may include the named insured, any family member residing with the insured, an unemancipated child away at school, and any person driving the car with the permission of an insured. The coverages most pertinent to driverless cars are coverages for liability, physical damage, uninsured/underinsured, collision, and MedPay.

D. Automobile Safety

Although automobile insurance is regulated by each state, minimum levels of safety for automobile design are set at the federal level. NHTSA sets standards for the minimum performance of automobiles. NHTSA prescribes standards for vehicle performance, NHTSA tests the automobile in each state for up to a maximum test speed of 200 mph (and test vehicles are not self-driving).
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inter alia, windshield wipers, trunk releases, seatbelts, air bags, anti-brake lock (ABS) braking, crashworthiness, electronic stability control (ESC), gasoline mileage, and many other aspects of car construction and design. As with many federal agencies, NHTSA's regulation of automobile design is governed by rigorous cost/benefit analysis. NHTSA's requirements preempt any less exacting state standards.

NHTSA has not adopted any standards for the design or safety of AVs. Indeed, NHTSA has stated that "in light of the rapid evolution and wide variations in self-driving technologies, we do not believe that detailed regulation of these technologies is feasible at this time at the federal or state level." In this regulatory vacuum, states are moving forward with their own regulations for testing and driving AVs. Thus far, four states (Nevada, California, Michigan, and Florida) and the District of Columbia have adopted laws or regulations allowing testing of AVs. Virginia has also announced that it will open certain highways for testing. Bills are pending in 11 states, and bills have failed in 7 states. It is likely that testing is legal on public highways in the absence of legislation, so the effect of legislation is often to narrow the circumstances under which testing can take place. The Uniform Law Commission is studying whether to adopt a proposed model law for the states, including insurance requirements for drivers.

California Department of Motor Vehicles testing regulations went into effect on September 16, 2014. As mandated by California Vehicle Code Section 38750, regulations for the operational stage were due to be completed by January 1, 2015. At the date of this writing, however, the Department has not yet published final, or even proposed, regulations.

E. Insuring Driverless Vehicles

1. How Insurers Create Automobile Insurance Rates

Most insurers create automobile rates in a two-step process. First they create a "rate plan" to calculate a "base rate" (a "base rate" is also called an "indication" in the insurance industry). The insurer looks at its book of the relevant business and asks the question: How much must the insurer collect in premium from each insured to service this book of business over the next rating period, including overhead and profit? For example, if there were 100 insureds all purchasing the same coverage, and it would cost $100 to service this book of business over the next policy period, then the base rate would be $1. The insurer must collect, on average, $1 from each policyholder.

Insurers, however, do not charge all policyholders the same amount. This is because policymakers, even if purchasing the same coverage, do not present the same risk of loss. If the insurer charged the same amount, than those who present lower risk (perhaps $.80) would pay too much. Not only might this be "unfairly discriminatory," but they would, unless mandated to carry this coverage, likely drop out of the pool because they are not receiving appropriate value for their premium. Even if coverage is mandated, as with automobile insurance, insureds would over time migrate to a different insurer who differentiated rates to more closely approximate the insured's risk. This would leave the insurer with a group of policyholders who present a greater risk than the $1 base rate. If they paid only $1 for their policies, but on average cost $1.20 in losses, the insurer would eventually be out of business. To avoid this outcome (known in the industry as "adverse
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selection”), the insurer creates a “class plan.”401 Failure to have a class plan that reasonably discriminates among risks can, then, result in a slow “death spiral” for the insurer.

The class plan applies “rating factors” to adjust the base rate depending on the risk presented by the policyholder. With respect to automobile insurance, many of the rating factors are familiar: age, gender, driving record, miles driven, location, accident history, vehicle class, and credit score (where permitted). California’s regulations, for example, permit the use of 19 rating factors for automobile insurance. Many of these rating factors include a welter of subdivisions.

Applying some rating factors to the above example, A’s rate calculation might look something like this. Ms. A is a female, and females as a group have fewer accidents than males. A neutral rating factor has a relativity of 1, but as a female, she may have a relativity of .90. Thus, her rate would be $.90. If the average person drives 12,000 miles per year, then 12,000 miles per year would have a relativity of 1. Ms. A, however, drives 20,000 miles per year. This increases the likelihood of an accident and may yield a relativity of 1.10. This would likely offset the benefit Ms. A received because of her gender and move her back to a rate of $1. Sadly, Ms. A also has a poor driving record, having been convicted of three moving violations in the past 3 years. This driving record may yield a relativity of 1.20. Now Ms. A’s premium would move from $1 to $1.20. Ms. A, may, however, enjoy some downward adjustments if the automobile is garaged in an area with fewer claims or (if her state permits its use) she has a good credit score. The combination of all of the rating factors and their relativities yields the ultimate rate Ms. A must pay.

Formulating a class plan is largely a zero-sum game. If a relativity lowers a rate for some policyholders, that lower rate must be balanced by a higher rate for some others in the class plan. Thus, a lower rate for a low mileage driver would likely be balanced by higher rates for higher mileage drivers. When done correctly, the net rate over the book of policies will equal the base rate ($1 in the above example). Politics and social policy play a role in deciding which rate classifications are acceptable. In one jurisdiction, territory (where the automobile is garaged), credit score, or gender may be permitted, while not permitted in another.403

Calculating appropriate relativities is a very sophisticated undertaking. It involves analyzing large amounts of data collected by insurers from their own loss experiences and from other sources. This information is then utilized by actuaries to predict the frequency and severity of future losses over the policy period for each of the characteristics evidenced by the insured. This includes predicting future trends in losses. It is possible, for example, that medical or repair costs are predicted to rise over the policy period. It is also possible that gasoline prices may spike or plummet, causing less or more driving and fewer or more accidents over the policy period. Trend is one of the most difficult factors to predict and, where insurance rates are subject to prior approval (as in California), disputes over the future trend for losses occupy much of the regulator’s attention.

2. Emerging Issues for Insuring Driverless Vehicles

“The advent of autonomous cars could revolutionize the world of motor insurance.”404

NHTSA estimates that approximately 93 percent of accidents are caused, at least in part, by human error.405 NHTSA estimates that the economic cost alone amounts to over $900 per person per year in the United States. There are approximately $871 billion in economic and societal losses per year.406 The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports that in 2012 over 2.5 million Americans were sent to the emergency room because of accidents (approximately 7,000 per day). Nearly 200,000 were hospitalized.407 These figures suggest that reducing human error can substantially reduce injuries, deaths, and other costs caused by automobile accidents.

It is likely that self-driving cars will not be totally autonomous for a number of years. They will operate
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in a shared driving mode (NHTSA Level 3) in which the driver may trust the driving to the car, but must be available on adequate notice to take over the driving. In addition, there will be circumstances, such as the present inability to drive in snow, where the vehicle must be driven by the operator. Thus, there are parts of the country where the benefits of self-driving vehicles will not be as great as in others. It is unlikely, therefore, that the savings from self-driving vehicles will match, or come close to matching, NHTSA’s estimates of the current costs of accidents.

For that portion of the shared driving experience in which the operator manually drives the automobile, insurance and the calculation of insurance rates should be fairly straightforward. There will be some adjustments that will account for the fact that the automobile, when in manual mode, will more frequently be driven in more dangerous circumstances. Urban driving, driving in construction zones, or driving in snow or inclement weather are examples. The Casualty Actuarial Society is presently studying how much potential savings may be expected as self-driving cars are introduced.

To the extent that these losses are presently insured (some, such as air pollution, the cost of congestion, and lost productivity, are not), and the cars are moving in self-driving mode, the cars should enjoy lower insurance rates. One study suggested an average saving of $475/driver/year.

These savings will either flow to the insurer’s bottom line, or, either because of competition or rate regulation, will be savings to the policyholder. One would expect regulators in Prior-Approval states, such as in California, to make every attempt to pass these savings on to policyholders.

Passing these savings to the policyholder has two principal benefits. It helps consumers with lower rates, and lower rates encourage drivers to purchase these safer vehicles. There are differing estimates as to the cost of equipping an automobile to drive itself. Some are concerned that the higher price will deter many from purchasing the automobile, or the higher price will create a class difference between those who can afford a self-driving vehicle and those who cannot. If, however, insurance savings over the life of the vehicle offset the additional cost of equipping the vehicle, cost should neither deter acceptance nor create two classes of drivers. As with other technology, as driverless cars mature, one would expect dramatic drops in price.

Creating an awareness in consumers of the interplay between the added vehicle cost and the lower insurance costs presents a marketing issue. One analogous marketing model is that used to inform consumers of the energy efficiency of some appliances, such as water heaters and refrigerators. In that context, consumers are now accustomed to pricing an appliance with its future costs in mind. The same could be applied to vehicles.

Since rates must be neither “excessive, inadequate, nor unfairly discriminatory,” regulators and insurers will face some new challenges as these vehicles are introduced. Automobile insurance rates are based on extensive data bases. Apart from testing data, which may or may not be available to insurers or regulators (OEMs and others may treat this information as proprietary or trade secrets), there will be a considerable amount of guesswork going into initial rate making. At present, insurers have little or no data on which to base a rate, even assuming that it was clear where liability would lie.

In addition, the added technology may raise repair costs. Perhaps they will be offset by lower frequency, perhaps not. Insurers would be inclined to play it safe by estimating higher rates, while regulators may be inclined to protect consumers and encourage adoption of this safer technology by estimating lower rates. Similar challenges have been confronted when new safety measures were introduced, such as rear window mounted taillights and electronic stability control. Some insurers are ...
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The personal lines sector could fall to 40% of current size. ...The personal lines automobiles sector will likely bear the brunt of the transformation, as it will hold a smaller share of a smaller market. Currently, the personal auto sector accounts for almost $125 billion in loss costs. By 2040, we believe this sector could cover less than $50 billion in loss costs.
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working with OEMs to insure that they understand the new technology well enough to propose realistic insurance products and rates. In time, there will be a growing database, however it will likely be much less static than databases used to rate current vehicles. OEMs will continually improve and update their algorithms, and these will be downloaded to all of the vehicles in the fleet. This could happen daily, or perhaps on a virtually continuous basis. As a consequence, yesterday’s self-driving car will not be the same as today’s or tomorrow’s. In March 2015, Tesla downloaded over the web a revised algorithm to one of its models that increased its acceleration. In the same month Tesla announced that it would, in 3 months, download a hands-free autopilot feature that would allow freeway driving without the driver’s 100 percent attention.

Given the rapid advances of technology in other areas, one can expect the safety of these vehicles to rapidly improve. An insurance system that can respond to these improvements with similar alacrity will deliver numerous benefits. Many regulatory systems in prior approval states, however, are not presently equipped to quickly adjust rates. In California, for example, an insurer may not change a rate either up or down without filing a complete rate application. Many other states allow some degree of flexibility without prior approval. This regulatory challenge is only just beginning to be confronted.

3. Liability-Related Insurance Issues

Liability issues drive automobile insurance issues because a major function of automobile policies is to insure against liability of the insured or (in the case of uninsured/underinsured motorist coverage [UM/UIM]) the liability of another. Put another way, most of what insurers insure against today is human error. A typical insuring clause in the liability portion of a policy insures the “insured” for any amounts up to the policy limits for which the insured may become “legally liable.” UM/UIM coverage compensates those injured by UM/UIM drivers up to the policy limits of the UM/UIM coverage only if the insured is “legally entitled to recover” from the uninsured or underinsured driver. Thus, legal responsibility is the lynchpin of both of these important coverages. To the extent human error is removed, to a similar extent the insurers’ business model changes.

Driverless vehicles will challenge these traditional insurance models for several reasons. As vehicles move towards driverless capabilities, there will be a transitional period of shared driving experience—some driving in manual mode and some driving in self-driving mode. To the extent vehicles are driven in manual mode, one would expect liability and insurance to look much as it does at present. In order to accurately rate this portion of the driving, however, insurers will need to know how many miles the car is driven in manual mode and what the nature of this driving is (snow, urban, construction, etc.). Risks presented by these miles may differ substantially from the risks presented by average miles in general. In addition, gathering this information may present some privacy issues (discussed elsewhere in this report).

If the vehicle causes an accident while operating in driverless mode, under present products liability law the responsibility would be allocated to those in the commercial chain (dealer, OEM, possibly the programming entity if different, etc.) rather than the driver. If the operator were sued, the automobile insurer would have a duty to defend under the policy. However, once it is shown that the operator was not “legally liable” for the accident, the traditional policy should not pay for the damages.

Autonomous cars could potentially lead to a substantial reduction in motor insurance claims if accidents significantly reduce in frequency. Lower claims would be expected to result in lower premiums, and tighter profit margins. Some might argue that if cars really do become crashless, there may not even be a need for motor insurance….Damage or theft can still occur when a car is parked in a driveway, and for the present at least, cars with semi-autonomous capabilities are more expensive than their traditional

---
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Others believe that any significant impact on the insurance industry is far in the future.\footnote{Mark Hollmer, Progressive at PCI: Telematics will Become Ubiquitous Underwriting Tool, Carrier Management (Oct. 28, 2014), http://www.carriermanagement.com/news/2014/10/28/131022.htm (quoting Tom Hollyer of Progressive Insurance as stating, “I don’t think there’s any kind of auto-mobile insurance industry cliff in the foreseeable future.”).}

Similarly, if a person were hit by a UM/UIM vehicle, there would be coverage if the uninsured or underinsured vehicle were driven in manual mode. If in driverless mode, however, then the injured party would not be “legally entitled to recover” from the operator of the uninsured or underinsured vehicle.\footnote{A recent Farmers Insurance TV ad promoting UM/UIM coverage shows a robot driving a car into the rear of the insured’s parked car. The robot then runs away. Query as to whether the insured would have a claim against a robot driven car under UM/UIM insurance. Against whom would the insured be “legally entitled to recover?” The manufacturer of the robot? The car owner who, apparently, was a passenger in the car? The ad is available at http://www.ispot.tv/ad/7fjV/farmers-insurance-robo-driver.}

Therefore, under present policies, the UM/UIM coverage would not apply. Rather than a UM/UIM claim against the insured’s own insurance company, the insured’s claim would be a products liability claim against the OEM and/or those in the commercial chain.

A product’s liability claim has the potential of being much more complex. As accidents increasingly become the responsibility of the commercial supplier, legislators and other policymakers may not be content to make every fender-bender a products liability case. Defense and cost containment expenses for different classes of claims differ dramatically. In 2013, insurers’ cost containment expenses for private passenger auto liability was 6.8 percent of incurred losses, while for products liability it was 75.1 percent.\footnote{Products Liability, Ins. Info. Inst. (2015), http://www.iii.org/fact-statistic/products-liability.} One would expect similar expenses on the part of the injured party.

It may also present special challenges to the injured party if the manufacturer is no longer solvent or available. Although “New GM” established a fund and process to compensate those injured by its defectively designed ignition switches, its official position is that it is not legally responsible for “Old GM’s” defective products. Although still subject to appellate review, a federal bankruptcy judge has ruled that those liabilities were discharged in bankruptcy.\footnote{Hilary Stout and Dannielle Ivory, Ruling Shields G.M. From Ignition Suits, N.Y. Times (Apr. 15, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/16/business/general-motors-wins-ruling-shielding-it-from-most-claims-over-ignition-flaw.html?_r=0. For a colorful commentary on this issue, see Further on the Effect of the GM Bankruptcy on New GM’s Exposure to Ignition Defect Litigation (June 5, 2014), http://thenecessaryandproperblog.blogspot.com/2014/06/further-on-effect-of-gm-bankruptcy-on.html. See also Linda Sandler and Patrick G. Lee, Bankruptcy Order Could Shield GM From Ignition Switch Claims, Ins. J. (Mar. 20, 2014), http://www.insurancejournal.com/news/national/2014/03/20/523778.htm.}

Every state has a guarantee fund to compensate, up to a limit, those who would be entitled to compensation should an insurance company become insolvent. These funds are funded by assessments on insurance companies admitted to sell insurance within the state. Unlike insurance companies, at present there is no guarantee fund to insure that those injured by insolvent OEMs are compensated.\footnote{See Insurance Regulation, supra note 389, § 12.12.}

In addition, OEMs may choose to insure (if at all) with non-admitted, surplus lines insurers, risk retention groups, captives, or through other methods. Typically, guarantee funds do not back these liabilities.\footnote{See id. § 12.13.}

Given the shift in responsibility to the commercial marketers of driverless vehicles, one would also expect that the insurance burden (to the extent they choose to insure) would also shift to commercial policies covering dealers, OEMs, and others. Although physically injured parties may have claims against a number of parties in the commercial enterprise, the commercial parties may bargain to distribute any losses (which, with respect to them, are purely economic), among themselves as suits their commercial interests.\footnote{Philippine Airlines, Inc. v. McDonnell Douglas Corporation, 189 Cal. App. 3d 236, 234, 234 Cal. Rptr. 423 (1987) (Airline and manufacturer allowed to allocate among themselves losses, including personal injuries, caused by crash).}

4. Imposing Some or All of the Initial Liability on the Operator

To give an injured person a local and marginally solvent responsible party, it may be possible to make the vehicle’s performance a “non-delegable duty” for which the operator is responsible regardless of the lack of fault. There is some precedent for this
approach with respect to brake failure. In the United Kingdom, liability falls on the driver/user even if not at fault. The driver’s or insurer’s remedy lies in subrogation against the manufacturer.

If, however, unlimited liability remains on the operator for accidents caused by a failure of the product, many may be deterred from purchasing these safer vehicles. One possible compromise may be to fasten the initial responsibility on the operator up to the minimum financial responsibility limits set by the state. At present, drivers are required to carry insurance up to these modest limits. Fault on the part of the driver would be required for any claim beyond the minimum. This would give an injured party a convenient source for compensation for the majority of claims that fall within these limits without adding an additional burden on present drivers. Indeed, given the lower frequency of accidents, the premium may be substantially lower than at present.

If an insurer paid a claim for which its insured was not at fault, the insurer would have the right to pass the loss to the commercial suppliers through subrogation. Unlike the insured, it may be possible for insurers to consolidate similar claims against a manufacturer, thus making the processing of the claims much more efficient. Insurers and manufacturers may even find it in their interest to agree to arbitrate disputed claims. There is an existing model for mutual arbitration agreements. When an insurer pays a collision claim for which another insured may be responsible, insurers have agreed to arbitrate the claims with the responsible party’s insurer. Likewise, uninsured/underinsured motorist claims are subject to arbitration. These claims are processed very quickly and at minimal expense. A similar model may emerge for dealing with subrogation claims. Insurers’ rates should be net of any subrogation recovery (less expenses), so rates should still be lower than at present.

5. Product Liability and Higher Per Claim Costs

Under the present system, insurance payouts do not accurately reflect insurable losses. It is not uncommon for more serious injuries to go under-compensated because insurance coverage is inadequate to compensate for serious injuries. Setting aside possible coverage for health care costs from health insurance or public sources, if a responsible driver carries a minimal policy (e.g., 15/30/5 policy in California, another policy at a different state’s minimum, or no insurance at all), a seriously injured party is likely to settle with the driver for far less than the party’s actual injuries. Sadly, adequacy of compensation for serious injuries depends largely on the financial sufficiency of the injured. If the injured party carries uninsured/underinsured motorist coverage (UM/UIM), there may be an additional source for compensation. UM/UIM coverage, however, is often modest in amount and is subject to numerous limitations. Many losses in serious cases, therefore, fall on the individual or on the public through such programs as Medicaid and Medicare.

In addition, there are exclusions in standard automobile policies which remove some otherwise insurable injuries from the insurance pool. For example, if a careless driver suffers injuries and also injures other family members in the vehicle, none of these injuries is covered. They fall within the “family” or “insured” (all relatives living in the home are “insureds”) exclusion.

This dynamic changes dramatically if other sources of coverage or assets become available. As responsibility shifts from drivers to commercial suppliers, more injuries will be compensated at rates closer to their true value because commercial suppliers will have adequate assets or insurance. For example, if the driver and other family members were injured due to a defect in the automobile’s ignition switch, all would have claims against the OEM. These injury costs will be passed to vehicle owners in the cost of the cars. Passing the true cost of a product, including injury costs, to those who use the product is one of the aims of “strict liability” under products liability tort law. It is also fairer to innocent injured parties if they must bear fewer of their injuries. It does mean, however, that the reduction in the frequency of accidents with self-driving cars may not net a linear savings to car owners. This is because injuries that would be under- or uncompensated when responsibility stops with the driver now will be compensated at closer to their actual value.

Claims costs may also rise because self-driving cars will likely be more expensive to repair. At the same time, however, costs attributed to assigning responsibility should decrease. Both California and Nevada require the event data recorder (“black box,” or EDR) in self-driving cars to preserve all of the

427 Lloyd’s Report, supra note 404, at 18–19.
429 See id. § 12.12.
data for the last 30 seconds prior to an accident.\textsuperscript{431} With some retraining, adjusters and lawyers should be able to assign responsibility among the driver, the vehicle, or others with relative ease.

Whether the higher claims value and higher repair costs will be offset by the lower claims frequency and lower adjustment costs remains to be seen.

6. Adoption of Self-Driving and Driverless Cars

For reasons stated above, the adoption of self-driving cars may present serious challenges to companies writing traditional personal automobile policies. The threat to their premium base and business model has been noted. At the same time, the public has much to gain by the adoption of self-driving cars. These challenges and benefits depend to a large extent on the rate at which self-driving cars are adopted.

The average life of a car in the current fleet is between 11 and 12 years (up from 9.8 years in 2002).\textsuperscript{432} Thus, if all new cars were required to be self-driving cars, one would expect one-half of the fleet to be self-driving in approximately 11 years.

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) has been required on all light vehicles since 2011, yet the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) and Highway Loss Data Institute (HLDI) estimate that there will not be 95 percent penetration of ESC until 2030.\textsuperscript{433} Since self-driving cars are not mandated and will not be available for several years, one might expect the penetration of self-driving cars to take even longer than ESC.\textsuperscript{434}

There are some good reasons to believe that significant penetration may arrive sooner than these estimates. Safety features short of Level 3, such as ESC, do not drive the car to the extent that the driver may put driving time to other productive uses, whether that be texting, reading, or consulting with clients. Adding productive value to driving time should be a substantial incentive for many to adopt self-driving cars. This will especially be so if the insurance savings substantially offset the added cost of the self-driving components.

In a recent study by the Boston Consulting Group, their survey showed that, despite the added expense for the technology, 44 percent to 55 percent of those polled would buy either a partially or fully autonomous car. For partially autonomous cars, lower insurance costs were the top reason for making the purchase (safety was second). For fully autonomous cars, lower insurance was the second ranking reason, with safety in the first spot.\textsuperscript{435} Thus, properly rating these cars and passing the insurance savings on to the consumer will be critical to their rapid acceptance.

Since there are also benefits to the public in general (e.g., less congestion, fewer accidents, better fuel economy, etc.), it may be reasonable to view their adoption as a public good. As such, there will be sound reasons for public policymakers to offer incentives to adopt self-driving automobiles. Tax credits, as applied to electric vehicles, is one approach. Offering money to retire older cars (“Cash for Clunkers”) is already an incentive in place in some states. Air Quality Control Districts in California offer $1,000 to retire older cars simply because they pollute more than newer ones. Driving in the carpool lane might also be offered as an incentive, along with, perhaps, a higher legal speed limit. Where trucks are currently limited to 55 mph and cars are limited to 65 mph, perhaps driverless cars, because of their enhanced safety features and better reactions, could be permitted an official 75 mph limit. There may be other incentives to more quickly introduce self-driving cars.

7. New Models of Insurance

As mentioned above, under the current legal regime, the role of traditional automobile liability insurance will decrease as the number and severity of accidents decreases and the legal responsibility for accidents shifts away from drivers or operators. Commercial insurance for those in the commercial chain will increase in importance. One would not expect this to present any special challenges, as commercial insurance has been available for thousands of products in the market place.

It is also possible that, at Level 4, many OEMs will not sell cars to individuals, but rather will sell them to operators of fleets of cars. Users will subscribe to use the vehicles as needed. One would expect the insurance burden, then, to fall on the commercial insurers of the OEM and/or the fleet owner.


\textsuperscript{433} See Adrian Lund, Advanced Safety Technologies and Other Guideposts on the Road to Vision Zero (June 5, 2014), http://www.ihs.com/ihs/topics/presentations. (Scroll down to June 5, 2014, and link to article.)

\textsuperscript{434} Hollmer, supra note 419 (It will be many years “before the new technology gets to even a 50 percent penetration of the install base.”)

\textsuperscript{435} Boston Consulting Group Report, supra note 188.
Depending on their business relationship, they could allocate this insurance burden among themselves.

If traditional products liability insurance is too expensive or unavailable, there is presently federal legislation in place to allow commercial entities to form associations to pool the risk themselves. In the 1970s, products liability insurance became very difficult to obtain. Congress responded by adopting the Product Liability Risk Retention Act of 1981 and 1986. These acts allow OEMs, wholesalers, distributors, and retailers to form their own risk retention groups to spread and assume all of, or a portion of, their products liability exposure.

This shift may create an opening for some new and innovative insurance products. Rather than pursuing a products liability claim against a commercial supplier, people may prefer to insure themselves against injury from driverless cars. Such a policy might resemble UM/UIM insurance (first-party insurance) or health insurance. The insured would have a claim against the insured’s own insurance company. The difference would be that the ability to recover would not turn on whether the other driver was liable to the injured person (this will seldom be the case). A first-party claim may be far more convenient and efficient than pursuing a claim directly against the commercial suppliers of the vehicle. Health insurance, which may soon be ubiquitous, is of that kind. Even in the event of an automobile accident, the insured’s health costs, less any deductibles or co-pays, are covered by the insured’s own health insurer without regard to the legal responsibility of any other party. Indeed, health costs, which are often a significant part of an automobile accident injury claim, are covered regardless of fault. The health insurer, however, may or may not have a subrogation claim against the injuring party’s recovery.

If insurers were to employ the UM/UIM or health insurance model to offer a policy covering, for example, pain and suffering, it might be offered as a stand-alone policy or as an endorsement to some other existing policy (e.g., auto policy, homeowners policy, or rental policy).

8. Insure Like Online Ride Services?

There is an insurance model evolving in related vehicle transportation areas that lawmakers may easily adapt to self-driving cars. When a car is being driven in self-driving mode, the person who would ordinarily have been the “driver” is really no more than a passenger. The car is driven by the algorithm built into the car’s computer system and by any updates. This is analogous to riding in a taxi or limousine driven by someone else. Imagine a robot sitting in the driver’s seat. Most, and perhaps all, states regulate the insurance requirements for taxis, limousines, and (now) online ride services (also known as Transportation Network Companies [TNCs] such as Uber and Lyft). In April 2015, approximately 35 states had TNC legislation either enacted or pending. California enacted its own statute. This legislation submits regulation of TNCs to the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), but also sets minimum insurance requirements below which the CPUC may not go. The statute requires a minimum of $1 million in liability and uninsured motorist coverage when a passenger is in the car; it requires $1 million in liability coverage from the time the driver accepts a passenger; and it requires $250,000 in coverage ($50,000 primary and $200,000 “excess”) from the time the driver turns on the app which allows potential passengers to solicit rides from the driver.

To the extent driverless cars are deployed in fleets, either by the OEM or others, this model may commend itself. California’s current TNC statute applies only to businesses connecting passengers with drivers using their “personal vehicles.” Therefore, it may not be broad enough to cover driverless cars deployed on a fleet basis. A fleet may, however, fall within the jurisdiction of the CPUC as a “charter party carrier.” A charter party carrier includes “...every person engaged in the transportation of persons by motor vehicle for compensation, whether in common or contract carriage, over any public highway in this state.”

To the extent the cars are privately owned, similar insurance might be offered on a group basis. The group would be those who own the vehicles and those related to the owner in much the same way
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that private auto insurance covers family members, permissive users, and others.

9. Cyber Insurance

Cyber risks from hackers have become all too familiar as the personal and commercial world becomes ever more connected. Driverless cars may raise the importance of cybersecurity because, unlike most hacking today, malicious cyber interference with an automobile may cause serious personal injury and property damage. At present there is little financial motive to hack into cars, but this may change. As a consequence, NHTSA is doing focused research on hacking and hacking defenses at its Transportation Research Center.

In addition, the vehicle, or its manufacturer, may acquire data of a personal privacy nature. These dangers would suggest that there may be an evolving market, at least at the commercial level, for cyber insurance policies to cover these enhanced risks.

There is considerable doubt whether standard Commercial General Liability (CGL) policies cover cyber risk. The issue may turn on whether there was “property damage” or merely damage to electronic media and records. In any event, insurers are beginning to add cyber exclusions to the policies to avoid any ambiguity with respect to the issue.

10. Telematics-Based Policies

As OEMs become increasingly responsible for driving cars, they will need to gather information about how and where the car is driven. This information may be used to improve programming, avoid misuse, and achieve overall safety for those in the vehicle and others. This information may also be useful to improve insurance products.

Ideally, an insurer would rate a policy based on real knowledge about the driver, the vehicle, and other hazards that it might present. It is impractical, however, to put an observer in every vehicle, so insurers instead rely on “proxies”—e.g., driving record, age, gender, location, vehicle type, etc. These are the familiar rating factors used to price policies.

With the new information flowing back and forth between the driver and the OEM, it may be possible to price policies so that the premiums better match the actual exposure. Proxies are, after all, only very rough approximations of risk. OEMs may find it in their interest to offer their own policies, or they may share this information with affiliated insurers.

Use of this information for other than improving the safe driving of the vehicle may cause serious privacy concerns. At present a number of insurers offer telematics-based policies on an optional (i.e., opt-in) basis. Even with an opt-in, however, California’s commissioner of insurance has not approved collection of any data by insurers beyond mileage. In a November 12, 2014, letter to the Federal Trade Commission, a number of OEMs pledged not to pass on information to insurers and others without the owner’s permission.

11. The Future of Mandatory Automobile Insurance

As the dangers of automobiles became apparent, many states adopted some form of mandatory insurance (usually known as Financial Responsibility Laws, or FR). Having in mind that at one time automobiles were causing approximately 55,000 fatalities per year in the United States, some form of mandatory coverage seemed imperative. Eventually every state except New Hampshire adopted some form of mandatory automobile insurance, along with some form of either mandatory or optional UM/UIM insurance.

445 Three recent “friendly” hacking experiences have been widely reported. In one case the hacker hacked into a commonly used dongle of the kind supplied by insurance companies and others to monitor driving. Andy Greenberg, Hackers Cut a Corvette’s Brakes Via a Common Car Gadget, Wired (Aug. 11, 2015), http://www.wired.com/2015/08/hackers-cut-corvettes-brakes-via-common-car-gadget/. In another, hackers took over the steering of a jeep. Greenberg, supra note 194. The third incidence was the hacking into a TESLA. Kim Zetter, Researchers Hacked a Model S, But Tesla’s Already Released a Patch, Wired (Aug. 6, 2015), http://www.wired.com/2015/08/researchers-hacked-model-s-teslas-already/ Tesla claims to have fixed the vulnerability with a download. These all were friendly hacks, in the sense that those who did them were merely demonstrating to the industry the vulnerability without malicious intent.

446 One study reported that a disgruntled employee used a Web-based system to immobilize approximately 100 cars and leave them with their horns honking. Dowling & Partners Securities, LLC, Property and Casualty Research, It’s Been A Great Ride…, (Sept. 27, 2013), at 13.
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Much has changed since those days. With far greater population, far more cars, and far more miles driven, the rate of fatalities has declined to approximately 33,000 per year.\(^453\) This is still a significant number. Over 10 years this is 40,000 more deaths than the population of Saint Paul, Minnesota. Nevertheless, the introduction of self-driving cars offers the prospect of dramatically reducing this toll, along with the related injury rate.

This raises the question whether it will be necessary to continue mandatory automobile insurance requirements.\(^454\) Although many choose to insure against liability for non-auto related injuries, usually through endorsements on their homeowners or renters policy, there is no requirement that they do so even though they may engage in any number of dangerous activities. Accidents arising from boating, ATVs, firearms, scalding water, power tools, play equipment, swimming pools, lawnmowers, and many other hazards are but a few examples.

F. Connected Vehicle Communications Issues

Looking further into the future, there will likely be a time when connected vehicle communications (perhaps V2V or V2I) play a very important role in transportation and road safety.

Once most or all cars are communicating with one another, it may be almost impossible to assign responsibility for any particular accident. This will especially be so if they communicate in an anonymous manner to protect the privacy of their passengers. Moreover, even if assigning responsibility were possible, it may not be worth the effort. This would suggest that it may be appropriate to consider an entirely different compensation and/or insurance system for those, hopefully rare, accidents. Since the many benefits flowing from such an integrated system accrue not only to the individual driver, but the public in general, policymakers may explore more publicly oriented compensation methods. As discussed in Section IV, infra, one possible model is that designed for the rare adverse side effects that flow from vaccines. A $0.75 tax on each dose of the vaccine funds the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program.\(^455\) Within some limits, those injured by vaccines may recover for their injuries without showing fault, defect, or any other responsibility other than cause. The program is administered by the Federal Court of Claims.\(^456\)


G. Some Different Models for Compensating Those Injured by Driverless Vehicles

Automobile insurance is not the only way to protect the public with respect to accidents. Automobiles are “Goods” under the Uniform Commercial Code and they are “Products” for products liability purposes. Apart from any express warranties, as goods they come to the consumer with implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for purpose. As products, they must be free of defects in design and manufacture (including, in California, satisfying the reasonable expectations of a consumer).\(^457\) In addition, they must be accompanied by adequate warnings. Moreover, claims under the UCC and products liability may be asserted against the OEM and all in the commercial chain of distribution.\(^458\) This may include the entity programming the “map” for the vehicle.\(^459\)

These rules were developed for the purpose of protecting consumers in much the way insurance protects the consumer. They also fold the costs of injuries into the cost of the goods, thus encouraging the development of safer goods and influencing rational consumer choices by reflecting injury costs in the price.

Since those in the commercial chain are likely to be responsible for injuries caused by driverless cars, one would expect funding this liability will shift also to the business judgment of those in the chain. OEMs, for example, may self-fund, retain some of the risk, insure through a captive, or adopt some other model. Since some surveys suggest that drivers believe that they are safer than a self-driving car, marketing self-driving cars with an express warranty of their safety may be an effective marketing tool. If the OEM “owns” the responsibility anyway, there would be little additional cost to them in making their existing responsibility express.

In addition, it is unlikely that purchasers of automobiles will own the software that drives the car. Like most other computer programs, ownership will


459 See Fluor Co. v. Jeppesen & Co., 170 Cal. App. 3d 468, 216 Cl. Rptr. 68 (1985) (treating an air chart as a “product” when an error in the map contributed to a crash).
remain in the OEM, and the program will be licensed to the operator. In order to keep mapping and algorithms up to date, there will be a constant flow of information between the supplier and the self-driving car. Although there will be some privacy concerns, some flow in information will doubtless be necessary in order to keep driverless cars as safe as they may reasonably be made.

Licensing, rather than selling, the programs also helps address a separate issue—how to address aging technology. Computers, including personal computers, age and become outdated even with the benefit of updates. Although many cars sold today will run for 20 years, it is doubtful that the technology behind a self-driving car will last that long. Ownership of the program by the OEM will allow the OEM to “retire” dated technology. The OEM could disable technology that is not updated or has become inadequate. This may compel the owner to return to the dealer for the installation of a new processor or program, or return the car to manual mode, or, perhaps, force retirement of the vehicle (with some attendant marketing issues presented by forced retirement). To the extent that driverless cars are marketed on a fleet basis with subscriptions, their constant use will make earlier retirement more economical.

H. Guarantee Funds for OEMs

Assuring the solvency of insurers is a primary function of state insurance regulators. When an insurer becomes insolvent, all states also have guarantee funds covering some of the liability for insolvent insurers (see discussion above). Guarantee funds usually have caps on coverage—e.g., $500,000 in California, although the guarantee is unlimited for workers’ compensation claims.

There is no similar guarantee fund for suppliers of automobiles. As responsibility for injuries shifts from drivers to OEMs and others in the commercial chain, injured parties must look there for compensation. The financial condition of those in the commercial chain is not regulated or vetted like insurance companies. There are any number of auto manufacturers who have disappeared, and even the well-known brand, General Motors, is no longer the same company that bore that name a few years ago. There are also mergers and acquisitions that will raise questions of responsibility for injuries.

This raises the question whether it would be in the public interest to look into ways to guarantee some protection when injured parties may no longer look to the commercial chain for compensation. Much like the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program, it might be funded with an assessment on sales or licenses. Regulations for the testing of self-driving cars in California, Florida, and Nevada have taken a small step in that direction. Testers must maintain $5 million in insurance, bonds, or audited net worth in order to test self-driving cars on California’s public roads.

I. Example of Awkward State Insurance Regulation—California’s Proposition 103

California is the largest insurance market in the United States and also has the largest number of cars on the road of any state. It also presents an interesting case study illustrating how state regulation of insurance may have unintended consequences for insuring driverless cars.

In 1988, when driverless cars existed only in science fiction, California voters adopted Proposition 103. Unlike ordinary legislation, the proposition may be amended only by a 2/3 vote of the legislature, and then only if the changes “further” the purposes of the proposition. Otherwise, it may only be amended by another proposition adopted by the voters.

Proposition 103 changed the regulation of insurance in a number of significant ways. Like a number of states, the proposition made automobile rates subject to “prior approval.” The proposition also mandated that three rating factors must be weighted higher than any others (including the capabilities of the vehicle) and in the following order:

1. Driver’s driving record (e.g., accidents and convictions for moving violations);
2. The number of miles driven per year; and
3. The number of years of driving experience.

In addition to mandating that a driver’s driving record and years of driving experience be weighted more than any other rating factor, Proposition 103 also requires all auto insurers to offer a “Good Driver
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462 Cal. Ins. Code § 1861.02(a) (West 2013). In contrast to personal automobiles, the mandatory rating factors would not apply to automobiles deployed on a fleet basis because they do not apply to any policy insuring more than four vehicles. Id., § 660(a)(2).
Discount.” Insurers are to offer those who qualify a discount of “at least 20% below the rate the insured would otherwise have been charged for the same coverage.”

Proposition 103 also does not allow insurers to change a rate (either up or down) without filing a “complete rate application.” Driverless cars, which are really computers with wheels, are likely to improve in safety at a rate more consistent with computer development than with Detroit design. Accidents, and perhaps near accidents, can be analyzed, the algorithm can be adjusted, and it can be downloaded to every vehicle in the fleet. Although insurance regulators attempt to insures that rates are not excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory, unlike California, a number of states allow some degree of flexing up or flexing down without prior approval. This is usually within a range of 5 percent, 7 percent, or 15 percent.

On September 15, 2014, the California Department of Insurance held its first hearing to begin to address some of these issues.

J. Conclusions

Whether rating driverless cars under a personal liability regime or a products liability regime, insurers will be challenged by lack of data. Testing data and simulations are helpful, but they are a poor substitute for actual data generated by the driving of these vehicles in the hands of the public.

Much of this data, such as it is, may be reported (as in California) to the DMV under its testing regulations, but it may not be available to insurers or others because it is considered proprietary by those reporting. Some insurers are working closely with product developers to develop a sufficient understanding of the technology and the risks to make an educated guess at appropriate rates. It might be helpful to insurers, and regulators who must assure that rates are not excessive, inadequate, or unfairly discriminatory, if the insurance industry were more closely integrated in the development and approval process.

As driverless cars move into the market place, they will begin to generate frequency and severity data. Unlike data generated from manually driven vehicles, the credibility of this data may rapidly change. The programs, algorithms, and maps driving the automobiles are likely to be updated frequently, or, perhaps, continuously. Thus, yesterday’s rates may no longer be appropriate for tomorrow’s vehicle. Assuming that driverless cars will prove much safer than manually driven cars, reducing the insurance burden on owners should increase acceptance of the vehicles. Unfortunately, the regulatory systems of many states, including California, are not geared to nimble rate adjustments. Some states do, however, allow insurers to flex within a range without approval.

While lower frequency and ease of assigning responsibility because of information stored in the event data recorder should push rates lower, two factors push in the opposite direction. As responsibility moves from individuals (who may be uninsured or underinsured) to the commercial side, the more serious injuries are likely to be adjusted at closer to their actual value. In addition, driverless cars may be more expensive to repair. How these two vectors will interact remains to be seen.

California is in a unique position because of Proposition 103. Proposition 103 is driver-centric, not vehicle-centric. Two of the three mandatory rating factors (driving record and years of driving experience) assume that there is a driver who is legally responsible for operating the vehicle. Likewise, the Good Driver Discount assumes that there is a driver who, if good, deserves the discount, and if “not good,” then not. These rating factors and the Good Driver Discount would do little mischief if they were not mandatory. How this regulatory system will accommodate driverless cars is an open question.

In the more distant future, as self-driving cars begin to dominate the market, the public may prefer to insure itself against injuries caused by faulty cars and faultless drivers. There may be a market for first party insurance (something like UM/UIM) to compensate for these kinds of claims. Health care costs, which are a large part of claims for more serious injuries, are already of this kind.

As we move even further into the future, it is likely that automobiles will both communicate with each other (V2V) and communicate with the
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infrastructure (V2I). With dozens of cars communicating with each other, when an accident does occur in this space, it may be impossible to resolve fault, or even cause. It may be appropriate, then, to move to an entirely different system for compensating injuries. Something along the lines of the National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program may be appropriate.

VII. PRIVACY AND SECURITY LAWS

Privacy and security laws will affect the design and operation of driverless vehicles both on the road and as part of the cyber infrastructure. These laws include measures protecting personal information, regulating surveillance, preventing interference with personal choices, as well as requiring physical, network, and information security requirements.

Ultimately, a wide variety of privacy and security laws are certain to apply to driverless vehicles. At present, privacy laws are numerous and varied. Security laws are less developed. Increased complexity with regard to both applicable privacy laws and security requirements is nearly certain by the time driverless vehicles are in widespread use.

A. Expectations of Privacy in Driverless Vehicles

Driverless vehicle users will expect that both privacy and security will be protected when they use driverless vehicles. In an era in which vehicles are often associated with surveillance, car hacking, targeted advertising, privacy breaches, and Big Data, legal protection for privacy expectations in driverless vehicles will depend in part on the extent to which courts and legislatures recognize such privacy expectations as reasonable.

"Reasonable expectation of privacy" expresses a norm used to determine whether privacy protections should apply in a wide variety of legal contexts from criminal procedure to tort law, as well as in statutes and administrative regulations. The modern legal concept of reasonable expectations of privacy is usually based on the 1967 United States Supreme Court decision, Katz v. United States, in which the court ruled that the Fourth Amendment’s search and seizure restriction “protects people, not places.” Katz and decisions following it suggest that the privacy expectations of people using driverless vehicles would be protected under the Fourth Amendment.

Although older court decisions sometimes described privacy expectations of people in motor vehicles as ranging from very low to virtually absent, people in vehicles do have constitutionally protected reasonable expectations of privacy. In Delaware v. Prouse, the U.S. Supreme Court observed,

An individual operating or traveling in an automobile does not lose all reasonable expectation of privacy simply because the automobile and its use are subject to government regulation. Automobile travel is a basic, pervasive, and often necessary mode of transportation to and from one’s home, workplace, and leisure activities. Many people spend more hours each day traveling in cars than walking on the streets. Undoubtedly, many find a greater sense of security and privacy in traveling in an automobile than they do in exposing themselves by pedestrian or other modes of travel. Were the individual subject to unfettered governmental intrusion every time he entered an automobile, the security guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment would be seriously circumscribed. As [this Court has] recognized, people are not shorn of all Fourth Amendment protection when they step from their homes onto the public sidewalks. Nor are they shorn of those interests when they step from the sidewalks into their automobiles.

In Fourth Amendment cases, this reasonable expectation of privacy in vehicles is subject to a number of exceptions to the usual search warrant requirements, as discussed above in Section V.B. In evaluating the reasonableness of privacy expectations, vehicles on roads are frequently contrasted with homes, where privacy expectations are very high, as if vehicles and homes were at opposite ends of a wide spectrum of reasonable expectations of privacy. However, that does not mean that individuals’
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expectations of privacy in driverless vehicles are unreasonable or unworthy of legal protection. 479

After Prouse, in Indianapolis v. Edmond, 480 the United States Supreme Court decided that, absent a judicial warrant, stopping every vehicle on a roadway for general law enforcement purposes constitutes an unreasonable seizure for the purposes of the Fourth Amendment. 481 According to the Court, part of the purpose of the Fourth Amendment is to protect political liberty. The Court said that the Fourth Amendment “draw[s] the line at roadblocks designed primarily to serve the general interest in crime control,” because such indiscriminate searches represent a dangerous step toward authoritarian government. 482

Later, in Arizona v. Gant, 483 Justice Stevens warned against “underval[u]ing] the privacy interests at stake. Although we have recognized that a motorist’s privacy interest in his vehicle is less substantial than in his home,” the privacy interest of motorists “is nevertheless important and deserving of constitutional protection.” 484 The Court expressly rejected “[a] rule that gives police the power to search a vehicle whenever an individual is caught committing a traffic offense, when there is no basis for believing evidence of the offense might be found in the vehicle.” 485 A rule allowing such a search would be unacceptable because it “creates a serious and recurring threat to the privacy of countless individuals.” 486 People who use driverless vehicles should enjoy similar privacy protections against unreasonable searches of their vehicles. 487

Since then, in United States v. Jones, 488 the United States Supreme Court protected privacy interests in data about a vehicle-user’s movement from place to
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Other types of driverless vehicles, such as trucks and buses, may generate somewhat less private data about specific human persons and more data about corporations or other entities that own or use these driverless vehicles.

a. Drivers Privacy Protection Act.—One of the federal privacy statutes that will govern personal information associated with driverless vehicles is the federal Drivers Privacy Protection Act (known as the DPPA). This federal statute protects an individual’s personal information contained in motor vehicle registration and licensing records held by state motor vehicle departments (DMVs). Disclosure of DMV personal information without the written consent of the subject of the information is prohibited unless an exception applies. This federal law regulating the privacy of DMV vehicle records will apply to owners of driverless vehicles licensed and registered by state departments of motor vehicles.

In 2013 the United States Supreme Court reaffirmed the importance of privacy protection provided by the DPPA in a case involving plaintiffs’ lawyers who improperly obtained North Carolina DMV registration records containing vehicle purchasers’ names and addresses. The lawyers illegally used that information to send direct mail advertisements to potential plaintiffs in a class action against vehicle dealers.

A number of states have enacted laws similar to the DPPA to protect personal information held by their departments of motor vehicles even more extensively than DPPA. It is possible that these laws could be extended also to protect information of people who use driverless vehicles, if records of such driverless vehicle use (for example in driverless vehicle ride services) are required to be maintained by state departments of motor vehicles. Drivers required to be present in test versions of driverless vehicles, as well as persons involved in collisions with these test vehicles, are among the subjects of DMV records related to driverless vehicles.

b. Fair Information Practices (FIPs) and Personal Information Protection from Privacy Breaches.—Additional state privacy statutes require fair information practices as part of existing consumer protection laws that will apply to protect the privacy of people who own and use driverless vehicles. Forty-seven states have already enacted privacy breach statutes. These statutes, which are variably called “data breach,” “security breach,” or “privacy breach” laws, typically protect “personal information,” usually defined as a person’s name combined with the person’s SSN, driver’s license or state ID number, account numbers, or other personal information. Privacy protection extends to improper disclosures of this personal information through unauthorized access, such as hacking, and other types of data losses, including negligence. Under a number of these privacy breach statutes, encrypted personal information is exempt from breach notification requirements. If personal information is improperly disclosed by any covered public- or private-sector entity, each individual whose personal information was disclosed must be notified of the data loss. Such privacy breach notifications have substantial negative consequences—both in terms of monetary and notification costs and in terms of

501 Security Breach Notification Laws, Nat’l Conf. of St. Legislatures (June 11, 2015), http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/security-breach-notification-laws.aspx (providing a state-by-state summary, as of June 2015, of enacted and introduced breach legislation). In addition, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands have enacted legislation requiring notification to individuals of security breaches of information involving personally identifiable information. Id.
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505 Ponemon Inst., 2014 Cost Of Data Breach Study: United States (2014), http://issextec.com/sites/default/files/2014%20Cost%20of%20Data%20Breach%20Study.PDF. According to the Ponemon Institute study, in 2013, the average cost for each lost or stolen record containing sensitive and confidential information was $201 per record. Id. at 5. The total average cost paid by organizations was $5.9 million. Id. at 2.
harm to business reputation.\textsuperscript{506} Over time, these laws have tended to become increasingly strict. They will apply to driverless vehicle manufacturers, sellers, ride service companies, and indeed, all entities that collect personal information associated with driverless vehicles.

It is not certain whether in the future Congress will enact a national privacy breach statute, or whether state legislatures will specifically adapt their privacy breach laws to information associated with driverless vehicles. If national legislation is enacted to federally regulate driverless vehicles, national privacy protections for personal information related to driverless vehicles would probably be included in that legislation.

2. Communications Privacy Laws

A number of federal communications statutes will protect the privacy of communications to and from driverless vehicles. The specific communications technologies used in a driverless vehicle will determine how communications privacy laws will apply to that particular driverless vehicle.

a. Electronic Communications Privacy Act.—The Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)\textsuperscript{507} will prohibit unauthorized interception of most electronic communications to and from driverless vehicles. There has been considerable congressional interest in replacing the 3-decades-old ECPA with a communications privacy statute more in sync with 21st-century communications technologies. Although such legislation has not been passed by both houses of Congress, some form of revised electronic communications privacy legislation is likely to be enacted eventually, perhaps by the time driverless vehicles become generally available. To the extent that particular wireless characteristics of driverless vehicle communications appear to require separate legal protection or regulation, it may become necessary to enact a separate regulatory system to protect the privacy of communications associated with these vehicles.

b. Telecommunications Act of 1996—Consumer Proprietary Network Information (CPNI)—Section 222 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 provides privacy protection for what the Act calls “consumer proprietary network information” (CPNI).\textsuperscript{508} The Act defines CPNI as “information that relates to the quantity, technical configuration, type, destination, location, and amount of use of a telecommunications service subscribed to by any customer of a telecommunications carrier, and that is made available to the carrier by the customer solely by virtue of the carrier-customer relationship,” as well as information contained in conventional telephone bills.\textsuperscript{509} The FCC has been aggressive in enforcing CPNI privacy protections,\textsuperscript{510} as they apply to mobile wireless Internet access providers.

In March 2015, the FCC adopted its “Open Internet Order”\textsuperscript{511} that classifies mobile as well as fixed broadband Internet access service as a telecommunications service regulated under Title II of the Communications Act. Under Title II, CPNI privacy protections apply. How this new Open Internet Order affects wireless communications to and from vehicles is somewhat uncertain, because the FCC apparently intends not to apply the new Open Internet Order to communications services that are not “Basic Internet Access Services.” The FCC Order refers to “limited-purpose devices such as automobile telematics”\textsuperscript{512} as an example of the type of non-basic Internet services that the FCC has decided to continue to monitor, rather than regulate as Title II telecommunications services.

There is substantial controversy over consumer privacy aspects of the FCC Open Internet Order as it applies to Internet services. For example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) contends that the FTC has primary jurisdiction over Internet privacy matters. Although FCC vehicle communications privacy issues appear to be temporarily in abeyance, it is very likely that there will be enhanced privacy regulation of vehicle communications over the Internet as driverless vehicles become generally available to consumers.

c. Federal Trade Commission Act—The Federal Trade Commission protects consumer privacy and security under its Section 5 authority over “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.”\textsuperscript{513}
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commerce.” The Commission has been active in both studying and bringing enforcement actions against Internet companies that promise privacy and security of personal information, but fail to provide it. In January 2015, the Commission issued a staff report in which both connected and driverless vehicles are discussed as examples of the Internet of Things that require privacy protection.

In March 2015, the Commission established an Office of Technology Research and Investigation (OTRI) to research technology issues regarding “privacy, data security, connected cars, smart homes, algorithmic transparency, emerging payment methods, big data, and the Internet of Things” (emphasis added). The Office will conduct research regarding such devices as connected cars with Mobile Wireless communications that are connected to the Internet. The FTC’s Chief Technologist, Ashkan Soltani, describes a broad array of “investigative research on technology issues involving all facets of the FTC’s consumer protection mission, including privacy, data security, connected cars” (emphasis added). In short, the FTC expects to play a major role in consumer privacy aspects of driverless vehicles.

3. Surveillance Privacy

Potential use of a driverless vehicle, or personal data derived from a driverless vehicle, for surveillance of a person (or persons) associated with the vehicle will depend on the electronic systems and technologies contained in the vehicle. Concerns about surveillance focus on tracking an individual’s movements and location either by private-sector entities or by government law enforcement and national security agencies. In matters related to personal information security and physical security from stalkers, many of these issues also involve privacy, Section VII.C, infra.

a. Private-Sector Tracking.—There are at present relatively few laws that apply to private sector tracking and surveillance based on driverless vehicles. However, there have been heated policy discussions about tracking the locations and travels of individuals through ride service companies, such as Uber. Uber has been a particular focus of surveillance privacy concerns. Uber’s controversial 2015 “Privacy Statement” is both shorter than earlier versions and far more transparent about the wide scope of detailed user information collected and shared by Uber. A driverless vehicle version of this type of on-demand ride service would present similar opportunities for surveillance of users.

b. Law Enforcement and National Security Surveillance.—Some laws that protect communications privacy also authorize government interception and electronic surveillance, provided a warrant, or at least an administrative order, is secured. For example, in addition to protections against interception of wireless communications, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) provides for enhanced law enforcement access to communications and records related to driverless vehicles.

For example, driverless vehicles that have access to public telephone networks or the Internet will be subject to the Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA). CALEA requires

Controversy over a program, which Uber once called “God’s View” of its users, is instructive. Peter Sims, a technology writer, discovered that his location was secretly being tracked by Uber and asked in a blog post “can we trust Uber?” Peter Sims, Can We Trust Uber?, MEDIUM (Sept. 26, 2014), https://medium.com/petersimsie/can-we-trust-uber-c0e793deda36.). Eventually, Senator Al Franken sent an inquiry to Uber, which reacted by having a “privacy audit” conducted by a major Washington, D.C., law firm and stating that “God View” of Uber patrons was no longer used. See Douglas Macmillan, Will Uber’s Privacy Updates Satisfy Congress?, WALL. ST. J. (Feb. 2, 2015, 2:09 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2015/02/02/will-ubers-privacy-updates-satisfy-congress.


With regard to unencrypted DSRC basic safety messages to be transmitted in the clear, the ECPA does not apply at all. 18 U.S.C. § 2510(16) (2012) (providing that such broadcast unencrypted communications—e.g., the DSRC Basic Safety Message—are “readily accessible to the general public” and therefore not protected under the ECPA).
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telecommunications carriers to assist law enforcement in gaining access to telecommunications networks. In 2005, the FCC, which has jurisdiction to prescribe “such rules as are necessary to implement” CALEA requirements, extended CALEA’s reach to Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and facilities-based broadband. As a result, driverless vehicles using Wireless Mobility applications will have law enforcement access built into their communications systems.

In contrast, driverless vehicles that communicate only over DSRC V2V closed safety networks appear likely to avoid having to comply with CALEA access by law enforcement. As currently designed, V2V communications take place over ad hoc, private, closed networks that do not interconnect with public telephone systems or the Internet. However, if DSRC V2V were expanded to V2I (e.g., with Internet communications to traffic management centers), these communications would probably be interconnected with public Internet or telephone systems. Such communications connected with telephone or Internet networks would be subject to CALEA law enforcement access requirements.

The Stored Communications Act will facilitate law enforcement access to driverless vehicle communications. Such access to stored data related to communications often only requires a subpoena or a “2703(d) order” based on a reasonable belief that the records are relevant and material to a criminal investigation. Court decisions have taken varied approaches to permitting law enforcement access to mobile device information held by telecommunications carriers under the Stored Communications Act.

National security access to driverless vehicle data is governed by the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) and portions of the USA PATRIOT Act. Although the controversial Section 215 of the PATRIOT Act (used as a basis for collecting telephone metadata) has expired, national security surveillance will continue under existing law and executive orders. These surveillance activities would likely find driverless vehicles productive sources of information about a person of interest’s past locations as well as real-time whereabouts. A Wall Street Journal opinion piece about driverless vehicles concluded with an apt warning: “The privacy revolt that civil libertarians imagine they are seeing over the silly issue of telephone metadata (Section 215) will be nothing when the American people discover how much of their freedom, autonomy and privacy will be sacrificed to enable the wonders of self-driving cars.”

c. Location Privacy Legislation.—By the time driverless vehicles become available to consumers, it is likely that privacy legislation designed to protect information about an individual’s location will be enacted. Already, federal legislation restricts the Department of Transportation from using fiscal year 2015 funds “to mandate global positioning system (GPS) tracking in private passenger motor vehicles without providing full and appropriate consideration of privacy concerns”under the Administrative

521 47 U.S.C. § 1002(a)(1) (2012). CALEA requires every “telecommunications carrier” to ensure that equipment, facilities, or services that provide a customer or subscriber with the ability to originate, terminate, or direct communications are capable of—expeditiously isolating and enabling the government, pursuant to a court order or other lawful authorization, to intercept, to the exclusion of any other communications, all wire and electronic communications carried by the carrier within a service area.
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Procedure Act. This statutory provision prohibits use of federal funds for certain aspects of driverless vehicle development that involve location tracking using GPS signals. Since most experimental driverless vehicles depend on GPS systems, the provision appears to apply to existing driverless automated and connected vehicle funding.

Further location privacy protection legislation is likely at both the federal and state levels. For example, the “Geolocation Privacy and Surveillance Act” (GPS Act), S. 237 (2015) and H.R. 491 (2015), was reintroduced in the 114th Congress by Senator Ron Wyden and Representative Jason Chaffetz. The GPS Act would prohibit businesses from disclosing geographical tracking data. It also provides guidelines for when and how geolocation information can be accessed and used. The proposed legislation requires government agencies to have probable cause warrants to obtain geolocation information. In addition, Representative Zoe Lofgren has reintroduced the “Online Communications and Geolocation Protection Act,” H.R. 983, that contains provisions similar to the GPS Act, as well as safeguards for online communications.

Because driverless cars will be tempting sources of location information, location privacy legislation specific to driverless vehicles is possible. In any event, additional legislation is likely to be enacted to protect location information about individuals or to restrict collection or disclosure of geolocation information from mobile devices, including vehicles, without the user’s consent.

C. Security Laws

Related to privacy laws discussed above, security laws set standards for data, network hardware, and other security. Cybersecurity is the term often used in regard to securing digital technologies, such as those in driverless vehicles, against external threats. Driverless vehicles will become part of the nation’s critical transportation infrastructure. Currently under development, standards for cybersecurity in this context will need to be in place and reflected in legal requirements.

Driverless vehicles will depend on automated control systems that are particularly vulnerable to sophisticated malware, such as Stuxnet, which was used against Iranian network control software in 2010. The Stuxnet virus became infamous in 2010 because of its unprecedented ability to use network controllers to destroy physical infrastructure. See Kim Zetter, An Unprecedented Look at Stuxnet, The World’s First Digital Weapon, WIRE (Nov. 3, 2014), http://www.wired.com/2014/11/count-down-to-zero-day-stuxnet/.

Because cyber security is so important, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) discussed above. The Commission has brought a series of groundbreaking enforcement actions against lax information security as endangering the vehicle, its contents, and those around it. Driverless vehicle communications (disclosing, for example, the vehicle’s location or intended destination) can be intercepted. Bogus information can be sent to misdirect a driverless vehicle. Both sensors and actuators can be disabled or taken over by remote commands. The notorious hacking of a Jeep Cherokee by security researchers, who remotely took control of vehicle systems, such as steering, illustrates the reality of such threats. The unpredictability of future avenues of attacks against driverless vehicle systems makes guarding against such threats difficult to anticipate and to block.

Although legal policy questions about how best to assure the security of driverless vehicles have been asked, there is, as yet, no legislation or regulation requiring specific types or levels of security for driverless vehicles. The absence of such security assurance appears to be among the reasons why the California DMV delayed adoption of operational regulations to permit driverless vehicles to be operated by the public in California.

Of the many unknowns about laws that will apply to driverless vehicles, security laws are among the most obscure. Technical aspects of security for driverless vehicle systems are not at present well understood, despite the fact that they are vitally important. According to a Utah State University researcher, Ryan Gerdes, “security in this [driverless car] realm really just hasn’t been touched…. Vehicle communication can be jammed, sensors can be jammed, and attackers could try to do just about anything to cause the system to be unsafe.”

Technical policy questions about how best to provide security for autonomous cars are only just beginning to be asked. Answers, which can be turned into legal rules and standards, will need to be in place before driverless vehicles can safely travel on public roads.

Interrelationships between security and privacy with regard to personal information are reflected in existing regulatory activities by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) discussed above. The Commission has brought a series of groundbreaking enforcement actions against lax information security as
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“unfair trade practices.” A number of successful enforcement actions have been brought against companies that collected personal information over the Internet but failed to secure it. Because driverless cars will be consumer products, they will be subject to FTC scrutiny with regard to the security of personally identifiable information as part of privacy protection.

If NHTSA eventually adopts requirements that all new passenger cars and light trucks have embedded DSRC devices, security requirements for the resulting V2V ad hoc communications networks will be essential. A “Readiness Report” accompanying NHTSA’s 2014 Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, regarding requiring DSRC equipment as a Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, sketched a security management system. The described Public Key Encryption (PKI) security certificate management system may not be sufficiently robust. Vehicle security experts disagree about whether NHTSA’s proposed security management system is sufficient. Moreover, the system outlined by NHTSA in its Readiness Report is not proposed for vehicles beyond passenger cars and light trucks. Other vehicles, including heavy trucks and buses, are likely to use DSRC. They also will require strong security requirements for the safe operation of such vehicles, as well as their data exchanges with passenger cars and light trucks.

In addition to communications security, the potential for external control over and manipulation of driverless cars presents distinct security challenges. Experimenters have gained extensive remote access to automated vehicle functions in conventional vehicles. Several strategies have been used to seize control over autonomous cars remotely, including 1) providing bogus input information that misdirects the autonomous car to take a particular action or actions; or 2) taking over autonomous car operations through malware or remote control.

Technical research is under way regarding these and other driverless vehicle security issues. However, security standards are not yet in place.

In 2014, the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers and the Association of Global Automakers established a program to collect and share information about existing or potential cyber-related threats and vulnerabilities in motor vehicle electronics or networks. They established a formal Information Sharing and Analysis Center (called an Auto-ISAC). In January 2015, Alliance spokesperson Wade Newton reported, “The industry is in the early stages of establishing a voluntary automobile industry sector information sharing and analysis center—or other comparable program—for collecting and sharing information about existing or potential cyber-related threats.” Whether this effort will produce significant security breakthroughs remains to be seen.

In the meantime, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has considered security issues of this type for some time. For example, guidance useful for security management for driverless vehicles is available in the 2013 comprehensive update to NIST’s Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations. A 2015 proposed update to NIST’s Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security provides tailored guidance regarding specialized security needs in such industries as vehicle manufacturing. Appendix G to the Guide interrelates updated Industrial Control System security guidance with the 2013 Security and Privacy Controls. Although this NIST guidance focuses on federal information systems management, it suggests some of the types of security standards that will need to be in place for driverless vehicles.

Copyrighted software provides important operation and control systems for advanced vehicles, including driverless vehicles. Security for this software programming is itself protected in part by
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what are called anti-circumvention measures that prevent access to and changes in copyrighted vehicle programming. Tampering with anti-circumvention measures is itself a violation of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). Vehicle manufacturers have objected to a proposal by the United States Copyright Office that would exempt “Vehicle software diagnosis, repair, or modification” from copyright liability for tampering.

Vehicle manufacturers claim that vehicle owners only hold licenses to use the software that controls the functioning of their vehicles. In particular, vehicle owners are not authorized by vehicle manufacturers to download or modify software that operates the vehicle. Further, manufacturers claim that programming designed to prevent alteration of copyrighted vehicle software that determines how vehicle electronic control units manage a vehicle’s powertrain and safety systems, as well as infotainment systems, functions as technical anti-circumvention measures. Either downloading (copying) or tampering with this protective programming would violate the DMCA, unless an exemption is approved. The Copyright Office has proposed exemptions from the DMCA’s anti-circumvention provisions for five classes of activities related to vehicle software programming, including activities that involve vehicle software diagnosis, repair, or modification. The Copyright Office has not yet adopted a final rule determining whether vehicle security measures, in the form of copyrighted software, will use copyright protection as an additional means to protect the cybersecurity of vehicles.

VIII. LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY ISSUES

Statutes and administrative regulations developed for conventional vehicles will by default apply to driverless vehicles, at least initially. This makes sense, since early driverless vehicles will operate in mixed traffic with conventional as well as automated human-driven vehicles. In the long run, a national driverless vehicle regulatory system, such as that which has developed for aircraft in the United States, is possible. However, at present, regulatory proposals specific to driverless vehicles (aside from licensing measures in a few states) do not exist. A national driverless vehicle law has not yet been proposed.

A 2015 study conducted by the International Transport Forum “could not find evidence of anticipatory regulatory action addressing the potential use cases that could result from large-scale deployment of highly autonomous vehicles.”

Although current laws generally do not discriminate with regard to driverless vehicles, as discussed in this report, some aspects of existing law will have to change before the general public will be able to use driverless vehicles on United States roads and highways.

A mixture of federal, state, and local laws and regulations will continue to govern driverless vehicles, as they join conventional vehicles on public roads and highways. Eventually, when driverless vehicles become the predominant form of motor vehicle transportation, a number of these laws and regulations are expected gradually to adapt to the unique qualities of driverless vehicles.

A. Federal and State Legal Jurisdiction

The basic structure of legal jurisdiction over driverless vehicles is expected to remain in the existing tiered pattern in which jurisdiction is shared among the federal government, state governments, and local municipalities. Absent preemption by federal law (for example, by adoption of federal motor vehicle safety standards for driverless vehicles or enactment of a national driverless vehicle law), state law systems will continue to govern most civil and criminal liability issues, as well as vehicle licensing, insurance, land use, and privacy matters. Unless states adopt driverless vehicle laws that override local regulation, local ordinances will govern many aspects of everyday use of driverless vehicles, such as speed limits, parking, ride-services, and the like.


548 Act of May 6, 2015, 2015 Tenn. Pub. Acts __, ch. 307 (2015) (H.B. 616) reflects the potential for such discrimination. This state law provides, “No political subdivision may by ordinance, resolution, or any other means prohibit within the jurisdictional boundaries of the political subdivision the use of a motor vehicle equipped with autonomous technology if the motor vehicle otherwise complies with all safety regulations of the political subdivision.” Id. § 1(a).

549 This tiered pattern developed early in the history of the automobile when laws governing automobiles took the form of primarily local, then state laws requiring licensing of vehicles and drivers. At about the same time, early automobile enthusiasts formed automobile clubs often organized as state-based organizations in various states. When proposed federal legislation that would have licensed and standardized vehicles and the qualifications of drivers on a national basis appeared in 1909 (Rep. Cocks, HR 5176, 61st Cong. 1st Sess.) and 1911 (Rep. Wanger, HR 32570, 61st Cong. 3d Sess.), the proposed legislation failed to be enacted, primarily because of objections from the states. See Xenophon Hubby, The Law of Automobiles (2d. ed. 1909) at 57–83 and 303–17, and Berkeley Reynolds Davids, Law of Motor Vehicles (1911).
The multiple layers of federal, state, and local laws that driverless vehicles will encounter include:

- Federal legislation and administrative regulation with regard to such matters as highways, vehicle safety, and fuel efficiency standards.
- State common law with regard to property, tort, and contract matters.
- State legislation and administrative regulations regarding such matters as licensing of vehicles and operators, minimum vehicle standards, insurance, roadway usage, and traffic laws, as well as other issues including privacy, security, criminal law, and environmental regulation.
- Local ordinances regarding traffic, pedestrian, and bicycle safety and parking.

Each of these types of legal requirements will operate simultaneously and somewhat independently of each other with regard to driverless vehicles, as is the pattern followed today with regard to conventional motor vehicles.

Federal law could override state and local law by preemption, but is unlikely to do so initially. Similarly, state law could override local ordinances. An example of state law preempting local legislation regarding driverless vehicles is the recent action by the Tennessee legislature that prohibits localities from excluding use of driverless vehicles within local boundaries.

In this tiered legal environment, federal regulation will provide national standards for driverless vehicles, particularly with regard to safety and environmental impacts. Then state laws will build state licensing and registration standards that incorporate federal standards. For example, federal regulations could establish a new driverless vehicles category as a Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS). Then state legislatures and regulatory agencies would adopt compatible state laws and regulations with regard to such matters as licensing driverless vehicles for road use within each state, insurance of driverless vehicles, and the like. Once state law permits driverless vehicles on state roadways, local ordinances will regulate ordinary aspects of how driverless vehicles are used locally, such as parking, speed limits, and the like.

At present, the federal government has not enacted national laws or adopted federal regulations governing driverless vehicles. NHTSA is the agency within USDOT most likely to promulgate nationwide regulations that govern driverless vehicles. By statute, NHTSA has jurisdiction over the safety of “motor vehicles,” defined as vehicles that are “driven or drawn by mechanical power and manufactured primarily for use on public streets, roads, and highways.” That would include driverless vehicles. Safety performance standards for motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment are established by NHTSA as Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. Driverless vehicles could become a category of vehicles with their own safety standards. In the meantime, they will have to meet federal safety standards in effect at the time the vehicles are built or imported. Under current safety standards, driverless vehicles will have to comply with requirements regarding a wide range of safety features from headlights to bumpers. These national standards largely explain why the earliest driverless vehicles will look pretty much like conventional vehicles of the same type.

So far, NHTSA has not promulgated safety regulations or standards that specifically regulate driverless vehicles. Instead, in NHTSA’s 2013 Preliminary Statement of Policy Concerning Automated Vehicles, the agency cautioned: “We believe there are a number of technological issues as well as human performance issues that must be addressed before self-driving vehicles can be made widely available. Self-driving vehicle technology is not yet at the stage of sophistication or demonstrated safety capability that it should be authorized for use by members of the public for general driving purposes.” The agency also

---

550 See U.S. Const. art. VI, § 2. Preemption is discussed further supra at note 297–307 and infra at notes 585–591.
551 Act of May 6, 2015, supra note 548.
552 NHTSA’s separate FMVSS for low speed vehicles, discussed supra in the text accompanying notes 247–248, is an example of a special category of motor vehicle safety standards created to respond to a particular form of motor vehicle technology.
noted that “NHTSA does not recommend that states authorize the operation of self-driving vehicles for purposes other than testing at this time.”

B. State Laws

By 2015, four states (California, Florida, Michigan, and Nevada) and the District of Columbia had enacted legislation authorizing testing of driverless vehicles. Nevada law permits both testing and operation of driverless vehicles on Nevada roads. In California, 2012 legislation directed the state’s Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) to adopt regulations for both testing and operation of driverless vehicles in California. The California DMV has adopted regulations that permit testing of driverless vehicles in California, but was unable to meet a January 1, 2015, statutory deadline for regulations permitting regular public operation of driverless vehicles on California roads. Difficulties in determining just how safe driverless vehicles should be required to be in California contributed to the delay in approving regulations that would allow the general public to use driverless vehicles on California roads.

A number of additional states have considered legislation authorizing testing or operation of driverless vehicles, but the legislation has failed to pass in a far greater number of states than those that have enacted driverless vehicle authorizing legislation. Virginia has authorized an automated vehicle testing program (Automated Corridors) in limited parts of the state. In 2014, the Georgia state legislature created a “House Study Committee on Autonomous Vehicle Technology.” So far, driverless vehicle legislation has not yet been adopted in Georgia.

Other states have simply tolerated experimental driverless vehicles without passing legislation. For example, in Pennsylvania, where Uber has initiated a research program with regard to driverless ride services, state Department of Transportation officials are enthusiastic about driverless vehicle research. Still, “In Pennsylvania, all vehicles must be controlled by a human being… Driverless vehicles are not allowed.”

1. State Roadway Laws and Regulations

Absent special regulations for operating driverless vehicles, once driverless vehicles are allowed on state roadways, they will have to comply with state laws and regulations that have been designed for vehicles with human drivers. Each state owns and controls the rights of way for highways (including interstate highways) and roadways within that state. That ownership interest makes the states’

---

558 See Weiner & Smith, supra note 397.
560 State of Georgia House Resolution 1265, available at http://www.legis.ga.gov/Legislation/20132014/143821.pdf. The Committee’s task was to “Review the implementation of autonomous vehicle technology and determine how this technology could promote research and development in the field of technology in Georgia, identify and examine any complications or liabilities which could arise by allowing such technology, and study the measures necessary in order for the state to implement autonomous vehicle technology on Georgia roads.”
562 See Transportation FAQs, AM. ROAD & TRANSPI. BUILDERS ASS’N (2015), http://www.artha.org/about/transpo-transportation-faqs/#1 (“Almost all roads, bridges, airports and transit systems in the U.S. are owned by state and local governments or government-created agencies….”); Interstate FAQ, U.S. DEPT. OF TRANSP., FED. HIGHWAY ADMIN. (May 14, 2015), http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/interstate/faq.cfm?question5 (“The States own and operate the Interstate highways.”). There are also local municipally owned roads; but the main roads and highways are owned by the states.
concerns about regulating the use of this state property particularly strong.

Initially, driverless vehicles will only be a very small proportion of the users of state roads. Traffic laws and regulations will continue to be necessary with regard to all other roadway users—conventional cars, trucks, buses, motorcycles, etc. A different set of traffic laws for the initially small cohort of driverless vehicles would result in confusion and unpredictability.

When driverless vehicles appear in greater numbers, they will still need to be able to comply with state roadway laws and regulations adopted for other, mostly human-controlled, road users. Indeed, accurately reading road signs and responding to signals is an essential feature of driverless vehicles currently under development.

Ultimately, vehicle regulations will adapt to the special qualities of driverless vehicles. For example, stop signs and stop lights at intersections may become not as useful to driverless vehicles as automated signals (beacons) added to the infrastructure to better communicate with driverless vehicles.

The evolution of driverless vehicles, both on the technology side and on the regulation side, will pose intriguing legal issues for generations of traffic engineers and driverless vehicle system designers, as well as lawyers. In the very long run, when driverless vehicles have proved to be more safe, reliable, and efficient than conventional motor vehicles, conventional motor vehicles could be banned from regular use on most states’ public roads.

2. Local Municipal Laws and Regulations

Although municipal ordinances do not, at present, specifically address driverless vehicles, existing local ordinances regarding parking, speed limits, yielding to pedestrians, and bicycles will apply to driverless vehicles.\(^{572}\) Usually adopted under state authority, local laws and ordinances typically regulate vehicle usage, particularly with regard to local roadway safety, pedestrian and bicycle safety, and parking.\(^{573}\) Experience with regulation of electric vehicles at the local level suggests that, once state laws license driverless vehicles to operate on public roads, local municipal regulation will probably follow.\(^{574}\)

Some local ordinances may require driverless vehicles to operate only in specific designated parts of a municipality allocated for driverless vehicle use. For example, when driverless vehicles are unfamiliar and unproven, they may be excluded from areas around schools and parks where children are present. Later, after establishing a better safety record than human-driven cars, motor vehicle travel in these areas may instead require only driverless vehicles. As driverless vehicles become more widely used and demonstrate enhanced capacities for safe navigation on narrow streets and in congested urban areas, local ordinances may designate such areas for driverless vehicles only.

Among the innovative local law adaptations to driverless vehicles is likely to be special parking regulations. Because driverless vehicles will be capable of more precise and compressed parking, these vehicles will likely be accommodated in more compact and dense storage. Some municipalities may require driverless vehicles not in active use to store themselves in special facilities, located in remote places away from congested urban areas. Additionally, scenarios for use of driverless vehicles in fleets providing on-demand ride services would reduce the need for on-street parking in commercial areas. In the these jurisdictions; and ordinances and other enactments of municipalities and other local authorities). See also Mich. Comp. Laws § 257.606 (2009) (reserving for local authorities the power to regulate parking and operation of vehicles); U.S. Dep’t of Transp., Fed. Highway Admin., A Resident’s Guide for Creating Safer Communities for Walking and Biking 11 (2015), http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/ped_bike/ped_ammn/ped_walkguide/residents_guide2014_final.pdf (“Local transportation agencies...are usually responsible for maintaining and operating local public streets and trails and developing plans for improvements.”).


\(^{575}\) RAND REPORT, supra note 181, at 5, 27 (“With the ability to drive and park themselves at some distance from their users, AVs may obviate the need for nearby parking for commercial, residential, or work establishments, which may enable a reshaping of the urban environment and permit new in-fill development as adjacent parking lots are made unnecessary.”).

\(^{576}\) See id.
more distant future, when a driverless car can be easily and quickly summoned from remote storage off-site when needed, building regulations requiring on-site garage space in residential structures may need to change when driverless cars result in no justification for requiring garage space.577

C. Federal Driverless Vehicle Regulation

No one entity within the executive branch of the federal government currently has jurisdiction to regulate all aspects of driverless vehicles, although USDOT has the major responsibilities. For example, insofar as connected vehicle communications are aspects of driverless vehicles, the Federal Communications Commission will have a major role with regard to driverless vehicles that are also connected vehicles. The Federal Trade Commission will be concerned with consumer issues. The Environmental Protection Agency will have jurisdiction over such matters as fuel efficiency testing and environmental matters related to driverless vehicles.

Even within the USDOT, no one office or agency has overall responsibility for all driverless vehicle regulation. A specialized agency with concentrated responsibilities for driverless vehicles could be created within USDOT. However, such a consolidation of regulatory authority over driverless vehicles would require statutory authorization and formal reorganization. At present, Congress shows no interest either in establishing a new agency or in authorizing government or departmental reorganization.

Within USDOT, the lead agency with regard to driverless vehicles is currently NHTSA, which has jurisdiction to promulgate regulations that govern the safety of “motor vehicles.”578 However, NHTSA has so far declined to set driverless vehicle standards on the grounds that they would be premature.579

In addition to NHTSA, the Federal Highway Administration is particularly active with regard to infrastructure aspects of driverless vehicles, especially collision avoidance at intersections and roadway signage.580 With regard to heavy trucks and buses that will eventually become driverless, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) has general jurisdiction over interstate motor carriers.581 The Federal Transit Administration (FTA), which provides financial and technical assistance to improve local and regional public transit systems, would be involved in transit applications of driverless vehicles.582 Most federal research regarding driverless vehicles is conducted under the auspices of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Transportation for Research and Technology.583 Within the Office of the Assistant Secretary, the Joint Program Office for Intelligent Transportation Systems has provided important research with regard to connected vehicles.584

This mosaic of agencies provides a variety of perspectives on driverless vehicles within USDOT that are useful in considering the wide range of technical and policy issues raised by driverless vehicles. Coordination of all driverless vehicle regulatory matters within a single federal regulatory program has not yet been proposed in Congress.

D. Potential for Federal Preemption of State Laws

Congress could enact national legislation that regulates driverless vehicles on a uniform national basis, to the exclusion of state and local laws. Under national defense and mobility. The FHWA works to improve highway safety and minimize traffic congestion on these and other key facilities. The FHWA bears the responsibility of ensuring that America’s roads and highways remain safe, technologically up-to-date, and environmentally-friendly. Through surface transportation programs, innovative and traditional financing mechanisms, and new types of pavement and operational technology, FHWA increases the efficiency by which people and goods move throughout the Nation. The Administration also works to improve the efficiency of highway and road connections to other modes of transportation. The Federal-aid Highway Program’s budget is primarily divided between Federal-aid funding and the Federal Lands Highway Program.


583 Established by section 1 of Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1968 (5 U.S.C. app. § 1 (2012)), FTA was formerly the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA).

584 The Research and Innovative Technology Administration (RITA) conducted this research pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 112, until January 2014, when these research functions were transferred to the Office of the Assistant Secretary, Greg Winfree, RITA Becomes Office of Research and Technology, U.S. Dep’t Of Transp. (Jan. 30, 2014), http://www.dot.gov/fastlane/rita-becomes-office-research-and-technology.

585 Within the USDOT Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology, the ITS Joint Program Office (JPO) carries out responsibilities under Subtitle C-Intelligent Transportation System Research of Public Law 109-59 Safe Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (2005).

577 See id.


579 NHTSA PRELIMINARY STATEMENT, supra note 184.

580 49 U.S.C. § 104 (2012). On the Federal Register Web site, the varied functions of FHWA are described as follows: FHWA’s mission is to improve mobility on our Nation’s highways through national leadership, innovation, and program delivery. The Administration works with Federal, State, and local agencies as well as other stakeholders and partners to preserve and improve the National Highway System, which includes the Interstate System and other roads of importance for
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the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution, such federal driverless vehicle legislation could preempt varied state laws that will otherwise apply to driverless vehicles.\textsuperscript{556} For example, if a divergence of state laws regulating driverless vehicles in conflicting ways appears to stifle development of driverless vehicles, enactment of such a uniform national law might be considered. However, no such legislation has been introduced in Congress. Within the Executive Branch, near term prospects for uniform national driverless vehicle regulation are extremely unlikely.\textsuperscript{557}

Current preemption law, particularly with regard to ground transportation matters, is by no means predictable. Over the past 15 years, the United States Supreme Court has unevenly decided preemption issues in the context of vehicle regulation. Two United States Supreme Court decisions—one regarding air bags\textsuperscript{558} and another regarding seatbelts—appear to suggest that, absent an express statutory provision that explicitly preempts state law, federal law might not sufficiently “occupy the field” of driverless car standards and requirements so as to eliminate all state law, particularly state tort law.\textsuperscript{559} The two Supreme Court cases wrestled with state laws regarding tort liability, an area of law that traditionally has been considered especially appropriate for state law.\textsuperscript{560} Moreover, standards for roadways owned by states are usually considered particularly appropriate matters of state, rather than national concern.\textsuperscript{561}

E. Regulatory Policy

Potential regulation of driverless vehicles presents two basic uncertainties. Driverless vehicle technologies remain under development with no decisions made even about such basic matters as whether connected vehicle technologies should be required equipment in driverless vehicle technologies.

In addition, legislative and regulatory jurisdiction over motor vehicles is diffused in the United States between the states and the federal government. At such a time of technical and political uncertainty, a certain degree of regulatory flexibility seems appropriate so as to avoid setting legislative or regulatory requirements too rigidly or too soon, before best practices and designs may have emerged. At this early stage in the development of driverless vehicles, there appears to be regulatory wisdom in leaving options and opportunities for further development and innovation open.

IX. SUSTAINABILITY: LAND USE, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES

Widespread deployment of driverless vehicles will affect the sustainability of land, environmental resources, and transportation infrastructure. The laws that currently apply to these matters will apply to driverless vehicles, and driverless vehicle development will need to be mindful of sustainability values.

Sustainability involves controlling impacts of transportation and land development on the environment—from traffic on local roads to global climate change. Its objectives are to create less waste; to avoid consuming resource areas (such as wetlands, forests, and agricultural lands); to use less energy; and to emit lower levels of greenhouse gases and other environmental pollutants.\textsuperscript{562} Reflecting the conviction that human living patterns can be shaped so that they do not overwhelm land and resources, sustainable development is committed to creating healthier and more resilient places at local, walkable levels for people to live, work, and play without the need for motor vehicles, which exacerbate regional and global environmental problems.\textsuperscript{563} Whether driverless vehicles ultimately will contribute to the long-term sustainability of environmental resources and transportation infrastructure will depend, in part, on how laws regarding these matters react to driverless vehicles.

A. Land Use

Driverless vehicles could have profound impacts on land development and create lasting changes in land use patterns.\textsuperscript{564} Land use laws and transportation planning that seek to foster sustainable communities

\textsuperscript{556} See U.S. Const. art. VI, cl. 2.
\textsuperscript{557} See NHTSA Preliminary Statement, supra note 184, at 2 (NHTSA does not plan to adopt federal regulation of driverless vehicles in the near future).
\textsuperscript{559} Williamson v. Mazda Motor of Am., Inc., 562 U.S. 323, 131 S. Ct. 1131, 179 L. Ed. 2d 75 (2011) (involving seat belts and unanimously finding no federal preemption).
\textsuperscript{560} See also RAND Report, supra note 181, at 131 (“[R]ecent decisions...suggest that the Supreme Court will be cautious in finding state court tort claims preempted absent evidence of express legislative intent.”).
\textsuperscript{561} Geier, 529 U.S. at 861–68.
\textsuperscript{563} Id.
\textsuperscript{564} RAND Report, supra note 181, at 25. There are dozens of definitions of sustainable communities. See also About Us, Partnership For Sustainable Communities (Mar. 2, 2015), http://www.sustainabledcommunities.gov/mission/about-us.
will need to take account of driverless vehicles. At present, land and transportation regulators, as well as land use lawyers, are uncertain about whether driverless vehicles will contribute to communities that offer convenient places to live and work, as well as contribute to environmentally sustainable air, land, and water resource usage.595

In the United States, the Partnership for Sustainable Communities—a joint project of the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Transportation, and the Environmental Protection Agency—promotes sustainable land use measures. The objective is “to coordinate federal housing, transportation, water, and other infrastructure investments to make neighborhoods more prosperous, allow people to live closer to jobs, save households time and money, and reduce pollution.”596 Providing more transportation choices is among the key livability principles the Partnership promotes:597 “Develop[ing] safe, reliable, and economical transportation choices to decrease household transportation costs, reduce our nation’s dependence on foreign oil, improve air quality, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and promote public health.”598 Driverless vehicles are expected to contribute to all of these goals.

1. Vehicle Miles Traveled

Land use regulatory efforts to decrease reliance on motor vehicles typically apply a concept called “vehicle miles traveled” (VMT) to measure changes in vehicle usage. For example, transportation engineers use VMT in calculating the level-of-service (LOS) of a roadway. VMT is also used in many other contexts as well. USDOT’s Bureau of Transportation Statistics in the Federal Highway Administration currently collects and publishes information about miles traveled in all states by all types of vehicles for the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS).599

Records of motor vehicle miles traveled date back to the early years of automobiles. As early as the 1920s, vehicle miles traveled data were collected by the Department of Commerce as a measure of increased economic activity.600 The Federal Highway Administration began collecting VMT statistics from states in 1945.601 USDOT currently uses this vehicle miles traveled data, primarily from the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS),602 both for determining Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) fuel efficiency standards603 and for measuring road usage for federal highway funding purposes.604 In addition, EPA also relies on vehicle miles traveled as a basis for regulating mobile air pollution sources, particularly vehicle tailpipe emissions.605

According to the EPA's 2001 report Our Built and Natural Environments, “[C]hanges in development patterns [i.e., sprawl] have had a particularly significant impact on VMT growth. Furthermore, because additional road capacity can be absorbed quickly by induced traffic, adding capacity alone is not likely to solve the problem of rapidly rising VMT.”606 In the 21st century, transportation and land planning seek to minimize vehicle miles traveled for environmental and fuel economy reasons. In addition, sprawl development is viewed as both aesthetically unappealing and wasteful of land resources.

VMT measurements are already an integral part of federal transportation planning. They are the most likely basis for charging highway usage fees in road-use-charging proposals designed to increase or to supplement revenues for highway maintenance and development.

595 See, e.g., RAND REPORT, supra note 181, at xvi (“The overall effect of AV [driverless vehicle] technology on energy use and pollution is uncertain.”); Jane Bierstedt, Aaron Gooze, Chris Gray, Josh Peterman, Leon Raykin & Jerry Walters, Effects of Next-Generation Vehicles on Travel Demand and Highway Capacity 11–18 (2014).

596 About Us, Partnership for Sustainable Communities, supra note 594.


598 Id.

Declines in gasoline taxes, in part because of electric cars, as well as declines in vehicle usage associated with higher gasoline prices, point toward the need to replace the Highway Trust Fund’s reliance on gasoline taxes for revenue. In generating funds for roadway systems, fees based on the number of vehicle miles traveled on these roadways seem to be an attractive potential revenue alternative.

Because charging for road use requires calculating the vehicle miles traveled by a specific vehicle within a state, pilot studies have used onboard devices, often based on GPS, to capture distances the vehicle has been driven within the state. In driverless vehicles, the miles traveled by a vehicle within a geographical area could be routinely collected. If the driverless vehicle has V2I connected vehicle technologies, this miles-traveled information could be automatically transmitted to road-fee collectors who would be able to charge the driverless vehicle for particular use of specific roads.

Vehicle miles traveled is also used as a way to measure sustainability. California’s Sustainable Communities Act provides an example of state sustainability regulation that seeks to foster sustainable communities through reductions in vehicle miles traveled. This Act requires regional land use planning and regulation to reduce use of passenger cars and light trucks through measurable decreases in vehicle miles traveled. This complex land use regulatory system provides an example of how VMT measurements can, for regulatory purposes, count the miles traveled only by particular types of vehicles. Adapting such a system to treat miles traveled by driverless vehicles as a separate category could be used to incentivize or disincentivize driverless vehicle use.

2. Uncertain Impact of Driverless Vehicles on Vehicle Miles Traveled

There has been considerable debate and research regarding whether driverless vehicles will be used to travel more or fewer vehicle miles. The 2014 RAND Report concluded equivocally that “[t]he potential effects of AVs [driverless vehicles] on aggregate vehicle miles traveled remain unclear, though it seems likely they will lead to more total travel rather than less.”

Some land planners believe that the convenience of driverless vehicles for commuting between home and work may lead to more scattered residential development in rural areas, away from urban centers. In a driverless vehicle, the ability to use commuting time for other purposes, such as work, rest, or recreation, may make commute time and distance less onerous for driverless vehicle users. If so, driverless vehicle users may be encouraged to live in rural or semi-rural areas and to use a driverless vehicle to commute to work, school, or shopping. In short, many land planners are concerned that the convenience benefits of driverless vehicles will result in longer commutes.

On the other hand, to the extent that driverless vehicles are deployed as low-speed vehicles permitted only in urban areas, driverless vehicles could incentivize more dense residential land development patterns. It may be that the availability of driverless vehicles, including on-demand ride-sharing versions, will be an amenity available only in urban areas. Such an enhanced personal mobility option may encourage residents to choose to live in more dense urban areas.

Indeed, economical use of driverless vehicles for providing convenient and inexpensive on-demand transportation network companies (TNCs). A number of such TNCs are already operating in urban areas, and many more are planning to enter the market.

609 Road Pricing Defined, supra note 607. USDOT has studied such road use charging for many years and conducts pilot programs in Oregon and Iowa.
610 Id. But see DeGood & Madowitz, supra note 608.
612 CAL. GOV’T CODE § 14522.1(b)(1)–(2) (West Supp. 2014) (requiring the use of vehicle miles traveled by passenger cars and light trucks as a factor in determining guidelines for the development of regional transportation plans). Regarding the VMT concept used in the California Sustainable Communities regulations, VMT does not mean total vehicle miles traveled by all vehicles as may be used in calculation of roadway levels of service or in road-use charging systems. Rather it counts only miles traveled by passenger cars and light trucks.
613 RAND REPORT, supra note 181, at 17.
614 Id. at 18.
616 California regulates these ride-service companies as Transportation Network Companies (TNCs). A number of other states have followed California’s regulatory lead.
617 RAND REPORT, supra note 181, at 26.
618 A 2013 study by Columbia University’s Earth Institute showed that roughly 9,000 autonomous cars would be able to replace all of the taxi cabs in New York City and provide wait time of just over half a minute and fares of about 50 cents per mile. Lawrence D. Burns, William C. Jordan & Bonnie A. Scarbrough, Transforming Personal Mobility 24 (2013), http://sustainablemobilityei.columbia.edu/files/2012/12/Transforming-Personal-Mobility-Jan-27-20132.pdf. See also John Markoff, Google’s Next Phase in Driverless Cars, N.Y. TIMES (May 27, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/28/technology/googles-next-phase-in-driverless-cars-no-brakes-or-steering-wheel.html.
transportation (online ride-services or taxi applications) requires fairly high population densities. Moreover, detailed dynamic roadway mapping may, at least initially, only be available in urbanized areas. Land or transportation planning regulations could also restrict driverless vehicles to urban areas. A state law or local ordinance could also permit the use of driverless vehicles only in designated parts of urban areas, or parts of a municipality.

Driverless vehicles in the form of low speed vehicles will generally be useful only for relatively short-distance intra-urban journeys from residence to work, recreation, shopping, or public transit hubs providing transport for longer distance journeys. Low-speed driverless vehicles operating over shorter distances in urban areas would lead to fewer long-distance miles traveled by this type of driverless vehicle and perhaps greater use of public transportation for journeys over longer distances.

Restricting driverless vehicles to already dense urban areas, either by practical factors (such as the availability of dynamic digital mapping) or by legal regulation, could have the advantage of making dense urban communities more maneuverable, particularly for elderly and disabled persons for whom personal mobility is often difficult. Moreover, particularly in older cities, chronically congested areas could be zoned for driverless vehicles only. In areas characterized by narrow streets and difficult-to-navigate pavement, driverless vehicles might be the safest, as well as the most rational, form of ground transportation.

Whether the total number of miles traveled by driverless vehicles is likely to increase or decrease overall VMT presents another issue. A study by the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute considered the “Potential Impact of Self-Driving Vehicles on Household Vehicle Demand and Usage.” The results of this study indicate that driverless vehicles would likely lead to fewer cars being owned by the average household. At the same time, each vehicle would be driven more intensely (more miles over a given time period) so that roughly the same mileage would be covered by fewer cars. The research also suggests that such a driverless vehicle usage pattern would probably result in cars wearing out sooner, with more frequent purchases of new cars. If newer driverless vehicles have better, cleaner technology, a frequent replacement pattern could contribute to long-term sustainability and environmental benefits.

B. Environment

Driverless vehicles are expected to further sustainable community goals of reducing air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions, such as carbon dioxide. Although driverless vehicles could be powered by internal combustion engines, it is also possible that driverless vehicle technologies could, by regulation, only be available in zero-emission vehicles. It is unclear whether such a regulation would incentivize purchase of driverless vehicles or, on the other hand, discourage their purchase.

No matter what their fuel or energy source is, driverless vehicles are expected to contribute to environmental improvement by reducing air pollution through avoiding traffic congestion and the accidents that generate traffic snarls. Intelligent routing will enable driverless vehicles to reduce fuel consumption and emissions. Moreover, by eliminating many car crashes, driverless vehicles are expected to reduce air pollution from traffic backups due to vehicle crashes that would otherwise be generated by conventional vehicle crashes. In the long run, as driverless vehicles prove effective in avoiding crashes, it should be possible to reduce vehicle weight, which adds to fuel consumption and emissions.

619 RAND Report, supra note 181, at 27.
620 Id. at 18.
622 The London Congestion Charge Zone does something similar by charging vehicles for using roadways within the zone during times of high traffic congestion, with numerous exemptions such as for taxis on hire. See Thomas P. Bernal, Jr., Acceptability, Implementation, and Transferability: An Analysis of the London Congestion Charge Zone 3 (2007).
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emissions. For example, robust passive safety equipment such as heavy bumpers or rollover protection systems may no longer be necessary for occupant safety in driverless vehicles that do not crash or drive off roadways.

C. Infrastructure Requirements

Most transportation experts expect that driverless vehicles will initially have minimal impact on infrastructure requirements, since driverless vehicles will initially operate in mixed traffic on existing roadways shared with conventional, human-driven vehicles.

As noted earlier in this report, it is uncertain whether driverless vehicles will add to or reduce overall vehicle roadway use. One report suggests that there will be a measure of additional roadway demand from elderly persons, persons with disabilities, and those ineligible to drive because of age. Such increases in travel demand appear likely to be offset by increases in both lane capacity and roadway capacity because driverless vehicles are capable of making more efficient use of existing roadways.

Over the next decade or so, conventional vehicles, with which driverless vehicles will interact, are likely to change in a couple of important ways. First, many human-driven vehicles are likely to become increasingly automated and will utilize many of the same types of automated vehicle systems as driverless vehicles. Second, connected vehicle technologies may enable pervasive cooperative vehicle interaction among both driverless and conventional vehicles, at least in new passenger vehicles and light trucks. This change will come about if NHTSA carries out the agency’s announced plans to require DSRC connected vehicle V2V capabilities as safety equipment on all new passenger cars and light trucks.

Eventually it may make sense to designate portions of roadways (dedicated lanes) or entirely segregated roads for use only by driverless vehicles, because driverless vehicles operate safely in narrower lanes and with reduced vehicle headways. Adding separated or dedicated roadways for use only by driverless vehicles is likely to be resisted because such lanes would involve the cost both of adding infrastructure and of additional land for rights-of-way.

Alternatively, it would be possible to designate existing roadway or highway lanes for driverless vehicle use only. Driverless vehicle lanes might be marked as “star” lanes, to distinguish them from existing diamond lanes that now accommodate carpools, electric vehicles, and those paying tolls to use High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes. A “star” lane for driverless vehicles could be narrower and move faster. It would also have greater throughput than ordinary roadways or travel lanes on highways. The result would be more efficient use of rights-of-way and existing infrastructure. A 2014 Report for the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation estimates that driverless vehicles would increase lane capacity by roughly 40 percent during peak travel times.

Providing such segregated driverless vehicle lanes might be a way to incentivize the purchase of driverless vehicles, just as access to carpool lanes has incentivized purchases of electric vehicles. Despite its many benefits, such a proposal would, however, almost certainly generate significant political opposition from other roadway users. Such a reaction greeted restricted use of carpool lanes and, particularly, the eligibility of electric vehicles for free use of carpool or High Occupancy Toll (HOT) lanes.

Conventional traffic signs and signals will need to remain during the time both driverless and conventional vehicles are sharing roadways. Even at a time when all vehicles are driverless, traffic signs and traffic lights will probably be needed for use by bicyclists and pedestrians. Infrastructure improvement to enhance performance of driverless vehicles may, however, require retrofitting existing signage with special beacons to communicate direct data inputs to driverless vehicles.

---
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To the extent that driverless vehicle operation will depend on connected vehicle V2I communications, additional communications infrastructure will likely be required. For example, infrastructure will be required to download security certificates for the DSRC V2V system contemplated in NHTSA’s Connected Vehicles Readiness Study.\(^642\) If V2I becomes part of the DSRC program, additional infrastructure in the form of antennas, roadside processing, and communications units will be necessary.\(^643\) It has not yet been determined whether driverless vehicles will rely on V2V ad hoc communications, or whether V2I communications will become aspects of a new vehicle communications infrastructure for driverless vehicles.

In the absence of connected vehicle technologies, or alongside them, sensor reflectors or beacons added to existing signage infrastructure are likely to enhance some driverless vehicle operations.\(^644\) If so, aside from strictly V2V communications, additional electronic equipment such as controllers may need to be added to transportation infrastructure, probably along existing rights-of-way.\(^645\) Indeed a variety of infrastructure upgrades may enhance autonomous vehicle reliability, security, and safety. These infrastructure improvements would, of course, also exacerbate land use and environmental impacts of roadway infrastructure.

Infrastructure improvements compatible with driverless vehicles will need to be installed depending on the technologies used by future driverless vehicles. Existing electronic infrastructure is likely to require significant and costly improvements to facilitate the use, effectiveness, and safety of emerging driverless vehicle technologies.

X. CONCLUSION

Driverless vehicles will bring many advantages over conventional vehicles. Enhanced safety, mobility, convenience, and environmental benefits are among these improvements. At the same time, driverless vehicles also will present challenges to the legal system. Although the current legal environment could probably accommodate driverless vehicles with relatively few alterations, changes in the legal system will be required with regard to such matters as insurance and regulatory requirements.

As described in this report, an elaborate framework of legal rules has gradually grown up around transportation innovations, especially motor vehicles. Existing legal rules regulate how motor vehicles are designed, manufactured, sold, repaired, and used. Laws also establish how liability should be imposed for injuries caused by motor vehicles; the sorts of misconduct that will be punished as criminal; as well as the nature of insurable risks with regard to driverless vehicles. The legal system also establishes appropriate uses of land for roads, highways, and other transportation infrastructure as well as how that infrastructure will be financed. This existing, historically determined, legal architecture will remain for a time. But the legal system will gradually adapt to how driverless vehicles operate.

Driverless vehicle technologies appear to be transforming much more rapidly than the legal system, which tends to evolve slowly, to apply past precedents, and to modify those precedents only cautiously. The legal response to driverless vehicles has already begun with basic measures, such as laws that simply authorize the use of these vehicles in some states. More complex and far-reaching legal changes will evolve over time. As driverless vehicles grow more sophisticated and common, they will assuredly generate many novel issues of law. Initially, the legal rules devised for driverless vehicles likely will be shaped by analogies to conventional vehicles. Over time, however, policymakers will come to better appreciate, and begin to focus on, the unique capacities of, and challenges presented by, driverless vehicles and the system that supports them.

There is also a substantial likelihood that driverless vehicles will produce some far-reaching changes in the law. Just as railroads provided the catalyst for new legal doctrines in the 19th century, the advent of driverless vehicles may produce substantial changes in the prevailing legal culture in the 21st century. Legal rules governing the artificial intelligence that operates driverless vehicles is an example of a novel area of law that will develop with regard to driverless vehicles. Once established within the law pertaining to driverless vehicles, these new rules may be extended to other settings and technology applications, until the rules become generally accepted legal principles.

Overall, however, forecasts regarding the “likely” or optimal legal policy responses to driverless vehicles should be made only tentatively, and with deep appreciation of their inherent limits. About the only certainty associated with the legal environment for driverless vehicles is that these devices will challenge the ingenuity of federal, state, and local policymakers alike as they merge onto the nation’s roads.
# ACRONYMS

AAMVA—American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators  
ABS—Anti-Lock Braking System  
ACA—The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act  
ANPRM—Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking  
AV—Autonomous Vehicle  
BIAS—Broadband Internet Access Service  
BSM—Basic Safety Message  
CAFE—Corporate Average Fuel Economy  
CALEA—Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act  
CAN bus—Control Areas Network Connector  
CPNI—Consumer Proprietary Network Information  
CPUC—California Public Utilities Commission  
DARPA—Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency  
DMCA—Digital Millennium Copyright Act  
DPPA—Federal Driver Privacy Protection Act  
DSRC—Dedicated Short Range Communications  
DMV—Department of Motor Vehicles  
DUI—Driving Under the Influence  
ECPA—Electronic Communications Privacy Act  
ERISA—Employee Retirement Income Security Act  
ESC—Electronic Stability Control  
FAA—Federal Aviation Administration  
FCC—Federal Communications Commission  
FHWA—Federal Highway Administration  
FIO—Federal Insurance Office  
FMVSS—Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards  
FR—Financial Responsibility Laws  
FTC—Federal Trade Commission  
GPS—Global Positioning Satellite System  
HMI—Human-Machine Interface  
HPMS—Highway Performance Monitoring System  
ISO—International Organization for Standardization  
JPO—Joint Program Office for Intelligent Transportation Systems  
LOS—Level-of-Service  
LTE—Long Term Evolution (a standard for wireless communication of high-speed data)  
NAIC—National Association of Insurance Commissioners  
NFIP—National Flood Insurance Program  
NHTSA—National Highway Traffic Safety Administration  
OEM—Original Equipment Manufacturer  
SARTRE—Safe Road Trains for the Environment  
SAE—Society of Automotive Engineers  
TNC—Transportation Network Company (online Ride Service Companies such as Uber, Lyft, etc.)  
UM/UIM—Uninsured/Underinsured Motorist Coverage  
UMTA—Urban Mass Transportation Administration  
USDOT—United States Department of Transportation  
V2V, V2I—Vehicle to Vehicle and Vehicle to Infrastructure Communication  
VII—Vehicle Infrastructure Integration  
VMT—Vehicle Miles Traveled
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